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Preface

The goals students have for attending college and for enrolling in specific courses have an
impact on educational outcomes. These goals can be measured with a comprehensive survey
instniment such as the Student Goals Exploration (SGE). When appropriate goal profiles are
available, college instructors and researchers can relate them to other student characteristics,
guiding efforts to improve teaching and learning.

This User's Manual was prepared to assist colleges in ileld-testing the Student Goals
Exploration (SGE). The manual is divided into two Guides with a common introduction to the
SGE: (1) A Guide for Classroom Research by faculty members and academic administrators.
and (2) A Guide for Institutional Research by those desiring to link the SGE results with other
data bases. This Institutional Research Guide also contains technical information needed to
gain a detailed understanding of the SGE's scales and development. Each Guide contains an
appropriate field test se. of SGE inventories as well as coding instructions and examples of
ways to report findings.
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STUDENT GOALS EXPLORATION

User's Guides and Technical Report

Suggestions for the Reader:

We have divided this User's Manual into two Guides so that faculty members who desire to use
the Student Goals Exploration in their classrooms can do so without reading technical
material that is interesting primarily to other types of researchers. Select the most
appropriate of the two User's Guides: The Classroom Research Guide is a non-technical
treatment for use by faculty members in their classes. This Institutional Research Guide is
more helpful for studies involving several classrooms and also provides a technical summary
of the SGE's development and characteristics. Section 1. an overview of the uses and structure
of the SGE. Is included in both Guides.
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SECTION I. ABOUT THE STUDENT GOALS EXPLORATION

1 1 . Introduction

During the 1980s college administrators and faculty members increased their attention to
strategies for improving teaching and learning. Among other strategies for enhancing student
learning, faculty members have been _aged to set high expectations, increase curricular
coherence, and foster active student involvement. Concurrently. educators have discussed how

111

to assess the results of their efforts, that is, to determine if students are learning what faculty
intend them to learn.

Assessment advocates have considered two levels of data collection about student learning.
One level of assessment. first proposed by state policy makers and accreditors. involves
measuring students' learning outcomes and aggregating the results for programs or colleges.
The primary purposes of aggregation are to ensure public accountability of colleges and to
formulate institutional or state-wide improvement policies. Many of the early discussions of
assessment, centering on the state, institutional, and program level of measurement, were not
well-received or understood by faculty members and administrators. Another level of
asaessment was proposed by those who believe that the best chance of improving student
learning vests with the initiative of individual instructors. This grass roots level of
assessment, linked closely with instructional improvement. has come to be called "classroom
research" (Cross and Angelo. 1988).

The case for classroom-level assessment is strengthened by recent advances in cognitive
psychology. These advances indicate that (1) learning is Improved if teachers communicate
course objectives and discipline structure to students, (2) coherence depends on how well
students integrate new knowledge with old, and (3) strategies that help students integrate new
knowledge can be taught. This emphasis on how learning occurs as well as what is learned has
helped to show that learning involves not only acquiring facts and principles, but also
increasing one's motivation and self-confidence about learning and acquiring useful learning
strategies. In recent conference agendas. these ideas have joined the discussions of
institutional assessment to provide a balanced assessment agenda at the classroom and college
levels for improving teaching and learning.

During assessment discussions educators are mindful of student differences. Both faculty
members and measurement experts recognize that mediating 7ariables. such as a student's age.
gender, socioeconomic background, and prior academic preparation, affect what is learned and
should be considered when interpreting measures of student outcomes. Faculty often relate to
subgroups of students based on informal assessments of such characteristics. Measurement
experts, on the other hand, attempt to control statistically for the effects of student differences
when making comparisons. To cite an example, if an open-admission college serves an urban
area with many under-prepered students, this fact must be considered when student
achievement is compared with a nearby residential university serving well-prepared students.
To give another example at the classroom level, when one instructoes class has strong
academic background or special abilities, these attributes must be taken into account when
comparing class achievement with that of a more academically typical class taught by another
instructor. Some academic program reviewers j udge it appropriate to adjust standards for
different groups of students, examining their progress in terms of their initial knowledge or
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skill, an approach often called "value-added" measurement. Despite controversy over the
measurement techniques, many educators favor this "value-added" concept of progress.
Whether student progress is measured against a specified criterion or thrnugh a value-added
approach, it is customary to take account of readily observable student differences, such as
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gender or age. and to control statistically for differences in preparation that are detected by
aptitude or achievement tests.

In contrast with observed student characteristics or academic aptitudes, variations in student
goals and related motivational differences among students have seldom been included as
mediating variables when student outcomes are assessed. This is true even though the
standards against which student progress are measured typically stem from goals of faculty,
administrators, or legislatom. In fact, educators only rarely mention the goals students bring
to the classroom how these goals affect what is learned, or how student goals may change.
Over 2,300 teachers of introductory college courses told us in a recent survey that, compared
with student characteristics such as preparation and ability, they viewed student goals as
relatively unimportant in planning their courses (Stark et aL 1990). One reason for this
finding may be that instructors do not know the course goals ct their students. Yet, both good
course planning and accurate interpretation of assessment data may depend upon students'
views of Important outcomes. What they value and hope to achieve stimulates their learning
involvement and effort.

As we reviewed relevEnt research literature, we developed a better understanding of why
student goals have been neglected in assessment discussions. In shott student goals are
neglected because there have been no useful instruments to measure the goals students bring to
courses. Educators have measures of broad goals for attending college. typologies to classify
students based on these broad goals, surveys of actNities students pursue during college.
inventories of student satisfaction, and surveys to tap student opinion of the college's
environment and goals. We have summarized these various measures elsewhere (Stark. Shaw
& Lowther, 1989). But we found no inventory to assess student goals for a specific course or to
help relate these goals to other characteristics or to student learniN. We concluded that such
an instrument was needed.

After considering several possible models, we developed a theoretical framework for a student
goals inventory (Stark. Shaw and Lowther. 1989). Based on this framework. we developed and
pilot-tested the Student Goals Exploration (SGE) over a ftve-year period. The SCE is now
suitable for field testing. This preliminary user's manual is to guide those at colleges and
universities who wish to be involved in field-testing the SGE.

We wish to make the SGE useful to educators responsible for fostering educational
improvement at each of the levels of assessment we mentioned earlierthe programmatic or
institutional level, and the classroom level. Since educators working at these two levels will
need to use different research strategies, we developed two sets ot.' SGE inventories and two
User's Ades: The Institutional Research Set and the ClaSSTOOM Research Set. Each set of
Inver .-ies comprises three versions, each of which can be used at a different point in a
student's education. Both sets of inventories were designed to help understand group
characteristics, rather than to counsel or advise individual students. (For a list of the SGE
versions and recommended uses, see Table 1.)

The Institutional Research Set is useful for collecting data about goals of students in multiple
classes or programs. The data collected are extenstve and allow theoretically-based
explorations of relationships among self-reported variables that may influence students'
college and course goals. The versions of the SGE within the Institutional Research Set are
stmilar in format and length to the instrument we used for research on student goals when
developing the SGE. This set may be used in program or college assessment by those familiar
with social science research techniques. Such users will find this User's Guide for Insutuuonal
Research, which contains technical information about the SCE. most helpfuL
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The Classroom Research Set is for classroom instructors, working alone or with a few
colleagues. It is designed to help instructors understand the goals of students in their classes,
to facilitate two-way communication about the relationship between students' and teacher's
goals, and to allow the teacher to examine goal change informally over the course of a term
Classroom researchers will wish to read Section 2 of this Guide as well as this introduction.

2. Theory and Assumptions

Our work in developing the SGE has been based on a theoretical framework we derived from
appropriate literature and exploratory interviews with students taking introductory college
courses. A complete summary of the theoretical background is given in another source (Stark,
Shaw, & Lowther, 1989). We have summarized below the key assumptons we drew from the
literature and interviews.

1. In the simplest and most basic terms, goals are what individuals hope to achieve. Such
intentions motivate and direct human behavior. As do people in general, college
students attempt to behave in ways they see as useful and valuable. Students monitor
and revise both the value they attach to goals and the goals themselves in accord with
their perceived successes and failures.

2. Students have broad goals for attending college but, within the orientation provided by
these broad goals, they also have specific goals for particular courses they take or
majors they choose.

3. Students' goals for a course may not be as realistic, specific, clear, comprehensive, or
challenging as the goals their teacher holds for the course. Some students may accept.
more readily than other students, goals that are assigned by an outside source such as
parents or teachers.

4. Many, but not all, college students are able to articulate their goals. Some are still
developing awareness of their own goals and have difficulty stating them without
prompts. They may also be in the process of acquiring new goals. Thus, they respond
more completely to survey type lists than to open-ended queries.

5. A student's goals for a specific course are multidimensional. They may encompass a
variety of different intellectual, personal, vocational, and social dimensions_

6. Students' goals for courses may change while taking a course. Sometimes, but not
always, the change is what the teacher intends. If they understand the teacher's goals,
students may be more likely to revise their goals for a course to be more like their
teacher's.

7. Students' goals for a course are linked with their feelings of self-confklence in a
particular academic subject. with prior preparation in that subject, with study
strategies, and with a variety of specific goal attributes, such as whether the goals are
self-generated or assigned by others and whether they are long-term or short-term.

8. Students' course goals influence their motivation to karn specific course material.
their reaction to course activities, and the type and intensity of effort they exert in
course-related tasks.

9. The effort students exert in academic tasks influences their learning outcomes. These
outcomes may include attaining their own goals as well as those assigned to them by
others.
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We represented these ideas graphically and interrelated them in a general framework to guide
development of a studen1 goals inventory as shown in Figure 1 below.

In the conceptualization shown in Figure 1. we assume that students' general college goals
precede the goals they hold for a specific course. Students bring to college previous experiences
that lead them to develop expectations about whether they need a specific course, whether they
will =goy it, and how well they will perform in it. At both college and course levels, we show
the possible but unverified influence of general motivating factors (such as expectations and
self-assessment) as well as preparation. These issues we important at both college and course
levels because the seli-confidence a student feels about college in general may not transfer to a
specific course, nor is preparation for the specific course the same as preparation for college
generally.

In using this broad scheme as a guide for developing our inventory, we focused our attention on
the 'Suzy" concepts of goal patterns shown in the shaded areas of Figure 1. Since we had found
no instrument that provided descriptive measures of these goal patterns. we tried to build one
that would describe them multidimensionally for college goals and for specific courses. Most
of the questions we included in the Student Goals Exploration are intended to portray profiles
of student groups on these two sets of goal patterns.

In our research inventory, we also asked students to report information pertinent to some of
the other elements of the model, such as their background characteristics, academic
preparation, and their extent of satisfaction with that preparation. (Sometimes information
on background characteristics can be gathered from college files instead of asking the student
to report it. but the students perceptions of their backgrounds are not available from files.) To
measure some of the constructs shown in Figure 1. we incorporated segments of psychological
and motivational surveys developed by others. For exampk, to assess course expectancy, self-
assessment of preparation, learning strategies. and self-efflcacy, we used items from the
Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (Pintrich et al 1989). To obtain reports of
student effort, that is, activities they pursued outside of class. we borrowed questions from
Pace's early work on the Quality of Student Experience Survey (Pace. 1975. 1987). Each of these
sets of questions, drawn from other sources, will be described in more detail later.

To complete our exploration of the theoretical framework, we need to examine more fully the
relationships among the various elements in Figure 1. We know more about these
relationships now than we did a few years ago but much remains to be discovered. We will
continue studying them as more data are acquired.
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3. Selecting the Appropriate SGE Version

In the discussion that follows, we describe the potential uses of the SGE that caused us to build
two sets of inventories from our research instrument.

There are two sets of SGE inventories, an Institutional Research Set and a Classroom Research
Set. They differ in purpose, intended audience, length, and how they should be administered.
When selecting the appropriate SGE Inventory Set to use. potential users should consider
carefully both their intended purposes and their intended audience.

The lastitutIonal research (IR) versions of the SGE are primarily for use by ntsearchers or
academic leaders who are interested in identifying broad goal patterns among groups of
students in a program or an entire college. Such researchers may wish, in the amplest case, to
describe goals of students majoring in a field. In a more complex instance, they may desire to
add students' gal profiles to an acisting data base. This would allow study of the relationship
of goals to other variables, such as entering test scores, grade point averages, or measures of
specific student outcomes.

College administrators may want to examine whether the goals of groups of students change
over time. possibly as a result of particular courses, sequences of courses, or the entire college
experience. For such longitudinal studies there are three IR versions to use at different points
in a student's education. Those most interested in the results of these types of SGE studies
typically will be groups of faculty or academic decision-miters. To identify any changes, the
institutional researcher will need to sample the student population appropriately and apply
suitable statistical tests. He or she will also need to tailor the technical report to the audience.
Because of the many influences students experience during college, the researcher needs to
exercise particular care in attributing student change to any particular educational experience.

The SGE set for classroom research (CR) Ls shorter than the IR set and can be used by an
instructor in a course. Like the IR set. the CR set also has three versions for use at different
times. The audience is the class and instructor (or, possibly, a group of classes and instructors).
Since the primary classroom purpose is to improve communication between faculty and
students. it Is not essential to link the information with more comprehensive data bases. and
statistical comparisons usually are irrelevant. Class discussion generated by the SGE-CR
likely will focus on the importance of particular goal items and patterns within a specific
discipline, probing how the goals of students and teacher compare or how they change during
the semester. At the suggestion of classroom teachers preparing to field test the SGE, we have
prepared a brief parallel version, the Faculty Perspective Version, to help faculty members
record the goals they hope their students will have.

In the Classroom Research set, some of the sections and several background questions are
designated "optional" to allow instructors to ensure student confidentiality if desired.
Detecting goal change with the SGE does require some student identification to match
responses. however. In the User's Guide for Classroom Research, we discuss some suggestions
for assuring confidentiality when desired and pmvide guidance about how to interpret changes
in student responses.
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Table 1

Versions of the Student Goals Exploration

Course Major field

lime 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2
(pre-test) (post-test) (pre-test) (post-test)

SGE-IR
Institutional research IR-1 IR-2 IR-M IR-M

(full version)

SGE-CR
Classroom research CR-1 CR-2 CR-M CR-M
(bdef version)

SGE-Faculty Perspectives Faculty Faculty
(course goals only) (any time) (any time)

Table 1 is a chart showing the two sets of Student Goal Explorations, each of which includes
three parallel versions. In both the CR and IR versions labeled 01 and #2, students respond for
a particular course in which they are enrolled. In the versions labeled M. students respond in
terms of the major field they have chosen. The first of the three versions (1R-1 or CR-1) is
intended for use at the beginning of the course or as a pre-test in a longitudinal study. Another
version (IR-2 or CR-2) is used at the end of a course, or as a post-test when the pre-test has been
given. The "major field" versions (IR-M or CR-M) can serve as buth pre-test (at the beginning of
the major) and post-test (near graduation), or. alternatively, the major field versions can be a
post-test when one of the other versions in the set has been given as the pre-test. Faculty
members use the "faculty perspective" iersion before administering the student versions.

The purpose of the SGE administration determines what sections of the instrument are most
important and which students should complete them. An institutional researcher
administering the SGE-IR Set may randomly select students from multiple sections of a large
course. He or she hopes to minimize differences due to instructor influence and to maximize
student response rates, the number of variables collected, and reliability and validity.

A classroom instructor who plans to discuss course goals with students, on the other hand, will
ask all students in the class to respond. When using the briefer SGE-CR, full discussion
typically is more important than the statistical properties of the indices in the SGE. An
exarnple serves to illustrate this point: We have found that students answering the SGE in
introductory mathematics courses often respond that learning to solve problems" is a goal.
but students in history courses do not find that goal important. Assuming that the history
Instructor views this as an opportunity to expand student horizons, discussion might focus on
what problem-solving means in history. how historians go about solving problems. and so on.

In each SGE set, we have included opportunities for the researcher or classroom instructor to
add goal items of unique or local interest. For example. instructors in a college with a religious
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mission might wish to add college-wide and course-specific items that tap religious goals. A
biology instructor whose goal is to raise environmental consciousness may wish to expand the
number of goal items related to this aspect of the course.

'lb help the user, we describe below some ways in which the SGE could be used, and provide
some hypothetical examples. After describing the parts of the SGE and its indices, we will
return to these examples for further explication of classroom research possibilities in Section
2 of this Guide. More detail about institutional research possibilities is given in the Guide for
Institutional Researchers.

4. Sample Uses for the SGE

Uses al the Passim= Research Version (SGE-CR)

1. Purpose: 'lb help understand the goals of groups of students newly enrolled in courses.
including the special goals of any existing subgroups of students.

Administration: CR-1 near beginning of term; faculty members may wish to complete
the Faculty Perspective Version of course goals.

Audience: The instructor and students discuss the congruence of their goals, the
meaning of the goal statements to them, how the planned course actNities relate to
goals.

2. Purpose: To assess changes in the goals of a group of students during a semester or year
of enrollment in a course (or a program) of study.

Administration: CR-1 at beginning of term (or CR-M when major is elected). CR-2 at
end of term (or CR-M near graduation)

Audience: The instructor the faculty members in an academic department: possibly
groups of graduating students or recent program alumni.

3. Purpose: To assist a faculty group in planning cowries that will capitalize on student
goals.

Admtnistration: CR-1 at beginning of term or CR-M when major is elected.

Audience: Faculty committee examining course purposes, sequences, and activities to
improve student motivation or to better serve students.
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Uses et the lastItitiond Rematch Version (=MR)

i. Purpose: To measure student goals as a mediating variable between intended student
outcomes and actual student outcomes. Specific instructional plans or strategies may
be used as experimental treatments.

Administration: Use IR-1 or IR-M at beginning of speciftc course or major. Results may
be entered into data base with other pre-test measures such as aptitude. achievement.
placement tests and outcome measures.

(Note that for a shorter and less comprehensive survey. CR-1 or CR-M could be used.)

Audience: Academic department faculty: college administrators, accreditors. state
boards, or other agencies that should be encouraged to interpret outcome data in tenus
of information about pre-existing student goal&

2. Purpose: To explore the relationships between students' course-level (or major level)
goals and their feelings about studying, their expectations and study skills, their
college-level goals, and, at the term's conclusion (or graduation), the types of activities
pursued while enrolled in a course. Some of these potential relationships were shown
earlier in Figure 1.

Administration: IR-1 and IR-2. or two administrations of 1R-M, or a serial
administration of IR-1. IR-2 and IR-M.

Audience: Academic department faculty: college administrators, accreditors, state
boards--wherever the outcome data are sent and should be interpreted in light of
student goals. Also educational researchers.

We encourage users of the SGE to be creative in adding appropriate items and in regrouping
items in ways meaningful to specific disciplines and types of courses. Even so, at this point in
our brief discussion of uses and audiences of the SGE. there are some cautions we must
mention:

1. Students answering all versions of the SGE keep in mind a specific course or major. As
a result, students responding for each different course or major are, in essence.
responding to different surveys. Thus, while it is appropriate to aggregate the responses
of all students reporting their goals for history courses, for example, no version of the
SGE is currently intended for use throughout an entire college. In short, SGE data
CANNOT B E AGGREGATED TO CREATE A TOTAL INSITIVITONAL PROFILE because
students are responding in terms of specific classes or majors, not their entire college
experience. Currently, some of our field test collaborators are experimenting with
asking students to respond to the course goals items with their total college "general
education" in mind. Results will be forthcoming.

2. The SGE is intended to help understand goals of groups of studaits. Student scores may
be entered into a data base that is used for making or confirming predictions about
groups studying the same subject, but the scores art not reliable for single students. The
SGE is not intended to be used as a source of data 1 w counseling or advising tndividual
students.
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3. There are no "norms" for the SGE since there are no "right" goals for students and
teachers to hold. Even for the same types of course, appropriate goals may differ from
college to college. We encourage colleges and instructors to establish their own goals.

4. Users in community colleges and in courses not included in our pilot studies should
examine the course-specific goal items and add items unique to their settings. Thus far.
the SCE has been pilot-tested only in four-year colleges.

5. Although we suggest adding goals to the SCE to be sure specific course goals are covered.
we urge that al1 items currently included be retained even if they seem irrelevant. It 12
often important to discover that what seems irrelevant to the instructor may not seem
so to the student, or the reverse.

6. Even without discussing their answers, students' reflections on their answers to a pre-
test may affect how they respond to a post-test. Students who discuss SGE results with
their instnictors are likely to be influenced even more, Therefore. it is best to pursue
only one of the several uses of the SGE with students in a single class section. If the
purpose of using the SCE in one class is to collect data at two points in tkne to gain a
rough measure of change, do not discuss the congruence W"--n student and teacher
goals with that class. If the purpose is to engage students in discussion, a longitudinal
study of goal change should not be planned.

5. Sections of the SGE

Within each set of SGE inventories, certain groups of items are identical, while others are
modified to suit the particular purpose or stage of the student's education. For example,
inventories designed to be used with students in the major field contain modified versions of
questions directed at students in introductory courses.

Table 2 summarizes the parts of the SGE for Versions CR-1, CR-2, and CR-M. Shrotly, we will
describe the indices derived from each part of the SGE.

6. Overview of the SGE 'Scales"

In Table 4, we summarize the indices or "scales" that we have derived during pilot tests from
each section of the SGE. These "scales" do not meet the full technical definition of scales;
rather they are groups of related items that can be readily interpreted as representing a goal
construct. The list of scales given is for the most courprehensive inventory. the HI version. As
noted in Table 3. some scales were derived from optional parts in the CR version. Following
this overview, we discuss each scale, its meaning and the items comprising it. In Table 4. we
show the number of items on each scale and a measure of its internal consistency. Internal
consistency indicates the extent to which the items seem to tap the same idea; 0.00 indicates no
consistency, 1.00 is the geatest possible consistency. We will discuss the uses of the scales for
classroom research in Section 2 and for institutional research in the Institutional Research
User's Guide. Readers who are interested in additional information about the development of
the item pool and the statistical derivation of the scales should refer to Section 3 of the Guide
for Institutional Researchem.
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Table 2

Groups of hems included in the SGE Institutional Research (IR) Versions

Groups of items (purpose)
1R-1 IR-2 IR4A

(Items) (Items) (Items)

Goals in attending college X X
(Students' college goals) (19) (19)
(Students' perceptions of goal
congruence with their teachers) X X

Locally inserted items (6) (6) (6)

Statements of students' X X X
purposes in college (7) (7) (7)

Goals for a specific course X X X

(or majot) (110) (110) (110)
(Obtain score on typical scale for course or major;
obtain profile of 15 general academic orientations;
examine responses to specific questions of interest)

Locally inserted items (20) (20) (20)

Feelings about studying in course X - X
(or maior) (18) (18)
(Obtain profile of five goal attributes)

Expectations and study skills in course
(or major)
(Obtain two measures of
self-confidence toward course)

Student information
(Obtain demographic information, educational
and career aspirations, perceptions of
academic preparedness, satisfactions
and uncertainties about college)

Locally inserted items

alb

Types of activities pursued in this course
(or maim)
(Obtain end of term reports of
activities students pursued.)

Preference for ways courses are organized in this major

X X X
(18) (18) (18)

x x. x
(31) (22) (29)

(9) (9) (9)

X X
(22) (22)

X

(7)

Notes: Student information section is truncated in Version IR-2 since it is assumed that this versions Will be
matched by student number with pre-test surveys from IR-1.
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Table 3 I
Groups of Items Included in the SGE Classroom Research (CR) Versions

III
CR-1 CR-2 CR-FA

Groups of items (purpose) (Items) (Items) (Items) I
Goals in attending college X X -

(Students' college goals) (19) (19) (19) I
Locally inserted items (6) (6)

I
i
I
I
I
I

Statements of students' X X X
purposes in college (7) (7) (7)

Goals for a specific course X X X

(Or MI04 (110) (110) (110)
(Obtain score on typical scale tor course or major;
obtain profile of 15 general academic orientations;
examine responses to specific questions of interest)

Locally inserted items (20) (20) (20)

Student information I X X X
(Obtain demographic information,
educational and career aspirations,
perceptions of acAdemic preparedness)

(13) (13) (17)

Typos of activities pursued in this course
(IX rnajo0 X X
(Obtain end of term reports of
activities students pursued.

(22) (22)

SECTIONS TO CHOOSE

Feelings About Studying in course X X

(Or MaPr) (1 8) (18)
(Obtain profile of five goal attributes)

Expectations and study skills in course
(or major) X X X
(Obtain two measures of
self-confidence toward course)

(18) (18) (18)

Student Information II*
(student satisfaction, personal information)

(7) (6) 1.9)

Locally inserted items (15) (15) (15)

I
I
1

I
I

Notes: Paris of the student information section are designated as optional modules in SGE-CR. It is assumed that
this information may not be useful to all classroom instructors and may be considered intrusive by some students.
especially those enrolled in small classes. I

I
2Z I
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Table 4

Index of SGE Sections and Scales

Title of Section Items Consistency

GOALS IN ATTENDING COLLEGE SCALES:
Prepare for career and/or graduate/professional school e .69
Acquire a general education 9 .83
Nondirected 4 .69

EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE NA NA
(Each of the seven items represents a distinct belief
about the purpose of college)

GOALS FOR SPECIFIC COURSE OR MAJOR

SCALES: GENERAL ACADEMIC ORIENTATION

Develop creativity
Increase self-understanding
Improve speaking skills
Improve reasoring skills
Develop a ilfe philosophy
Understand the workl around me
Work for social causes
Develop scientific inquiry skills
Prepare for a career
Gain expertise
Develop human relations
Improve numerical ability
Understand cultural diversity
Value leaning for its own sake
Improve basic Wits

SCALES: SUBJECT-SPECIFIC GOALS

English
History
Sociology
Psychology
Biology
Mathematics
Flne ails
Romance languages
Introductory business
Uriversally endorsed

1
("

7 .85
8 .86
3 .78

11 .89
6 .81
8 .85
7 .88
5 .89
9 .91
7 .84
9 .89
3 .92
5 .84
4 .69
4 .82

15 .89
13 .90
15 .89
10 .86
11 .88
7 .85

12 .90
11 .86
13 .85
11 .85
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Table 4 (continued)

Title of Section Items Consistency

FEELINGS ABOUT STUDYING (Optional in CR versions)

SCALES:

Goal Vme frame (long-range)
Gael time frame (short-range)
Goal clarity

6
3
3

.75
.57
.42

Goal source (expectations) 3 . 59
Goal source (self) 3 .33

EXPECTATIONS AND STUDY SKILLS (Optional in CR versions)

SCALES:

Self-confident scholar 11 .81
Anxious student 7 .72

TYPES OF ACTIVITIES SCALES (Post-test versions only)

SCALES:

Relates and applies coursework 5 .79
Irteracts about coursevrork 4 .72
Explores beyond assignments 4 .70
Concentrates on task 2 .71

VII. PREFERENCES FOR COURSE ORGANIZATION (Major field only)

(Each of the seven terns represents a distinct preference
for course sequercing)

NA NA

1

1

1
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7. Scale Items and Interpretation

Results from two years of developmental work and two years of pilot study provide
considerable evidence about the scales that we have derived from the SGE. Decept as noted, we
have been able to constnict indices that have high internal consistency and seem to describe
the dimensions of students' goals in college and selected courses rather well.

In this section we explain briefly the meaning of each of the SGE scales listed in Table 4. The
actual items included on each scale are given in accompanying Tables 5-43.

Goals In Attending College
The first survey section poses 19 goals for attending college and asks students to indicate (on a
scale of 1 is not important to 4 = essential) how important each is to them personally. In
addition, for the IR versions, students are asked to supply their perceptions of the importance
of these goals to their teachers. Our purposes here are to provide the academic leader or
researcher with a multidimensional peofile of the students' college goals and a rough measure
of the congruence students pettetve between their goals and the goals they believe their
teachers have for them. It is not presumed that students will perceive their teachers'
expectations accurately. Rathee, it is important to recognize that perceptions of similarities or
differences help detennine the ways in which students approach a course. (For the Classroom
Research Set we have omitted the students' perception of their teachers' goals. preferring that
the instructor engage students in discussion of differences.)

In both IR and CR sets, users can add up to six college goals of their own choice to the list of 19.

From students' responses to the 19 items about their college goals. the three scales described
below consistently emerge; the relevant items are listed in Tables 5-7. Students may strongly
endorse more than one purpose. The pattern of student responses comprises the shaded box in
Figure 1 labeled "college goal patterns."

College-Level Goal Scales

- Prepare for Career and Graduate/Professional School Consists of six items that
describe a career orientation. A concern for a better Job. high income, and material comfort is
evident. Students who endorse this scale strongly may choose to pursue these goals through
employment immediately after graduation or they may enroll in graduate or professional
school as a means to schen their career goals.

- Acquore General Education: Reflects an interest in the intellectual offerings typical of
traditional higher education. The nine items that make up the scale describe a desire for
cultural knowledge and an interest in understanding the nature of an academic lleld.

- Non-directed Scale: Comprises four items that reveal no definite intellectual or career
motivation for pursuing a college education. External motivations, friends, or other social
reasons, are cited as reasons for attending college.
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Table 5

Goals for Attending College Scalesr..
SCALE: Prepare for Career and Graduate/Professional School
ALPHA RELIABILIIY: .89

Consists cd items that demobs a career orientation. A concern for a better job, high income, and material comfon is
evident. Students who endome this scale strongly, may choose to pursue these goals through employment
immediately after graduation, or they may enroll in graduate or professional school as a means to achieve their career
goals.

Item Number Item

=a1m11011101111.1=.00.1111

1 To get a better job after college

3 To gain respect as an expert at something

9 To be able to make more money

1 0 To be able to have a successful career

1 3 To prepare for graduate or professional school

19 To inprove one's social position

Table 6

Goals for Attendng College Scales

SCALE: Acquire General Education
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .83

Reflects an interest in the intellectual offerings typical of traditional higher education. The nine kerns that make up
the scale describe a desire for cultural knowledge and an interest in understanding the nature of an academic field.

Item Number Item

2 To gain a general education

4 To imrove study skills and reeling habits

6 To prepare for a Me of meaningful paiticIpation in society

7 ro become a more cultured person

1 1 To understand how knowledge is developed

1 2 To learn more about interesting things

16 To become an informed citizen and voter

1 7 To develop creative talents

18 To prepare for a Me of service to society
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Table 7

Goals for Attending College Scales

SCALE: Non-Directed Scale
ALPHA REUABILITY: .69

Comprises items that reveal no definite intellectual or career motivation tor pursuing a coNege education. External
motivations, friends, or other social reasons, are cited as reasons for attending college.

Item Number Item

6 To get away from home

8 To provide something to do

1 4 To meet family expectations

1 5 To be with friends
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A second section of the survey seeks student response to several statements describing broad
purposes of attending college. Attempting to porta/ patterns of goals for attending college in a
somewhat different way, these responses represent seven distinct orientations. In order of
their appearance in the SCE, we use the following short-hand labels for these orientations or
purposes; (1) social change; (2) effective thinking (3) systematic instruction; (4) vocational
orientation; (5) personal enrichment; (6) great ideas; (7) values clarification.

There are no right or wrong orientations toward college and students may strongly endorse
more than one of these purposes. We have compared responses of introductory students and
upper-class majors with an ex:sting data bank of responses from a nationally representative
sample of faculty members teaching these same courses. This comparison shows that stuients
in all fields place more emphasis on the vocational purposes of college than do faculty
members, but they do not necessarily endorse the other purposes less strongly as a result.

Goals in Taking This Coons

In this section, the heart of the SGE. students keep a particular intioductory course in mind as
they answer (on a scale of 1 = not important to 4 az essential) whether each statement is a course
goal for them. The list contains 110 possible course goals, most of which focus on aspects of
academic or intellectual development. Users may add course goals of local interest.

Two sets of scales, giving different portraits of students' course goals and, hence, useful for
different purposes, have been derived from these 110 goal items. We have called the two sets the
Subject-Specific Goal Scales and the General Academic Orientation Scales. The General
Academic Orientation Scales seem to have greatest promise as a multi-dimensional
representation of the fuzzy box labeled "Course Goal Patterns" in Figure 1. The Subject-Specific
Scales are more useful in comparing faculty and student goals for the same course.

Sulgect-Spectlic Goal Scales

The nine subject-specific scales contain items that characterize the goals of students majoring
in a field, or those taking an introductory course in that field, or both. That is, we formed these
scales by selecting items that students fAudying (or majoring in) a particular subject
consistently endorsed more strongly than did students studying another subject. (See
Appendix 2 for profiles that illustrate these differences.) Since we only included specific fields
in the pilot tests, the number of these scales is limited. We encourage faculty members to
develop others appropriate to their courses.

Because students (and faculty) in related disciplines often share common goals, sOMC items are
included in more than one scale. As a result, some scales are moderately positively correlated.
For example, students studying sociology and psycholoef share some goals. In contrast, the
subject-specific scales for students studying in :sociology and mathematics courses have no
items in common. A tenth scale, which we call the "strongly endorsed scale." includes a few
goal items strongly endorsed by students regardless of the course in which they were enrolled.
While there were many such goal statements in earlier versions of the SGE. we retained only a
few to serve as a check on response patterns. The lists of items on each scale are shown in
Tables 8-17.
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Table 8

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in English Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .89

Item Number Item

e To irnprove my study skills
1 4 To become aware of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life
1 9 To learn to organize my thoughts
24 To develop respect for and sensitivity to the views of others
25 To knprove my writing abilities to d ilop dear, correct, and effeflive

communication
29 To learn how things change over time
33 To find problems and solutions in literature and film that apply to my own life
62 To improve my reading skills
65 To develop my creative talents
83 To increase my power to persuade others
84 To improve my spealdng abilities
85 To learn how to use library fadities and other information sources
9 1 To understand my own abilities and irritations

1 02 To be able to write an excellent technical report
1 07 To overcome hesitancy about expressing my views in public

Table 9

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in History Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .90

Item Number item

1 4 To become aware of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life.
1 8 To develop a broader vision of the world
28 To understand events that people have tried to explain
29 To learn how things change over time
37 To understand the world around me
53 To understand the complexity of the world
60 To gain a global or international perspective
68 To help secure world peace
69 To understand the causes of war and peace
72 To learn how people have solved social problems
75 To develop leisure time interests
96 To understand how culture has developed
98 To learn how people govern themselves
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Table 10

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in Sociology Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .89

Ham Number Item

14 To become aware of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life
15 To learn appropriate social skills for different situations
18 To develop a broader vision of the work!
24 To develop respect for and sensitMty to the views of others
27 To develop a philosophy of life
29 To learn how things change over time
36 To weigh and question the opinions of experts and authorities
38 To be able to make ethical and moral choices
48 To learn how to work for important causes
52 To interpret evidence
67 To develop closer relationships with others
68 To help secure world peace
72 To learn how people have solved social problems
76 To help improve gender and racial equality
80 To contribute to the improvement of human welfare

Table 11

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in Psychology Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .86

Item Number Item

18 To develop a broader vision of the world
24 To develop respect for and sensitivity to the views of others
38 To be able to make ethical and nvral choices
67 To develop closer relationships with others
71 To understand scientific principles and concepts
72 Tn learn how people have solved social problems
80 To contribute to the improvement of human welfare
86 To improve my ability to handle stress
89 To estabish standards of behavior

100 To develop a personal philosophy related to my work
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Table 12

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in Biology Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .88

Item Number Item

29 To learn how things change over time
38 To be able to make ethical and moral choices
48 To learn how to work for important causes
70 To try to answer unsolved questions
71 To understand scientific principles and concepts
88 To investigate the unknown
90 To become aware of the consequences of new applications in science and

technology
92 To develop keener awareness of my environment
97 To learn more about science

101 To understand how science has affected human life
103 To identify an appropriate career

Table 13

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in Mathematics Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .85

Item Number item

59 To learn to solve problems
63 To improve my skills in communicating by electronic means such as computers
71 To understand scientific principles and concepts
78 To learn to interpret numerical data
90 To become aware of the consequences of new applications in science and

technology
104 To improve my mathematical skills
109 To improve my self-confidence in mathematics
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Table 14

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in Fine Arts Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .90

Item Number Item

1 3 To develop friendships and loyalties of lasting value
24 To develop respect for and sensitivity to the views of others
42 To use rrw imagination
65 To develop my creative talents
66 To enjoy works of ad
67 To develop cioser relationships with others
73 To have fun
75 To develop leisure time interests
77 To enjoy film
79 To create a composition, artistic work, or invention that no one has ever created

before
99 To become a happy person

110 To enjoy music

Table 15

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course
M0111M.
SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in Romance Language Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY .86

Item Number item

1 4 To become aware of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life
1 5 To learn appropriate social skills
1 8 To develop a broader vision of the wodd
48 To learn to mrk for important canes
60 To gain a global or international perspective
72 To learn how people have solved social problems
75 To develop leisure time interests
8 0 To (=tribute to the improvement of human welfare
82 To promote international harmony
84 To improve my speaking abilities
96 To understand how culture has developed
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Table 16

Sub0-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Typically Endorsed by Students in Introductory Business Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .89

Item Nurnber Item

4 To weigh alternatives when maldng dedsions
8 To recognize broad principles when observing specific events

45 To understand current issues in this field
63 To improve my skills in comrrunicating by electronic means such as computers
64 To become a knowledgeable consumer
74 To achieve job security
81 To establish important contacts for the future
83 To increase my power to persuade others
84 To improve my speaking abilities
93 To succeed in business
94 To develop my leadership abilities

103 To identify an appropriate career
105 To learn how to acquire power

Table 17

Subject-Specific Goals in Taking This Course

SCALE: Strongly Endorsed by Students in Most Courses
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .85

Item Number Item

1 To build a record of achievement of which I can be proud
3 To enjoy learning for learning's sake
5 To see how different facts and ideas fit together

46 To understand specific facts in this field
47 To learn things that will stimulate me to learn more on my own
51 To gain information that will be useful after college in my family life
55 To be able to perform credibly in my chosen occupation
56 To learn to accept challenges
58 To gain information drectly useful in my current or future career
61 To use the skills and abilities i have more effectively
87 To eventually become an expert in my chosen field
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The Subject-Specific Scales will be most useful to classroom instructors or academic
department chairpersons who are interested in examining the strength of student goals on the
scale characteristic of their field, and perhaps some related scales or items they believe to be
important. Since there are no right and wrong answers and no norms for the SGE. instructors
may modify the scales we tentatively provide for their field. Instructors in fields that have not
been included in the pilot testing may add items typical for their field and may discover which
items in the current list are strongly endorsed by their student& They should also complete the
parallel Faculty Perspectives Version to see which items they. as instructors. choose.
Gradually, as the number of users expands, we will be able to add new scales that typify
students in other introductory courses and majors.

General Academic Orientation Scales

We have also derived from the 110 course-level goals a set of 15 scales indicating the broad,
general types of learning goals that students seem to bring to courses. These scales reflect the
underlying patterns of association among these goals for students included in the introductory
courses and majors used in the pilot studies. A student may espouse 15 separate orientations
toward a specific course. Thus, In combination. these 15 scales present a multidimensional
picture of students' goals for a course that we have labeled a "course goal pattern" in Figure 1.
But the 15-scale profiles will be different for different courses. This is much more infor.nation
than is provided in most goal profiles, which frequently focus on such simple dichotomies
such as career orientation versus intrinsic desire for learning. However, care must be taken to
remember that the profile applies only to the course for which a student is responding. The
items on each scale are shown in Tables 18-32.

The General Academic Orientation scales will be useful to campus leaders and researchers who
wish to describe students' orientations toward different disciplines in introductory courses
and to examine how these orientations change over time. They may also prove useful in
identifying groups of students taking an introductory course who have goals that are narrower
than the instructor views as desirable.

The 15 General Academic Orientation scales are listed below. They are arranged in order
beginning with the goal that varied most by discipline in our pilot tests (Develop creativity)
and ending with the goal which was quite common in all disciplines (Improve basic skills.)

- Develop creativity: Taps students' desire to cultiiate their aesthetic, artistic, and
leisure interests.

- Increase sett-understanding: Made up of goal items that reflect an interest in self-
awareness. A desire to develop personal independence, self-worth, and an understanding of the
student's abilities and limitations, are cited as reasons for taking a specific course.

- Improve speaking skills: Reflects a desire to develop confidence and expertise when
communicating orally with either a group of people or an individual.

- Improve reasoning skills: Reflects a wish to develop a general ability to analyze.
synthesize and organize knowledge.

- Develop !tie philosophy: Represents students' desire to develop a set of principles that
will guide them through life.
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Understand the world around me: Endorsed by students who wish to understand the
world from several different perspectives. The items included in this scale reflect concerns
with biological. societal, and economic world issues.

- Work for social causes: Denotes bcAh an interest in world issues and a desire to work
for the improvement of world society.

- Develop scientific triquby skills: Reflects a desire to understand the structure of
knowledge in the sciences and the effects of scientific inquiry on the world.

- Prepare for career: Comprises terns that reflect students' olesire to apply their
coursework to their current or eventual career or future position in society.

- Gain expertise: Implies student concern with mastering a specific body of knowledge
in their course or field.

- Develop human relations skills: Delilieates a desire to develop the skills needed for
meaningful personal associations.

- Improve nwnerical ability: Indicates a concern with acquiring basic skills in
mathematics.

- Understand cultural diversity: Reflects an interest in comparing the similarities and
differences of various cultures.

- Value learntng for its own sake: Represents a general interest in the thtellectual
offerings of a specific course or field.

Improve basic skills: Indicates a concern for developing the skills necessary to
succeed in college. Items denote a desire to improve reading, writing, and library skills.

nanny About Studying in This Course
(Optional in CR versions where privacy may be a concern.)

The 18 items in this section were intended to ossess several attributes of goals discussed in
psychological literature but often ignored in educational research. These attributes include
goal difficulty, goal time frame (long-range or short-term), goal clarity, and goal source (self or
assigned by external source). Despite several trials, we have not been totally successful in
developing uniclimensional and reliable scales that tap all of these attributes the five current
scales (shown in.more detail in Tables 33-37) are:

Goal ttme frame (long-range): Includes items that describe an intrinsic enjoyment of
studying and learning in the course (or field) in question. A sense of satisfaction accompanies
the studying process for students who endorse this scale.

- Goal time frame (short-range): Indicates a preference for short-term learning
assignments of only moderate difficulty

- Goal clarity: Implies a preference for clear assipments and purposes.

- Goal source (eApectations): Contains items that tap students' external motivation for
completing study tasks.

- Goal source (selj): Student believes he or she should set own goals in college and
courses rather than accept goals originating with others.
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Table 18

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Develop CreatMty
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .85

Taps students desire to cultivate their aesthetic, artistic and leisure interests.

Item Nurrber Item

65 To develop my creative talents
66 To enjoy works of art
73 To have fun
75 To develop leisure time interests
79 To mate a composition, astir& work, or invention that no one has ever created

before
77 To enjoy film

110 To enjoy music

Table 19

General Academic Orientation Smies

SCALE: Increase Self-Understanding
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .86

Made up of goal items that reflect an interest in self-awareness. A desire to develop personal
independence, sell-wvrth, and an understanding cf the student's abilities and limitations, are cited as
reasons for taking a spedfic course.

Item Nunter item

20 To develop personal independence
21 To loam 'Wits that enrich my daily ife
33 To find problems and solutions in literature and film that apply to my own kfe
41 To increase my sell-confidence or sense of self-worth
42 To use my imagination
91 To understand my own abilties and Imitations
99 To become a happy person

108 To understand my own interests
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Table 20

General AcaderNc Orientation Scales

SCALE: Improve Speaking Skills
ALPHA REUABIUTY: .78

Reflects a desire to develop confidence and expertise when communicating orally with either a group of
people or an individual.

Item Number Item

83 To increase my power to persuade others
84 To improve my speaking abilities

1 07 To overcome hesitancy about expressing my views in pubic

Table 21

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Improve ReasoNng Skills
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .89

Reflects a wish to develop a general ability to analyze, synthesize and organl-e knowledge.

Item Number Item

4 To weigh alternatives when making decisions
1 0 To improve my reasoning ability- to recognize assumptions, make locical

inferences, and raach correct conclusions
1 1 To understand how scholars gain new knowledge or understanding
30 To develop the ability to see relationships, similarities, and differences among

ideas.
3 1 To draw my own conckations
32 To appreciate individuality and independence of thought and action
36 To weigh and question the opinions of experts and authorities
39 To predict specific events from broad prindpies
47 To learn tNngs that will stimulate ne to learn more on my own
49 To make effective decisions
5 2 To interpret evidence
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Table 22

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Develop Life Philosophy
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .81

Represents students desire to develop a set of principles that wiU guide them through Ile.

Item Number Item

23 To develop the capacity to change as times change
27 To develop a philosophy of life
35 To become more broad-rninded
38 To be able to make ethical and moral choices
43 To develop a capacity for self-evaluation

1 00 To develop a personal philosophy related to my work

Table 23

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Understand the World Around Me
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .85

Endorsed by students who wish to understand the world from several afferent perspectives. The items
included in this scale reflect concerns with biological, societal, and economic world issues.

Item Number Item

26 To become better informed as a citizen
28 To understand events that people have tried to explain
29 To learn how things change over time
34 To understand how humans have learned to cope with nature
37 To understand the world around me
48 To learn how to work for important causes
50 To be able to debate both sides of an issue effectively
53 To understand the complexfty of the world
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Table 24

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Work for Social Causes
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .88

Denotes both an interest in world issues and a desire to work for the improvement of wodd society.

1 Nem Nunter Item

68 To help secure world peace

69 To understand the causes of war and peace

72 To learn how peopia have solved social problems

76 To help irnprove gender and racial equality

80 To contribute to the improvement of human welfare

82 To promote international harmony

92 To develop keener awareness of my environment

Table 25

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Develop Scientific Inquiry Ski Ils
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .89

Reflects a desire to understand the structure of knowledge in the sciences and the effects of scientific
inquiry on the world.

Item Nunter Item

70 To try to answer unsolved questions

71 To understand scientific principles and concepts

90 To become aware of the consequences of new application in science and
technology

97 To learn more about science

101 To understand how science has affected human life

3
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Table 26

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Prepare for Career
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .91

Comprised of Items that reflect students' desire to apply their coursework to their current or eventual
COW or future position in society.

Item Number Item

54 To achieve social status or prestige
63 To impmve my *Os in communicating by electronic means such ss computers
64 To become a knowledgeable consumer
74 To achieve job security
81 To establish irtportant contacts lor the future
93 To succeed in business
94 To develop my leadership abilities
95 To acquire greater decision-maldng resporisibikty in my job

105 To learn how to acquire power

Table 27

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Gain Expertise
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .84

Implies student concern with mastering a specific body or knowledge in their course or field.

Item Number Item

45 To understand current issues in this field
46 To understand specific facts in this field
51 To gain information that will be useful after college in my family life
55 To be able to perform credibly in my chosen occupation
58 To gain information directly useful in my current or future career
61 To use the skills and abilities I have more effectively
87 To eventually become an expert in my chosen field
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Table 28

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Develop Human Relations Stills
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .89

Delineates a desire to develop the skills needed for meaningful personal assodations.

dem Number Item

7 To learn to get along with different kinds of people

1 2 To prepan for a life of sewice to others

1 3 To develop friendships and loyalties of lasting value

1 5 To learn appropriate social skills for different occasions

1 6 To develop the abilty to work wen with others in a group

2 2 To listen effectively to what others are saying

2 4 To develop respect for and sensitivity to the views of others

4 4 To help others who need my skills or services

6 7 To develop closer relationships with others

Table 29

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: improve Numerical Ability
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .92

Indicates a concern with acquiring basic skills in mathematics.

Item Number Item

To learn to interpret numerical data

104 To improve my mathematical skins

109 To improve my self-confidence in mathematics
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Table 30

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Understand Cultural Diversity
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .84

Reflects an interest in comparing the similarities and differences of various cultures.

Item Number Item

.=lommorimonlmw011....1=00.On

1 4 To become aware of different philosophies, cultures, and ways of life.
18 - To develop a broader vision of the world
60 To gain a global or international perspective
96 To understand how culture has developed
98 To learn how people govern themselves

Table 31

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: Value Learning For Its Orin Sake
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .69

Represents a general interest in the irdellectual offerings of a spedfic course or field.

Item Number item

2 To discover new ways of seeing and doing things
3 To enjoy learning fog' learning's sake
5 To see how different facts and ideas fit together

106 To explore the world of ideas

Table 32

General Academic Orientation Scales

SCALE: improve Basic Skills
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .82

Indicates a concern for developing the skills necessary to succeed in college. Items denote a desire to
improve reading, writirg, aryl library skills.

Item Number Item

2 5 To develop my writing abilities- to develop clear, correct and effective communication
6 2 To improve my reading skills
8 5 To learn how to use library facilities and other informational sources

102 To be able to write an excellent technical report
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Table 33

Feelings About Studying in This Course

SCALE: Goal Time Frame (bng-range)
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .75

Inckrdes horns that describe an intrinsic enjoyment of studying and learning in the course (or field) in
question. A sense of satisfaction aco3nipanies the studying process for students who endorse this scale.

Item Nunter

1 In the long run, study in this field 'AN help me to get ahead in the world
2 When I complete a leaning activity I usually get a sense of satisfaction
3 In this course, setting bng-range goals is important
4 I complete daily leaning tasks primadly because I enjoy them

1 5 I find learning in this field is very exciting and challerping
1 6 I like to plan my leaning activities over a bng time frame so they will fit together

Table 34

Feelings About Studying in This Course

SCALE: Goal lime Frame (shcrt-range)
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .67

Indicates a preference for short-term learning assignments of only moderate difficulty

Item Number Item

9 I prefer to set shod-range goals so that I can get a sense of satisfaction and
achievement

1 1 I would rather tackle easy problem than difficult ones
1 4 11 I sense I can't achieve a goal, I'd rather set one that is easier to reach
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Table 35

Feelings About Studying in This Course

SCALE: Goal Clarity
ALPHA RELIABILITC .42

!Vies a preference to have clarity about assignments and the purposes they are expected to achieve.

Item Nurrber Item

7 I feel obliged to work hard only if I can see the importance of the task
8 I learn best when my instructor makes it clear what the goals of each assignment are

1 3 I learn best if I see a direct relation between my assignnwts and my long range goals

Table 36

Feelings About Studying in This Course

SCALE: Goal Source (Expectations)
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .59

Contains items that tap students' external motivation for completing study tasks.

Item Number Item
=Mon=MOYAM.MYlwwohlINMMEMN

5 I should complete what is expected of a person of my capability
6 I would work hard to get good grades even if I didn't like the coursework

1 2 Even when study materials are dull and uninteresting, I believe I should keep working until
I am finished

Table 37

Feelings About Studying in This Course

SCALE: Goal Source (Self)
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .33

Student believes he or she should set own goals in college and courses rather than accept goals
originating with others.

Item Number Item

1 0 I believe I should set my own goals rather than accept someone else's goals for me
1 7 I seldom need to seek advice about what my goals should be
1 8 Deciding what topics I study should be my own choice rather than my instructors choice
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Expectations and Study Skills in This Course
(Optional in CR versions where privacy may be a concern.)

The items included in this section of the SGE were drawn from various pilot versions of
NCRIPTAL's Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (Pintrich et al.. 1989). The
selected items were intended to assess students' self-confidence (or anxiety) about the target
course, their expectations of success, their use of organizing learning strategies, their diligence
when studying, and their desire to achieve independence in learning actfrities. Note that these
and related ideas are included in our theoretical framework as outlined in Figure 1. We found
two underlying !calm one includes both student confidence and types of study habits, and the
other only confidence (lack of). We have called these the "Levels of Confidence" Scales (Tables
38-39). They seem to describe "self-efficacy" for this course, as well as learning strategies in
use.

- Self-Cortfident Scholar: Includes items that tap students wnfidence in their own
ability to succeed in the course. The study habits students report using in this scale typically
focus on integrating material, thus the term "scholar."

- Anxious Student Endorsed strongly by students who report diligent study but seem to
believe they have not yet mastered the art of being a successful student. A focus on the
possibility of failure, rather than success, is linked with detail-oriented study habits.

Types of Activism Pursued in This Course

These 21 items, describing actMties students report having pursued during the course (or
major), are used only in post-test or major field versions (IR-2, IR-M. CR-2. CR-M) when
students can legitimately report their recent class-related actfrities. The items are modeled on
early items tested by C. Robert Pace as he developed the College Experience Questionnaire, now
lmown informally as the "Quality of Effort" Scales (1975, 1987). Although Pace's measures of
student effort refer to the entire college experience, we ask the students to report effort in a
specific course. Used in this way, the activities reported will reflect course assignments and the
nature of the field as well as student effort. In our theoretical framework, Figure 1, these scales
are represent-d by the box labeled "Student Effort."

Four derived scales that group similar types of course activity are described below and the
items on each are shown in Tables 40-43.

- Relates and applies coursework: This scale taps students' inclination to focus on
integrating what is learned ir a class (or major) with other courses or life situations. The scale
also describes learning actfrities that focus on integration and concept-learning rather than
memorization.

- Interacts about coursework: This scale is not always distinct for individual courses
but it does describe actfrities pursued by students reporting about their major field. The types
of activities it represents point to an integration of students' academic and social lives.

- Explores beyond assignments: This scale consists of items that describe intellectual
e.ztNitles extending beyond the assignments of a particular course or major. These activities
portray students who have become excited about a particular field of study.

- Concentrates on task: This set of items describes study activities that continue for an
extended period of time.
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Preferenoss for Comm Organisoktion
(Major Versions 1R-M and CR-M only)

These seven statements based on the work of Posner and Strike (1976). describe students'
preferences for how material taught in courses should be organized. They are not included in
the framework in Figure 1. Rather, these items are experimental. We hope to gain some
ktiowledge of how students' preferences emerge as they reach advanced stages in their
education. Because of their complexity and the difticulty beginning students have in
interpreting them, we have included them only in the surreys to be used with upper-class
majors (Versions IR-M and CR-M). For faculty, we have found that particular modes of course
organization are linked to views of the discipline and beliefs about the purpose of education.
We have little informatka as yet about how students respond to these statements but we
presume that students majoring in a field may become socialized to think like the facuky
teaching in that field.

fitsident information

In addition to standard demographic information, this part of the SGE seeks information
about students' educational and career aspirations. perceptions of their preparedness for
college, certainty about educistional and career goals, and satisfaction with college. These
items may be used to estimate "college expectancy," "course expectancy," and self-assessment of
preparation as shawn in Figure 1. As noted earlier, for the Classroom Research versions. some
personal questions are in an optional section. The extent to which these items are used will
depend largely on the purposes the user has in mind and the extent to which it makes sense to
examine responses of subgroups of students.

Addition al Local Ito= and Using the Item Pool

The SGE was constructed from an extensive pool of items gathered from many sources. During
development, most items that were answered in a uniformly positive or a uniformly negative
way by most students were discarded, since they provided little information helpful to teachers
or researchers in understanding course goals of different groups of students. The retained
items were those that best differentiated among students taking very different types of courses
and majors. As a consequence. the SCE does not include all the reasons why students may be
taking a coutse, or all the reasons their teachers might hope they would hold.

In addition, originally, many items referring to personal and social goals of students were
included in the SGE. Students who were asked about goals they hoped to achieve in a given
course, however, seldom saw these personal and social goals as relevant. Therefore, the goal
items retained in the SGE are mostly of the type one would call academic. Intel, :Anal or
vocational. For these reasons, we encourage faculty members or researchers to add suitable
local items, possibly drawing as well from the pool of items we decided not to include, which is
in Appendix 3.
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Table 38

Expectations and Study Skills in This Course

SCALE: Sell-Cordident Scholar
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .81

Includes Items that tap students' confidence in their own ability to succeed in the course. The study
habits students report using in this scale typically focus on integrating material, thus the term 'scholar.

Item Nunter Item

5 When I study new material, I often sidm it to see how it is organized
s When I study for exams I integrate information from different sources, such as

lectures, reading, and discussions
7 When reading I try to relate the material to what I akeady know
8 I begin with course material but develop my own ideas about the topics
9 I believe I will receive an excellent grade

1 0 When I study a topic, I try to make everything fit together
1 1 I am confident that I can learn the basic concepts
1 2 rm certain that my own ability will result in my being successful
1 3 When having difficulty recalling something, I make an effort to recall something

else that might be related to it
1 5 I prefer learning activities that are challenging or arouse my curiosity even if they

are difficult
18 II I want to get a good grade, it depends on what I do

Table 39

Expectations and Study Skills in This Course

SCALE: Anxious Student
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .72

Endorsed strongly by students who report diligent study but seem to believe they have not yet mastered
the art of being a successful student. A focus on the possibility of faikire, rather than success, is not
related to integrative study strategies, but may focus more on details.

Item Number Item

1 When I take tests I think of the consequences of failing
2 I have difficulty identifying the most important points in my reading
3 I seldom ask my instructor to clarify concepts that I don't understand well
4 When I take a test I think about items on other parts of the test I can't answer

1 4 I often find that I read assignments but don't know what they are all about
1 6 It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not encouraged
1 7 When coursework is difficult, I either give up or study only the easy parts
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Table 40

Types of Activities Pursued in This Course

SCALE: Relates arsd Apples Coursework
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .79

This scale taps students inclnation to focus on integrating what is learned in a clot. (or major) with other
courses or life situations. The scale also describes learning activities that focus on integration and
concept4earning rather than memorization.

Item Number Item

4 I thought about applcations of the material to other stations
7 I looked for some basic organization in course maierials

1 4 I Med to see haw dflerent facts and ideas fit together
2 0 I tried to relate the material to ideas and experiences of my own
2 2 I related what I learned in this field to my other courses

Table 41

Types of Activities Pursued in This Course

SCALE: Interacts About Coursework
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .72

This scale is not always distinct for courses but it is so for students reporting about their major field. The
types of act Ages it represents point to an integration of students' academic and social lives.

hem Number Item

5 I discussed the subject matter of this field with other students for an hour or
longer

1 1 I told friends about the interesting materials or ideas in this field
1 6 I helped another student with cr ursework
1 7 I recommended this field to oth ar students
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Table 42

Types of Activities Pursued in This Course

SCALE: Explores Beyond Assignments
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .70

This scale consists of items that describe intellectual activities extending beyond the assignments of a
particular course or major. These activities podray students who have become excited about a particular
field of study.

Item Number Item

1 I read a book related to this field that was not an assigned reading
1 0 I participated in a research project related to this field
1 5 I read newspaper items related to coursework
1 9 I spent five hours or more looldng up references in the library and taking notes

related to coursework

Table 43

Types of Activities Pursued in This Course

SCALE: Concentrates On Task
ALPHA RELIABILITY: .71

Describes study activities that continue for an extended period of time.

Item Number item

6 I spent a concentrated period of time--three hours or longer without intenuption--
studying in this field

13 I studied at least four hours or longer on coursework during the weekend
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SECTION II. USING THE SGE FOR CLASSROOM RESEARCH

1. Using the SGE in Classrooms and Programs

This section of the User's Guide is written for faculty members or academic program
chairpersons who seek to improve the educational process by undostanding students' goals.
Faculty members who use the SGE for classroom research in the ways described here need no
special expertise in test administration, research methods, or statistics. The information
provided by the Student Goals Exploration is helpful to classroom instructors and academic
administrators because the SGE ascertains students' goals for specific courses and majors. The
group responses may be interpreted and discussed by both students and faculty members
directly and openly.

Here we describe several classroom and program level WICS of the SGE, suggest ways to
administer the SCE for these purposes, and provide simple methods of scoring student
responses so that the results can be used promptly. All possible uses are not suggested here;
individual faculty members may develop other uses to suit their needs. Users who wish to
know more about how the SGE was developed, study the wide range of its assessment uses, or
learn the technical propf%ties of its scales, should also read the SGE User's Guide for
Institutional Researchers, including the section on Technical h.....innation.

2. Classroom Research Versions of the SGE

There are three versions of the SCE within the Classroom Research Set:

Clsamoom Research-1 [Beginning of Course (CR-1) Version]. This. version examines goals that
students bring to their college courses. It should be ..hlministered during the first week or two of
a course when enrollment has stabilized. Oilginally designed for introductory courses, the
SGE-CR- I can also be used for intermediate courses. However, instructors using the SGE in
intennediate or advanced courses may wish to supply more goal items specific to the field. (See
page 45 for instructions).

Classroom Resesrch-2 [End of Course (CR-2) Version]. This version examines students' goals as
they complete college courses. When used in tandem with Version CR-1. changes in magnitude
and direction of goals during a term may be examined. Research on the first year of college
suggests that students may experience much goal change during the first semester or year of
study. SGE-CR-2 should be used close to the end of the term but before students are preoccupied
with preparing for examinations.

Major Field (CR-4 Version. This version examines goals that students hope to achieve in
their chosen major. When used in conjunction with SGE-CR- I. it can show changes in
magnitude and direction of goals for the same discipline over time in college. Faculty in
particular departments may wish to add specific items.

Faculty Perspective Version. This separate listing of possible course goals makes it convenient
for faculty members to record their own course goals and compare them with those of students.

3. Examples of SGE Uses
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Faculty members can use the SGE for varied purposes. Below, we discuss a few examples
briefly, and indicate the appropriate SGE Version(s) to use.

1. Purpose To help instructors obtain information about the course goals of their
students.

Versforc SGE-CR-1

Discussion: Many faculty members wish to design classroom activities or choose
lecture examples that relate to their students' goals. Such instructional plans often
make the subject matter more meaningful to students and increase their motivation to
learn. Furthermore, faculty members may hope to encourage students to develop goals
they do not initially hold for the course. Administering the SGE early in the term will
help faculty members identify both the goals students bring to the course, and the goals
they don't have that the instructor considers desirable.

The instructor may compare the goals of student sub-groups based on one or more of the
student information qutaitions or attitude scales included in the SGE. For example: Do the
course (or major) gosis of students who feel they were well prepared for the course differ from
those who view their pilor preparation as weak? Do the goals of older students differ from
younger students? What about those who feel certain about their rut= career path compared
with those who are uncertain? How about those students taking a required course who plan to
major in a very different field? Do students who have had previous work in the same subject
have different goals from those who are new to the field?

2. Purpose: To provide a basis for class discussion of the congruence between instructor's
and students' goals.

Version; SGE-CR-1; Faculty Perspective Version

Discussion: Psychologists, educational researchers and experienced college teachers
agree that students learn better if the instructor's goals and expectations are
communicated to them clearly. Students also learn better in settings where their own
views are valued. Thus, classroom atmosphere may be improved if communication
about goals flows from student to instructor as well as from instructor to student.
Instructors and students who recognize discrepancies between their goals can work
towanl the convezgence of the two sets of goals. To achieve this, both students and
instructor should complete the SGE early in the course and then hold a discussion about
goals based on tabulations or profiles the instructor constructs for the group. We have
provided a separate SGE "Faculty Perspective" survey for convenience.
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3. Purpose: To examine how students' goals change as they advance through their studies.

Version: SGE-CR-1 and SGE-CR-2 to compare student responses at beginning and
end of a course
SGE-CR-1 and CR-M to compare introductory course students with those
who decide to major in the field
SGE-C.11-14 (time 1) and CR44 (time 2) for bucking the goal changes of
majors in the fleld

Discussiorc Since most faculty members hope that students will develop greater
interest in and appreciation for their discipline, they view such goal changes as
desirable educational outcomes for students. By administering the SGE to the same
students at two points in time, instructors can determine whether the direction and
magnitude of goal change for the group are consistent with program objectives. Of
course, care must be taken to compare only the same students at the two points in time:
goals of a group may appear to have changed if those who dropped out or those who
joined belatedly are included in the comparison.

4. Purpose: To improve student self-av..reness by presenting goal profiles of current
students.

Version: SGE-CR-1. SGE-CR-2 or SGE-CR-M

Discussion: Students who are considering an academic major often ask themselves:
"Am I like other students who major in this field? "Is this a program where I am likely
to fit in? "Do I have the interest and motivation it takes to succeed in this subject?
Although the SGE is not designed to be a counseling tool for individual students, a
beginning student can gain insights by privately comparing his or her goal profile with
goal profiles of students already majoring in the program, as developed and made
available by the faculty. Instructors or academic leaders who suggest using the SGE in
this way should stress that there are no "right or wrong" goals and that particular goal
patterns may not predict success in the discipline.

5. Purpose: To consider possible adjustments in academic programs that better recognize
and fulfill the goals of current students.

Version: For introductory courses. SGE-CR-1 or SGE-CR-2
For majors, SGE-CR-M

Discussion: An academic committee can compare a goal profile of student majors or
prospective majors with a department's curriculum plan. For example, as students take
increasirigly advanced courses in the major. which of their goals do not seem to be
addressed in the sequence of courses? Which attitudes toward study in the major field
might become more positive if curriculum adjustments were made? Is there need for an
orientation course to help students establish workable goals for their upper-division
work, or a capstone course to help them relate what they have learned to the nod steps
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In their education or career? Such comparisons may reveal cumcular gaps related to
particular goals of students.

6. Purpose: To examine how student goal patterns affect achievement of educational
outcomes.

Verviorc SGE-CR-1 or SGE-CR-M; FaculV Perspective Version
Discussion Just as students who have a strong desire to take a course may evaluate the
instnactor more favorably, students who have course or major goals most like those of
their instnictors may give more effort to academic tasks, thus enhancing achievement.
Using the SCE, instructors may =mire the achievement of groups of students whose
goals are initially most and least like their own. If there are differences in
achievement. the Instructional task is to decide how to improve the effort of those
students who are least often motivated by goals of their teachers. Of course, academic
achievement is not the only desirrible student outcome that could be used here as a
success measure. Note for comple, that in Figure I we refer to the students' goal
attainment rather than academic achievement, which may or may not be the student's
original goal. Other measures might include enjoyment of a field of study, facility with
particular types of course assignments, or decisions to major in the field.

4. Choosing Appropriate SGE Sections

For the purposes we have suggested, =et classic= instructors will want to use the SGE-CR
sections entitled: Goals for Attending College, Goals for This Course (or major). and Student
Information. The Student Information Section will provide sufficient information for most
classroom subgroup comparisons, such as examining students by age. gender. ethnicity, or
academic preparation. Student ID numbers arc needed for classroom research uses of the SGE
only if the instructor plans to follow with a post-test version such as CR-2 or CR-M. or to match
the goals information with other information such as course grades.

In some settings, students may be concerned about answering questions they judge to be too
self-revealing or Invastve. For example. if their Student ID Number or another means of
identification is requested, or if the class is small, students may not reveal their trepidations
about studying in the course or their expectations of success. To gain accurate information
about the types of study habits students employ in the clam and the levels &confidence they
have as students, and their vcpectations of success, the instructor may wish to administer
some sections of SGE-CR anonymously. Or, the instructor may simply wish to omit these
sections. To give the instructor a choice, we have placed some of the SGE-CR sections last in the
survey. We have indicated in the student's instructions that their teacher will tell them
whether to complete the final sections of the SGE-CR. The sections from which the instructor
may select in the SGE-CR-1 are: "Feelings about Studying in This Comae." "Expectations and
Study Skills in this Course." "Student Information II." The questions in "Student Infoimation
II" are important if the instructor desires to gain information about student satisfaction and
related matters or to test some part of the theoretical framework in Figure I , but they are
slightly more personal than those in Student Information I.

For the SGE-CR-2, the sections can be selected in the same manner as in the SGE-CR-1. Since
SGE-CR-2 is intended to be administered at the end of the term, students may then have fewer
objections to completing some of the more sensitive sections of the SGE. By using these
sections, instructors can gain considerable information about students enthusiasm for course
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activities. This end-of-course information is useful even if the same sections of the SGE-CR-1
were not used at the beginning of the term. The section entitled 'Types of Activities Pursued in
this Course" is an additional choice in SGE-CR-2. Students seklom consider the questions in
'Types of Activities" Intrusive and their answers are particularly useful for instructors who
want to consider a4justments in their instructional actNities. However, If students believe
their grade will be influenced, they may not answer this section accurate'''. If this is likely to
happen, instructors could consider asldng students to return thim portion of the SGE by mail
after grades are issued. Using the mail, however, precludes class discussion about why they did
or did not pursue various types of activities. Such a discussion may be particularly valuable to
the teacher who wishes to learn what motivates studads to carry out or avoid certain course-
related activities.

For the SGE-CR-M, 'Types of Activities Pursued in this Major is a regular SGE section since
students typically are reporting on activities they pursued in several courses In the major. not
a single course. The other choices of sections mentioned for CR-1 and CR-2 are also available
in CR-M.

Instructors must consider carefully the trade-offs between ensuring student anonymity and
reducing response rates by asking students to complete sections to which they may object. If a
longitudinal study using both CR-1 and CR-2 (and/or CR-M) is planned. some specified six-digit
identification number known only to the student, for example the month, day and year of
birth, may be used to match the two versions. Do not suggest numbers such as house or phone
numbers that change frequently for students.

Clearly, when selecting the type and amount of information to collect with the SCE.
instnictors must consider the amount of tnist between them and their student& The students
must know that candid answers will result in respect for their views and will provide
assistance in learning, not penalties. Such candor is most likely to take place if the SGE
purposes are discussed with students. One could, for example, ask a representative committee
of students to review the sections of the SGE in advance for their reaction. The instructor
should feel free to say to the class "We will ask you to complete this instnunent again near the
end of the class because it is important to know if rur views have changed."

5. Adding Goal ttems

Classroom instructors (or department committees) considering using the SGE should complete
the Faculty Perspective Version first, identifying the goals that are important for their
students to endorse. Instructors should next specify any important goals for their class (or
department) that sue not on the SGE and distribute them to students on a separate sheet. These
goal items should be concise, concrete, include only one concept, and allow students to respond
on the same scale provided for similar items in the SGE. Number them to correspond to the
blank spaces provided for local items. Students should answt them on the scales provided for
this purpose that directly follow each appropriate section. Space is provided for adding six
college goal items, 20 course or major goal items, and 15 student information questions.

When deciding whether to add items, recall the following about the course goal items in
the SGE:

- The goal items were pilot-tested primarily in introductory courses. For more
advanced or specialized courses, the Instructor may wish to add some items.
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- Many laudable goals were not included in the SGE simply because everyone agrees they
are laudable. If an instructor believes they may be especially important to discuss with his/her
students, the items "amid be selected and added.

- Many valued personal and social goals are not in the SGE because students did not
view them as goals for specific courses. When the instructor believes such goals are legitimate
aims of the course, they should be added.

- In constructing the SGE, we tiled to choose the clearest items among those with
similar meanings. those important to both students and faculty members, and those that
distinguished among goals for different disciplintn. Items we decided not to use are in
Appendix 3. Some instructors may find it worthwhile to add these items if discussing them
will help students understand the language of the disdpline. illustrate, the meaning of
"problem-solving" and "critical thinking" may differ in different fields. The instructor may
desire to use one specific form of these ideas.

- Finally, we encourage instructors to ask students to suggest goal items for response.
This exercise provokes thought about the reasons students are enrolled in a course and will be
particularly useful in disciplines for which the SGE has been not been pilot-tested.

6. Administeing the SGE

The SGE-CR takes about 30 minutes for students to complete; slightly longer if the optional
sections are used. Student responses can be recorded directly on the survey. There is no time
limit on the completion of the SGE but the instructions indicate the student should work fairly
rapidly in order to avoid reading too many nuances into the goal items.

We suggest that the SGE-CR be administered and discussed during class time. Even if the
instructor only plans to get a profile of students goals. it is important that the students know
their teacher is sufficiently interested to spend some class time on the exercise. If the intent is
to clarify the instructor's goals for students or to engage in a discussion of goal congruence,
cktss time should also be scheduled for this activity. If a pre-test (CR-1) and a post-test (CR-2 or
CR-M) are planned, collecting information in class may ensure that each students responds
independently.

The SGE-CR-1 should be administered after the first class session Is ever and. if a longitudinal
study is planned, after the course roster has stabilized. Perhaps the third or fourth class
meeting is ideal, but no later than the third week of classes in a 15-week semester. Then. when
SGE-CR-2 is used as a post-test, we suggest that students complete it near the end of the regular
term.

On ii . other hand, if the purpose of administering the SGE-CR-1 is to discuss goals with the
students, any time during the semester can be chosen. Midway in the term might be a time to
say. "Let's talk about whether our purposes for being here are getting athieved."

The instructor may be particularly interested in the goals students hold for the course qfter he
or she has discussed and illustrated the intended outcomes of the course during a few sessions.
Giving the SGE-CR-1 after a week or so may help the instructor know how clearly the messages
are being heard.
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Students majoring in a field may complete the SGE-CR-M at anytime. For longitudinal use, we
suggest one administration after students officially enter the major and a second near
graduation.

When gtving students instnictions for the SGE. be sure that they understand that they are to
respond to either their college goals or their goals for a specific course when answering most
questions on the SGE. Since students may forget they are answering the SGE for a specific
course, we haw inserted periodic reminders to do so throughout the CR-1 and CR-2. Also be
sure and tell students if they are to complete the "instructor's choice" sections descrtheu earlier.

If asked by students. Instructors should not interpret particular items on the SGE for students.
Rather. If questions of interpretation are asked, he or she should say that the survey is
designed to find out what the item means to students or mention that time for discussion will
be provided.

7. Scoring the SGE

I
We believe that the SGE will be most useful P.n. classroom research if instructors discuss group
goal profiles with the class rather promptly. Therefore, local scoring is appropriate. We
suggest 30Me easY war' to score the SGE. Although we haven't developed a machine scoring

I
system for this field-test version of the SGE. IL: Ls possible to use a locally available scoring
system. In Appendix 1 we have included computer scoring instructions in case a group of
faculty members, assisted by a researcher, desires to use them We assume most classroom
instructors will prefer one of the simpler scoring methods which follow.

IPercentage al Response

I
The simplest and most familiar way to tabulate student responses and "eyeball the data" is to
calculate the percentage of students who respond at the extremes of the SGE scales, marldng a
particular goal as either "essential" or "not at all important." This will immediately pinpoint
goals that substantial numbers of students feel are st'ongly relevant or irrelevant to the

111

course.

A second useful method is to calculate the percentage who responded eitheressential" or
"important," then arrange the items in order from most important to least important.

Either of these methods will provide substance for discussion. Depending on the situation,
class discussion can focus on the most important goal, on the least important ones, or on the
reasons why some students feel differently about those ranked neither high nor low by the
groups. We have no rule of thumb to offer about what percentage of the students should believe
a goal important: this will depend upon the situation.

Mean Scores on Scales

We suggest that most instructors calculate and examine the class responses to the most
pertinent of the 17 SGE scales derived from the course goal items. The 17 include the 15
General Academic Orientation Scales. the Subject-Specific Scale for the field (or one closely
related of the instructor's choosing), and the Strongly Endorsed Scale. There are no norms for
these scales; they simply provide a scheme for grouping SGE items in a way that fosters
interpretation and discussion. Which of the General Academic Orientation scales are most
relevant will depend upon the subject and class level, as well as the college mission and the

I) )
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instructor's intent. Once the scale scores are calculated, it is equally instructive to =amine the
scores of particular items on the scale.

In Tables 5-43 (Section I of this report), we hp-a put the SGE item numbers with the SGE scales
that we have devised. We have also summarized the items numbers for each scale in a more
concise form in Tables 44-49.

To calculate scale means for each student, simply average the values of the responses to each
item on the scale (values range from 1 to 4) and divide by the actual numl3er of limn summed.
As with the item scores, the mean scores for the scales will range from 1-4. In Tables 4449, we
suggest the maximum number of missing responses that should be permitted to obtain a
meaningful score for each scale. If a student has omitted more than this number of items, no
score should be calculated. To obtain the class mean (or a mean for a subgroup of the class) add
the scale acmes of each student and divide by the number of students. An acampk is shown
below in Table 50. As can be seen in the example, arraying the student responses as a matrbc
also allows direct calculation of the mean scores on each item for the class. We suggest that the
mean score per ttem not be calculated if more than 10% of the class has omitted responses to
the Item. (Instead, during the discussion find out why the students have omitted the item.)

8. Developing a Class Profile

As we mentioned earlier, the current SGE scales do not include all appropriab- ¶or less
appropriate) goals that students or instructors might hold for a course. But the scales serve as a
convenient starting point for interpretation because they group related items in a meaningful
manner. The scales have been shown to have high internal consistency. That is, students tend
to answer most items on a scale similarly. Thus, if some items on a scale are answered in a
quite different way by a particular class of students, one might seek to discover the reason.

Since lists of numbers (like scale means) tend to take on artificial mathematical precision we
suggest that profile graphs of the class responses are the best way to display the data. The
means (ranging from 1 to 4) for the various General Academic Orientation Scales may be
displayed on a grid as shown in the illustrations below. Figure 2. In Figure 2, we have shown
two simibir profiles for sociology and psychology courses and two dissimilar profiles for math
and English courses. Note that lines connecting the points are technically incorrect but help to
show the differences in the response patterns.
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Table 44

Summary of Items on Goals for Attending College Scales

49

Scale kems Contained on Scale
Number of Items Needed

to Calculate Scale

Prepare for Career and Graduate/
Professional School 1,3,9,10,13,-.4 5

Acquire General Education 2,4,5,7,11,12,16,17,18 7

Nondlrected 6,8,14,15 3

Table 45

Summary of Items on Subject-Specific Goal Scales

Scale Items Contained on Scale
Number of Items Needed

to Catulate Scale

Eng list. 6,14,19,24,25,29,33,62,65,83,84,85,91,102.107 12

History 14,18,28,29,37,53,60,68,69,72,75,96,98 10

Sociology 14,15,18,24,27,29,36,38,48,52,;37,68,72,75,80 12

Psychology 18,24,38,57,71,72,80,86,89,100 7

Biology 29,38,48,70,71,88,90,92,97.101,103 8

Mathematics 59,63,71,78,90,104,109 5

Fine Ms 13,24,42,65,66,67,73,75,77,79,99,110 8

Romance Languages 14,15,18,48,60,72,75,80,82,84,96 8

Business 4,8,45,63,64,74,81,83,84,93,94,103,105 10

Strongly Endorsed 1,3,5,46,47,51,55,56,58,61,87 8
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Table 46

Summary of Item, on General Academic Orient 'Ion Scales

Scale Items Contained on Scale

Develop Creativity 65,66,73,75,79,77,110

Increase Self-Understanding 20,21,33,41,42,91,99,108

Improve Speaking Skills 83,84,107

Improve Reasoning Skills 4,10,11,30,31,32,36,39,47,49,52

Develop Life Philosophy 23,27,35,38,43,100

Understand the World Around Me 26,28,29,34,37,48,50,53

Woik for Social Canes 68,69,72,76,80,82,92

Develop Scientific inquiry Skills 70,71,90,97,101

Prepare for Career 54,63,64,74,81,93,94,95,105

Gain Expettse 45,46,51,55,58,61,87

Develop Human Relations Skills 7,12,13,15,16,22,24,44,67

Improve Numerical Ability 78,109,140

Value Learning for Its Own Sake 2,3,5,106

Understand Cultural Diversity 14,18,60,96,98

Improve Basic Skills 25,62,85,102

Table 47

Summary of Items on Feelings About Studying in This Course/Major Scales

Number of Items Needed
to Calculate Scale

6

6

2

a

4

6

5

4

7

5

7

2

3

4

3

Scale Items Contained on Scale
Number of Items Needed

to Calculate Scale

Goal lime Frame (brig range) 1,2,3,4,15,16 4

Goal Time Frame (short range) 9,11,14 2

Goal Clarity 7,8,13 2

Goal Source (Expectations) 5,6,12 2

Goal Source (Self) 10,17,18 2
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Table 48

Summary of Items on Expectations and Study Skills Scales

Scale
Number of Items Needed

Items Contained on Scale to Calculate Scale

Self-Confident Scholar

Anxious Students

5,8,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,15,18 8

1,2,3,404,16,17 5

111110111111.11011.1011MMEMINIMPII.

Table 49

Summary of Items on Types of ActMties Scales

Scale items Contained on Scale
Number of Items Needed

to Calculate Scale

Relates and Apples Coursework

Interacts About Coursework

Explores Beyond Assignments

Concentrates on Task

4,7,14,20,22

5,11,16,17

1,10,15,19

6,13

4

3

3

2

Table 50

Sarripie Calculation of a Scale Mean

ltem No.

Responses to 10 Items on Scale

Responses

Sum of non-
No. missing

summed responses Average

Student 1 4 3 2 - 4 3 1 1 2 1 21 9 2.3

Student 2 3 4 2 3 - - 2 4 - 3 21 7 3.0

Student 3 - 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 25 9 2.8

Student 4 2 2 2 3 2 - 3 2 - 1 17 8 2.1

Group 84 33 2.5
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Subject-Specific: emler,

We have provided "subject-specific scales" for only a few flelds, those for w.tich we pilot-tested
*he SGE. For instruenrs in other disciplines, we suggest that instructors administer the
entire survey but then develop their own appropriate scales from the SGE responses students
provide. An instructor might begin by examining the existing scales for disciplines very close
to his/her own, picldng and choosing frnin the items to build a group of items that seem
important. It will then be possible to compute scores for the class on that set of items rather
than a predetennined set. The scale score calculated from these items can be compared for
different sections of a ccurse for dirlm.ent sub-groups of students within a course, from year to
year, in the same way as the subject-specific scales we have already constructed.

To illustrate, let us assume that a checaistry instructor (a field for which we have not
constructed a goal scale) begins by examining the items on the biology surd maithematics scales.
Remember that these scales include items which a set of students (in this case students in
biology and mathematics courses) endorsed more strongly than did students in other types of
courses. In the instructors' view, there may be other goals important in chemistry that are
included on the psychology scale. The chemistry professor may be concerned with whether the
students have goals related to protection of the environment; thus he may select such an item.
And he/she will continue to scan noting items that are either very important or not important.
Table 51 shows a scale that this instructor might construct.

Recall that the Strongly Endoned Scale received its name because students in diverse
introductory classes indicated that these goals were "very important" or "essential." Thus, if
some of the items on this scale are endorsed to different degrees in a given class, one might seek
the reasons.

Table 51

Items Contained in Hypothetical Cherristry Scale

To understand scientific principles and concepts

To investigate the unknown

To learn more about science

To become aware of the consequences of new applications in science and technology

To try to answer unsolved questions

To learn to irderpret numerical data

To predict specific events from broad principles

To develop keener awareness of my environment

To discover new ways of seeing and doing things

To be able to write an excellent technical repoil

To understand the cormlexfty of the world

To interpret evidence

To gain a global or international perspective
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9 Unking with Other Data Bases

We advise classroom instructors not to link the information they gather with any other
permanent student information ales. There are many reasons for this, including the
following:

This information may be used inappropriately to counsel or evaluate individual
students.

Scores on the SGE represent students' views at a given point in time, not stable traits or
classifications. They are, and should be. very changeable.

Most classes are small and not representative ot larger student populations.
Generalizations drawn from the data should not be based on non-representative
samples.

An exception may occur if several instructors or graduate assistants teaching sections of a
large introductory course (or members of a departmental curriculum committee) decide to
explore the relation of student goals to other variables for all the student& In the Institutional
Research User's Guide, we have discussed procedures that researchers may use to select an
appropriate sample for this type of study. If there are qualified educational, psychological or
institutional researchers on campus, they may be very helpful in tl is type of project.

An appropriate data base also will need to be constructed when an instructor wishes to link
students goals gathered at time 1 (CR-1) with efibit measures gathered at time 2 (CR-2) or with
course achievement or satisfaction measures. In these circumstances, create a temporary class
data base to examine these questions and disguise student ID numbers. It is also appropriate to
"import" data from an existing college data base to join with the SGE data, leaving the college
data base unmodified.

10. Reporting and Discussing Resutts

We do not envision formal reports based on classroom research use of the SGE. As we have
mentioned frequently, the purpose of classroom research is to improve the accuracy of one's
observations about what is taking place in the classroom and to use this information to
improve instruction.

in discussions with the class, instructors should avoid any suggestion that the students' goals
are "wrong" or "inadequate." Be prepared to discuss why you may hold goals that are more
speciftc or more comprehensive than those of the student. Also, the instructor may discuss the
results informally with colleagues, comparing experiences with the SGE-CR

11. Cautions and Limitations

Since student self-reports are usually quite accurate (Baird. 1976), they should be taken
seriously. When any survey instrument is repeatedly administered, however, one must be
aware that in the second administration respondents will reflect the experience they gained
from taking the survey the first time. We expect that goals at the end of the term (CR-2) will
have shifted somewhat for at least three different reasons: One shift will be due to the
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experience of filling out and reflecting on the SGE at an earlier time, one due to measurement
error, and one due to actual goal change. If the instructor discusses responses an CR-1 with the
class or makes other extraordinary attempts to influence student goals, this will produce
additional changes in post-test responses. We suggest, therefore, that differait types of
classroom research be separated. Use one clam to eyalment with class discussions about
goals using the SGE-CR. Use a different clam to conduct longitudinal studies. Use a third class
to experiment with whether additional goal change 4 produce by deliberate attention to
discussing goals.

12. Conclusions

Classroom research is becoming an increasingly important way of improving teaching and
learning. By exploring the relationship between their own goals and the goals of their
students, faculty members can open and improve the lines or communication in the classroom.
This process may well facilitate increases in students' motivation and learning.

This chapter has provided an outline of possible uses of the SCE in the classroom, but this list
is only a start. We encourage groups of faculty, as well as individual faculty members, to
experiment with the SCE and adopt it to their unique purposes.
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SECTION HI. THE SGE INVENTORIES

Classroom Research Versions (CR-1, CR-2, CR-M)

Faculty Perspective Version



Student Goals Exploration

Version CR-1
(to be completed early in academic term)

This questionnaire is designed to help college instnictors better understand the goals of college ..21idents in
their courses or departments. Please tespond to this questionnaire within the next day or two. Read the
questions and answer them fairly rapidly according to your own views. There are no righter wrong answers.
This is Rot a test and your participation is voluntary.

You may be asked to complete a second, related questionnaire in a few months. Your student ID number is
requested to match your two responses. Your instructor will provide instructions on how to return the
completed survey and may supply some special items to fill blank spaces in the survey.

Examples of ways to mark circles (any of
the following are acceptable):

a 010
NI In nork dock

Thank you in advance for taking the time to complete this survey.

The SGE was developed by the Research Program on Curriculum: Influences and Impacts at the National
Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning. 2400 School of Education Building,
University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1259. The Center is funded by the University of
Michigan and the U. S. Deparunent of Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement under
OERI grant number 0008690010.

0 1990 by the Regents of the !Inivenity of Michigan for the
National Center for Research to Improve Poszacondary Teaching Ind Learning



Goals in Attending College

We are interemed in learning about your goals for attending
college. As you read each possible resson below fce
attending college, mark a circle on the scale to st.ow how
important each reason k to you.

Esmond

Somewhat immure
Not important

1. I wanted to get a better job after
college.

2. I wanted to gain a general
education.

3. I wanted to gain respw. as an
expert a something.

4. I wanted to improve my study skills
and reading Win.

5. I wanted to prepue for a life of
meaningful portick.stion in society.

6. I wanted to get away front home.

7. I wanted to become a more culnired
paean.

8. I wanted something to do.

9. I wanted to be able to make =se
money.

10. I wanted to be able to have a
successftd career.

11. I wanted to understand how
knowledge is developed.

12. I wanted to learn mede about
interesting things.

13. I wanted to prepare myself for
graduate or professional school.

14. I wanted to meet family
expectations.

15. I wanted to be with friends.

16. I wanted to become an informed
citizen and voter.

17. I wanted to develop creative
talents.

18. I wanted to prepare for a life of
service to society.

19. I wanted to improve my social
position.

(Local items to be supplied by insuuctor)
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

i0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Goals in Attending College (continued)

Please respond to the statements below. If you feel the item
is not applicable io you, then choose Not at all like me."

Vary much like ma
Quite a bit like mds

Somewhat Wm me
Not at all like ms

I. My reason for wending college is to help
maim the world a better piece for all of
as. By smdying coment that reflects real
life situatiop, I can learn to adapt to a
chmging society and to intervene where
necessary.

2. My umin purpose in college is to leam
how to think effectively. I need to learn
gem& intellectual skills, such as
observing, classifying, analyzing, and
synthesiimg in order to gain intellectual
autonomy.

3. I believe thst my instructms know thc
goals, objectives, course procedures, and
expectations that me suitable for me. My
success as a student depends on the
degree to which I achieve the objectives
established by my insuuctors.

4. I am in college primarily to achieve my
vocaticmal goals. My education should
provide me with knowledge and skills
that ensble me to earn a living and
contribute to society.

5. My education should involve me in a
wits of personally enriching
experiences. I desire an education that
allows me to discover myself as a unique
individusl and thus acquire personal
freedom.

6. In my education I want to understand the
great products and discoveries of the
human mind. Thus, I want to learn about
the major ideas and concepts thst
important thinkers have illuminated,
itcressing both the bresdth and depth of
my knowledge.

7. For me, the development of values during
college is as important as learning subject
knowledge. My education should help
me clarify my beliefs and values and thus
develop commitment and dedication to
guide my life.

1
Student Go* Evian:ion Vorsion CR-1

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000



Goals in Taking This Course

We am interested in laming about the goals that students
hope to achieve when they take certain courses. Please
identify the course for which you received this survey. Then
please keep that worse and ally that coarse in mind as you
answa the questions in this part. Answer as well u you can
whether you hope to nuke propels toward each goal in your
particular course. Don't be concerned if some of the items
sean not to fit your course very well. If an item does not
apply to your course, choose *Not important."

Course for which you we completing this survey:

Title of COUf3C:

Course number:

If any of the following were the main reasons you took this
cause, mark those reasons before pnxeeding

0 Was required
® Fit my schedule
0 Best among limited options

On the scale provided at the right indicate how imponant to
you is each of the following goals you might achieve by
taking the COMIC you have just described. Mark the circles
fce the proper responses.

Essential -
bnpostam

Somewhat imponant
Not importint

1. To build a reccrd of achievement of
which I can be proud.

2. To discover new ways of seeing and
doing things.

3. To enjoy learning for learning's sake.

4. To weigh altanatives when making
decisions.

5. To see how different facts and ideas fit
together.

6. To improve my study skills.

7. To learn to get along with different
kinds of people.

8. To recognize broad principles when
observing specific events.

9. To try to fmd the basic structure in this
field of knowledge.

10. To improve my reasoning ability-to
recognize assumptions, make logical
inferences, and reach correct
conclusions.

11. To understand how scholars gain new
knowledge or understanding.

0®00
000G
0000
0®00
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0®®0

Essential
haw=

Somewhat imminent
Not important

12. To prepsre for a life of service to others.

13. To develop friendships and loyalties of
lasting value.

14. To become aware of different philosophies,
cultures, and ways of life.

REMEMBER TO FOCUS ON THE
SPECWIC COURSE POR WHICH YOU
RECEIVED THIS SURVEY.

15. To leant appopriate social skills for
different situations.

16. To develop the ability to work well with
others in a group.

17. To be able to discuss current political and
social issues.

18. To develop a broader vision of the world.

19. To learn to organize my thoughts.

20. To develop personal independence.

21. To leen skills that enrich my daily life.

22. To listen effectively to what others are
Ming.

23. To develop the capacity to change as
times change.

24. To develop respect for and sensitivity to
the views of others.

25. To improve my writing abilities-to
develop clear, comet, and effective
communication.

26. To become better informed as a citizen.

27. To develop a philosophy of life.

28. To understand events that people have
tried to explain.

29. To learn how things change over time.

30. To develop the ability to see
relationships, similarities, and differences
among ideas.

31. To draw my own conclusions.

32. To appreciate individuality and
independence of thought and actice.

33. To fmd peablems and solutions in
literature and film that apply to my own
life.

To undastand how humans have learned
to cope with nature.

35. To become more broadminded.

To weigh and question the opinions of
experts and authorities.

34.

36.
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0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0®00
0000
0®00

0000
0000
00,0
0000



Essential
Impatient

Not important
Zne =Whet imprint

37. To understand the world around me.

38. To be able to make ethical and moral
choices.

39. To predict specific events from broad
PrinciPles-

40. To undastand the way researchers
investigate questions.

41. To increase my self-confidence or sense
a self-worth.

42. To use my imagination.

43. To develop a capacity for self-
evaluation.

44. To help others who need my skills or
services.

45. To understand current issues in this
field.

46. To understand specific facts in this
field.

47. To learn things that will stimulate me to
learn more on my own.

48. To learn how to work fcr important

49. To make effective decisions.

50. To be able to debate both skies of an
issue effectively.

51. To gain infamation that will be useful
after college in my family life.

52. To interpret evidence.

53. To understand the complexity of the
world.

54. To achieve social status or prestige.

55. To be able to perfonn crediNy in my
chosen occupation.

56. To learn to accept challenges.

57. To meet requirements necessary to enter
professional or graduate school

58. To gain information directly useful in
ray current or future cater.

59. To learn to solve pmblems.

60. To gain a global or international
perspective.

61. To use the skills and abilities I have
more effectively.

62. To improve my reading skills.

63. To improve my skills in communicating
by electronic means such as computers.

0000
OC.-d@O

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0 0 0 0

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Emential
Important

Somewhat important
Not important

64. To become a knowledgeable consumer.

65. To develop my creative talents.

66. To enjoy works ofart,

(Deal forest iv Mixt only 'boat dal
come.)

67. To develop closer relationships with
others.

68. To help secure world peace.

69. To understand the causes of war and
peace.

70. To wy to snow unsolved questions.

71. To unclastand scientific principles and
concepts.

72. To learn how people have solved social
problem
To have fun.

To achieve job secmity.

73.

74.

75. To develop leisure time interests.

76. To help improve gender and racial
equality.

77. To enjoy film.

78. To learn to intapret numerical data.

79. To create a composition, artistic work,
or invention that no one has ever
createnefore.

80. To conmbute to the improvement of
human welfare.

81. To establish important contacts for the
future.

82. To promote international harmony.

83. To increase my power to persuade
othas.

84. To improve my speaking abilities.

85. To learn how to use library facilities
and other informational sources.

86. To improve my ability to handle stress.

87. To eventually become an expert in my
chosen field.

88. To investigate the unknown.

89. To establish standards of behavior.

90. To become aware of the consequences
of new applications in science and
technology.

91. To understand my own abilities and
limitations.
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1

1

&sandal
Important

Somewhat impasses
Not important

92. To develop keener awareness of my
environment.

93. To succeed in business.

94. To develop my leadership abilities.

95. To acquire Framer decision-making
responsthility in my job.

96. To understand how culture has developed.

97. To learn more about science.

98. To learn how people govern themselves.

99. To become a happy person.

100. To develop a personal philosophy related
to my work.

101. To understand how science has affected
human life.

102. To be able to write an excellent technical
MOM

103. To idertify an appropriate career.

104. To improve my mathematical skills.

105. To learn how to acquire power.

106. To explore the world of ideas.

107. To overcome hesitancy about expressing
my views in public.

108. To understand my own interests.

109. To improve my Rd-confidence in
mathemadcs.

110. To enjoy music.

111.-130.

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Please rtspond to any goal statements provided by your
colkge or instrucor here. If no items are supplied, proceed
to the next section.

Essential
Imp:cant

Somewhat important
Not imponwe

111. 0000
112. 0000
113. 0000
114. 000G
115. 0000
116. 04000
117. 0000
118. 0000

Essential
Important

Somewhat important
Not important

119. OC)00
120. 0000
121. 0000
122. 0000
123. 0000
124. 000®
125. 0000
126. 0000
127. 0000
128. 0000
129. 0000
130. 000®

4
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Student information I

Please supply the information in the space provided or matt
the circle corresponding to your chosen response.

1. Your student number:

2. Your age last January 1:

3. Your sex:

0 Male 0 Female

4. Your ethnic background (optional):

0 White, non-Hispanic
0 Black, non-Hispanic

Hispnic
CD Native American/Almkan native
CD Asian/Pacific Islander

5. Your year in college:

0 Freshman
CD Sophomore
0 J unix
0 Senior

6. Year you graduated from high school:

7. What is your expected major in college?

8. How certain are you that this is the major you desire?

0 Extremely certain
CD Quite certain
CD Somewhat certain
O Not at all certain

9. What is the highest college degree you plan to acquire?

1 a What occupation or profession do you expect to
pursue?

11. How certain are you that this is the occupation or
profession you desire?

0 Extremely certain
0 Quite certain
CD Somewhat certain
CD Not at all certain

12. When you entered college how well prepared did you
feel you were for college study?

CD Extremely well prepared
Quite PrePared

0 Somewhat prepared
CD Not at all prepared

13. How many courses are
you taking this term? courses

Student information I (continued)

Please respond to any questions provided by your college or
instructor far this section on this answer sheet. Enter your
response in the space provided below or follow further
instructions provided by them. If no items are supplied,
proceed to the next section.

14. 000000
15. 000000
16. 0 0 0 0 0 0
17. 0 0 0 0 0 0
18. 000000
19. 00000®
20. 000000
21. 0®000@
22. 000000
23. 0®0000
24. @00000
25. 0 0 0 0 ®
26. 00000®
27. 0000(DO
28. 00000®

Comments

(Use this space to note your thoughts not covered in these
items or to make other comments you wish to share.)

Remaining Sections

Your college will provide directions about whether you
should complete the remaining sections of this survey.

5
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1

1

Feelings About Studying in This Course

Continue to keep in mind the course far which you are
completing this survey. As you prepare to study or com-
plete assignments in this course, which statesnents best
desaibe your thoughts and feelings? Use the scale at the
right to mark the extent to which each thought is like your
own.

Very much lie
Quite a bit like me

Somewhet like me
Not at alias me

1. In the long nm, study in this field will
help me to get ahead in the world.

2. When I complete a learning activity I
usually get a sense of satisfaction.

3. In this course, setting long-range goals
is important.

4. I complete daily learning tasks
primarily lxcause I enjoy them.

5. I should complete what is expected of a
person of my capability.

6. I would work hard to get good grades
even if I didn't like the coursework.

7. I feel obliged to work hard only if I can
see the importance of the task.

8. I learn best when my instructor makes it
clear what the goals of each assipment
are.

9. I prefer to set short-range goals so that I
can get a sense of satisfaction and
achievement.

10. I believe I should set my own goals
rather than accept someone else's goals
for me.

11. I would rather tackle easy problems
than difficult ones.

12. Even when study materials are dull and
tminteresting, I believe I should keep
working until I am fmished.

13. I learn best if I see a direct relation
between my assignments and my long
range goals.

14. If I sense I can't achieve a goal, I'd
mther set one that is easier to reach.

15. I find learning in this field is very
exciting and challenging.

16. I like to plan my learning activities ova
a long time frame so they will fit
together.

17. I seldom need to seek advice about what
my goals should be.

18. Deciding what topics I study should be
my own choice rather than my
instructor's choice.

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000

0000

000®
0000

0000

0000
0000
0000

0000
0000

000 0

Expectations/Study Skills-This Course

Please respond to de following statements. Keep in mind
your expectations about the particular course for which you
received the survey. If you feel the item is not applicable to
you in this course, then choose *Not at all like me."

Very much like me
Quite a bit like me

Somewhat like me
Not at all like ma

1. When I take tests I think of the
consequences of failing. 0000

2. I have difficulty identifying the most
important points in my reading. 0000

3. I seldom ask my instructor to clarify
concocts that I don't understand well. 0CD00

4. When I mke a test I think about items
on other parts of the test I can't answer. 0000

5. When I study new material, I often skim
it to see how it is organized. 0000

6. When I study for exams I integrate
information front different sources, such
as lectures, reading, and discussions.

7. When reading I try so relate the material
to what I already know.

8. I begin with course material but develop
my own ideas about the topics.

9. I believe I will receive an excellent
grade.

10. When I study a topic, I try to make
everything fit together.

11. I am confident that I can learn the basic
concepts.

12. I'm certain that my own ability will
result in my being successful.

13. When having difficulty recalling some-
thing, I make an effon to recall some-
thing else that might be related to it. 0000

14. NAVA find that I mad assignments but
don't know what they are all about. 00X00

15. I piefer learning activities that are
challenging or arouse my curiosity,
even if they are difficult. 0000

16. It is sometimes hard for me to go on
with my work ifI atn not encouraged. 0000

17. When coursework is difficult, I either
give up or study only the easy parts. 0000

18. If I want to get a good grade, it depends
on what I do. 0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

6
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Student Information 0

Please supply tbe information in the spice provided cc mark
the circle corresponding to your chosen response.

I. During the academic term,
how many hours per week
are you employed for psy? hours

2. During the academic tam,
on the avenge, how many
hours do you study per week? hours

3. Do you live within walking distance of the campus
during academic terms?

Yes 0 No

4. All in all, how satisfied are you with the academic
aspects of college?

0 Very satisfied
0 Quite satisfied
0 Somewhat satisfied

Not satisfied

5. AR in all, how satisfied are you with the non-academic
aspects of college?

0 Very satisfied
CD Quite satisfied
CD Somewhat satisfied
(D Not satisfied

6. How often, if ever, do you think about drepping out of
college?

0 Never have thought of it
CD Very seldom
0 Occasionally
0 Frequently

7. Which of the following will be most influential in your
choice of canes? (Mark only one.)

0 My parents value the career highly.
()The area will allow me leisure time.
0 The career pays well.
0 The career is challenging.
0 I am sure I can succeed in the career.

Comments

(Use this space to make any comments you may wish to
share.)

Thank you for taking the time to complete this
survey.

7
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Student Goals Exploration

Version CR-2
(to be completed late in academic term)

L.,1171

This questionnaire is designed to help college instructors better understand the goals of college students in
their comes or departments. Please respond to this questionnaire within the next day or two. Read the
questions and answer them fairly rapidly according to your own views. There are no right or wrong answers.
This is not a test and your pardriparion is voluntary.

You probably were asked to complete a similar questionnaire a few weeks ago. Your student ID number is
requested to match your two responses. Your instructor will provide instructions on how to return the
completed survey and may supply some special items to fill blank spaces in the survey.

Examples of ways to mark circles (any of
the following are acceptable):

NI In MO it duck

Thank you in advance for taking the time to complete this survey.

The SGE was developed by the Research Program on Cuniculum: Influences and Impacts at the National
Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning, 2400 School of Educarion Building,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1259. The Centa is funded by the University of
Michigan and the U. S. Depamnent of Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement under
OERI grant number G008690010.

0 1990 by the Resents of the University of Michigan for the
National Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary 7...aching and Learning



Goals in Attending College

We are interested in learning about your goals for attending
college. As you read each possible reason below for
attending college, mark a circle on die 3Cale to show how
important each reason is to you.

Emmtial

Somewhet imronant
Not layman-

1. I wanted to get a beuer job after
college.

2. I wanted to gain a geneml
education.

3. I wanted to gain iespect as an
expert at something.

4. I wanted to improve my study skills
and reading habits.

5. I wanted to prepare for a life of
meaningful participation in society.

6. I wanted to get away from home.

7. I wanted to become a more cultured
person.

8. I wanted something to do.

9. I wanted to be able to make more
money.

10. I wanted to be able to have a
successful career.

11. I wanted to understaid how
knowledge is developed.

12. I wanted to learn more about
interesting things.

13. I wanted to prepare myself for
graduate or professional school.

14. I wanted to meet family
expectation&

15. I wanted to be with friends.

16. I wanted to become an informed
citizen and voter.

17. I wanted to develop creative
talents.

18. I wanted to prepare for a life of
service to society.

19. I wanted to improve my social
position.

(Local items to be supplied by instructor)

0000
0000
000®
0000
0000
0000
C:)000
0®00
(XXX)

0(DOG

000@

000G
GOOG

000C,
0000
0000
0®00
CIOCX)

ICDOCX)

20. 000@
21. CD000
22. 0000
23. 000,0
24. 0®00
25. 0000

Goals in Attending College (continued)

Please respond to do mune= below. If you feel the item
is not applicable to you, then choose "Not at all like me."

Vary much hie me
Quite a bit like me

Somewhat like me
Not m all like me

1. My ream for attending college is to help
make the world a better place for all of
u s. By studying coma that 'enacts real
life situation. I can lesrn so adapt to a
changing society and to intervene where
n eceuttry.

2.. My main wpm in college is to learn
how to think effectively. I need to learn
general intellectual skills, such as
observing, classifying, analyzing, and
synthesizing in order to gain intellectual
algonoray.

1 I believe that my instructors know the
goals, objectives, course procedures, and
expectations that are suitable for me. My
success u a student depends on the
degree to which I achieve the objectives
established by my instructors.

4. I am in college primarily to achieve my
vocational goals. My education should
provide me with knowledge and skills
that enable me to earn a living and
conuibute to society.

5. My education should invohil me in a
series of personally enriching
experiences. I desire an education that
allows me to discover myself as a unique
individual and thus acquire personal
freedom.

6. In my education I want to understand the
great products and discevezies of the
human mind. Thus, I want to karn about
die major ideas and concepts that
important thinkers have illuminated,
increasing both the breadth and depth of
my knowledge.

7. For me, the development of values dining
college is as impcstant as learning subject
laiowledge. My education should help
me clarify my beliefs aid values and thus
develop commitment and dedication to
guide my life.

1
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Goals in Taking This Course

We are interested in laming about the gals that students
hope to achieve when they tette certain courses. Please
identify the course far which you received this survey. Then
please keep that course and only that course in mind as you
answer the questions in this pot. Answer as well as you can
whedue you hoped to make progress toward each gold in
your particular course. Don't be ccerzned if some of the
items seem not to fit your course very well. If an item does
not apply to your course. choose "Not important."

Course for which you are completing this survey:

Title of course:

Course number:

If any of the following were the main reasons you took this
course, mirk those reasons before proceeding.

0 Was required
0 Fit my schedule
0 Bast among limited options

On the scale provided at the right indicate how important to
you is each of the following goals you might achieve by
taking the course you have just described. Matt the circles
for the proper responses.

Essential
Important

Somewhat important
Not importau

I. To build a record of achievement of
which I can be proud.

2. To discover new ways of seeing and
doing things.

3. To enjoy learning for learning's sake.

4. To weigh alternatives when making
decisions.

5. To see how different facts and ideas fit
together-

6. To improve my study skills.

7. To learn to get &keg with different
kinds of people.

8. To recognize broad principles when
observing specific events.

9. To try to find the basic structure in this
field of knowledge.

10. To improve my reasoning ability-to
recognize assumptions, make logical
inferences, and reach correct
conclusions.

11. To understand how scholais gain new
knowledge or understanding.

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000

Emential
Imminent

Somewhat important -I
Not important

I

12. To creme fora life of service to others.

13. To develop friendships and loyalties of
lasting value.

14. To become aware of different philosophies,
cultures, and ways of life.

REMEMBER TO RICUS ON THE
SPECIFIC COURSE FOR WHICH YOU
RECEIVED IBIS SURVEY.

15. To leant appropriate SOCISI skills for
different situations.

16. To develop the ability to work well with
others in a group.

17. To be able to discuss current political and
social issues.

18. To develop a brooder vision of the world.

19. To learn to organize my thoughts.

20. To develop personal independence.

21. To learn skills that enrich my daily life.

22. To listen effectively to what others are

23. To develop the capacity to change as
times cluinge.

24. To develop respect for and sensitivity to
the views of others.

25. To improve my writing abilities-to
develop clear, correct, and effective
communication.

26. To become better infoffned as a citinn.

27. To develop a philosophy of life.

28. To understand events that people have
trial to explain.

29. To learn how things change over time.

30. To develop the ability to see
relationships, similarities, and diffeiences
among ideas.

31. To draw my own conclusions.

32. To appreciate individuality and
independence of thought and action.

33. To find problems and solutions in
litaature and film that apply to my own
life.

34. To understand how humans have learned
to cope with nature.

35. To become mare broadminded.

36. To weigh and question the opinions of
experts and authorities.

2
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Essential
lmportant

Somewhat importasi
Not impommt

37. To understand the world around me.

38. To be able to mike ethical and moral
choices.

39. To predict specific events from broad
PrinciPles.

40. To mulerstand the way researchers
investigate questions.

41. To increase my self-confidence or sense
of self-worth.

42. To use my imagination.

43. To develop a capacity for self-
evaluation.

44. To help others who need my skills or
services.

45. To understand current issues in this
field.

46. To understand specific facts in this

47. Te learn things that will stimulate me to
learn mare on my own.

48. To learn how to work for important
MEM

49. To make effective decisions.

50. To be able to debate both sides ofan
issue effectively.

51. To gain infcemation that will be useful
after college in my family life.

52. To interpret evidence.

53. To understand the complexity of the
world.

54. To achieve social status or prestige.

55. To be able to perform credibly in my
chosen occupation,

56. To learn to axept challtages.

57. To meet reqiiirements necessary to enter
professional or graduste school.

58. To gain information directly useful in
my current or fame career.

59. To learn to solve problems.

60. To gain a global or international
perspective.

61. To use the skills and abilities I have
more effectively.

62. To improve my reading skills.

63. To improve my skills in commumicating
by electronic means such as computers.

ii
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0 00 0

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
000 0
0000
000 0
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Easential
Important

Somewhet immure
Not impon'ant

64. To become a knowledgeable consumer.

65. To develop my creative talents.

66. To enjoy woeks of art.

(Detective, to think only abort Mk
corms.)

67. To develop closer relationships with
others.

68. To help muse world peace.

69. To understand the causes of war and
peace.

70. To try to answer unsolved questions.

71. To 'Mermaid scieniific principles and
e.onceptL

72. To learn how people have solved social
problems.

73. To have fun.

74. To achieve job security.

75. To develop leisure time interests.

76. To help improve gender and racial
equality.

77. To enjoy film.

78. To learn to interpret numerical data.

79. To creme a composition, artistic work,
or invention that no one has ever
created before.

80. To contribute to the improvement of
human welfare.

81. To establish important contacts for the
future.

82. To promote international harmony.

83. To increase my power to persuade
°them

84. To improve my speaking abilities.

85. To learn how to use library Wiliam
and other informational sautes.

86. To improve my ability to handle stress.

87. To eventually become an expert in my
chosen field.

88. To investigate the unknown.

89. To establish standards of behavior.

90. To become aware of the consequences
of new applications in science and
technology.

91. To understand my own abilities and

3
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Earoantial
Important

Somewhat important
Not important

92. To develop keener awareness of my
environment.

93. To succeed in business.

94. To develop my leadership abilities.

95. To acquire great decision-making
responsibility in my job.

96. To understand how culture has developed_

97. To learn more about science

98. To learn how people govern themselves.

99. To become a happy pence.

100. To develop a personal philosophy related
to my work.

101. To understand how science has affected
human life.

102. To be able to write an excellent technical
report.

103. To identify an appropriate career.

104. To improve my mathematical skills.

105. To learn how to acquire power.

106. To explore the world of ideas.

107. To overcome hesitancy about expressing
my views in public.

108. To understand my own interests.

109. To improve my self-confidence in
mathematics.

110. To enjoy music.

111.-130.

10000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0 000
0000
0000
0000
000C)
0000
0000

Please respond to any goal statements provided by your
college or instructor here. If no items zre supplied, proceed
to the next section.

&mural
hnportant

Somewhst important
Not immix:cunt

111. 0000
112. 0000
113. 0000
114. 0000
115. 0000
116. OC)00
117. 0000
118. 0000

119.

120.

121.

172.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.
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Student Information I

Please supply the information in the spice provided or mast
the circle corresponding to yaw chosen response.

1. Your student number

2. Your age last homy 1:

3. Your sex:

0 Male (;) Female

4. Year you graduated from high school:

5. What is your expected major in college?

6. How certain are you that this is the major you desire?

0 Extremely certain
0 Quite certain
0 Somewhm certain
0 Not at all certain

7. What is the highest college degree you plan to acquire?

8. What occupation or profession do you expect to
pursue?

=/1.

9. How certain are you that this is the occupation or
profession you desire?

Extranely certain
C) Quite certain

Somewhat certain
0 Not at all certain

10. When you entered college how well prepared did you
feel you were for college study?

0 Extremely well prepared
Quite PrePored

0 Somewhat prepared
Not at all prepared

11. How many courses are
you taking this term? courses

12. With regard to your major, which beg indicates your
situation since coming to college? (Mark only one.)

0 I had no planned major when I entaed college and
still have none.

0 Dave discsrded the old planned major but have not
chosen a new major yet.

O I had no planned major when I entered college but
have now chosen one.

O I have changed and chosen a new major.
0 I have retained the major I had at enunnce.

13. With tepid to your career, which best indicates your
Amnion since caning to college? (Mark only one.)

O I had no plumed career when I altered college and
still have none.

CD !have discarded the old planned career but have not
chosen a new career yet.

O I had no planed coma when I entered college but I
hove now chows one.

O I have changed and chosen a new career.
O I have retained the career plans I had at entrance.

Student Information I (continued)

Please respond to any questions provided by your college or
instructor for this section on this answer sheet. Enter your
response in the spice provided below rir follow timber
ingnacticas provided by them. If no items are supplied,
proceed to the next section.

14. 0 0 0 0 0
15. 0 0 0 0 0 0
16. 000000

00000017.

18. 0 0 0 0
19. 000000
20. 000000
21. 0®000®
n. 00000®
23. 0001/4.4)00
24. 0 0 0 0 0 0
25. 000000
26. 0 0 0 0 0 0
27. 000000
7s. 000000

Comments
(Use this space to note your thoughts not covered in these
items or to make other comments you wish to share.)

Remaining Sections

Your college will provide directions about whether you
should complete the remaining sections of this survey.

Student Goals Exploration Version CR-2
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Expectations/Study Skills-This Course

Please respond to the following stmements. Keep in mind
your expectations about the particular course for which you
received die survey. If you feel the item is not applicable to
you in this course, then choose "Not at &Mike me."

1
2

3

1 4

I5

6

7

1

10

18

Very much like me
Quke a bit like me

Scenewhet like me
Not et ell like me

When I take tests I think of the
consequences of failing.

I have difficulty identifying die most
important points in my reacting.

I seldom ask my instructor to clarify
concepts that I don't understand well.

When I take a test I think about items
on other parts of the tem I can't answer.

When I study new material, I often skim
it to see how it is organized.

When I study far exmns I integrate
information from diffetent sources, such
as locum, reading, and discussions.

When reading I try to relate the material
to what already know.

8. I begin with course material but develop
my own ideas abotk the topics.

9. I believe I will receive an excellent
grade.

When I study a topic, I ay to make
everything fit together.

11. I am confident that I can learn the basic
concepts.

12. I'm catain that my own ability will
result in my being successful.

13. When having difficulty recalling some-
thing, I make an effort to recall some-
thing else that miglu be related to it.

14. I often find that I read assignments but
don't know what they are all about.

15. I prefer teaming activities that are
challenging or arouse my cudosity,
even if they are difficult.

16. It is sometimes hanl fee me to go on
with my work if I am not encouraged.

17. When cowsework is difficultj either
give up or study only the easy parts.

If I want to get a good grade, it depends
on what I do.

000G

OGO0

0000
0000
0000

0 00

0000
0000
0 000

0000
0 00

0 00 0

5
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Types of Activities You Have Pursued in This
Course

Answer the following questions indicating how often you
have carried out each activity in this course. If the item is
not applicable choose "Never."

Vary often
Sometimes

Rarely
Never

1. I read a book related to this field that was
not an assigned reading. OGO0

2. 1 Mt detailed Doles in class or an reading
assignmena. 000®

3. I *Dyed doing my couraework. OGO®
4. I thought about applications of the mat/2621

to other situations. 0000
5. I discussed the subject matter of this field

with other students for an hour or longer. 000®
6. I spent a concentrated period of time-

duce hours or longer without
internmtion-studying in this field. 0000

7. I looked for some basic organization in 0000
0000

course materials.

8. I memorized facts, vocabulary, and
terminology.

9. I spent some time just browsing in the
library or backstage looking for things
related to this field.

10. I porticipmed in a research project related
to this field.

11. I told friends about the interesting
materials or ideas in the field.

12. I underlined major points in the reading.

13. I studied at least four hours or longer on
coursework during the weekend.

14. I tried to see how different facts and ideas
fit together.

15. I mad newspaper imma related to
coursework.

16. I helped another student with coursework.

17. I recommended this field to other students.

18. I made outlines from class notes or
readings.

19. I spent five hours or more looking up
references in the library and taking notes
Mated to coursework.

20. I uied to relate the material to ideas and
experiences of my own.

21. I am satisfied that study in this field has
helped me achieve some of my important
goals.

22. I related what I learned in this field to my
ocher courses.

0000
0000
00OG
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
00q0



Student Information II

Please supply die information in the space provided or mark
the circk corresponding to your chosen response.

1. During the academic term,
how many hours pee week
me you emplopid for pay? houn

2. During die academic term,
cm the average, how many
hams do you study per week? hours

3. Do you live within walking distance of the campus
during academic terms?

C) Yes 0 No

4. All in all, bow satisfied are you with the academic
op= of college?
0 Very satisfied

Quite satisfied
0 Somewhat satisfied
® Not satisfied

5. All in all, how satisfied are you with de non-academic
aspects of college?

0 Very satisfied
0Quite satisfied
0 Somewhat satisfied
0 Not satisfied

6. How often, if ever, do you think about dropping out of
colkge?

Never have thought of it
0 Very seldom
0Occasionally
0 Frequently

Comments

(Use this spice to make any comments you may wish to
share.)

Thank you for taking the time to complete this
survey.

7
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.1.1 i I I t11:1-1.1.1,
: r-- Student Goals Exploration

Version CR-M
(for program use)

This questionnaire is designed to help college instructors better understand the academic goals of students
majoring in their field of study. Please respond to this questionnaire within the next day or two. Read the
questions and answer them fairly rapidly according to your own views. Most deal with your goals in your
major field. There are no right or wrong answers. This is not a test and your participation is voluntary.

Your college will provide instructions on how to return the completed survey and may supply some special
items to fill blank spaces in the survey. Your studentED number may be needed to match your responses with
other materials or surveys.

Examples of ways to mark circles (any of
the following are acceptable):ox

1111 'ki Po*

Thank you in advance for taking the time to complee this survey.

The SGE was developed by the Research Program on Curriculum: Influences and Impacts at the National
Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning, 2400 School of Education Building,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1259. The Center is funded by the University of
Michigan and the U. S. Departmen of Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement under
CIRRI grant number G008690010.

1990 by the Regan; of the Univenity of Michigan for the
National Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning



Goals in Attending College Goals in Taking Courses in Your Major Field

Please respond to the statemenu below. If you feel the item
is not applicable to you, then chow: *Not at all like me."

Vary muck hie me
Quite a bit like me

Somewhat like me
Not at all hire me

1. My reason for wending college is to help
make the world a better place for all of
us. By studying content that reflects real
life situation, I can learn to adapt to a
clanging society and to intervene where
111=S11117.

2. My main purpose in college is to learn
how to think efkcdvely. I need to learn
general intellectual skills, such as
obseiving, classifying, analyzing, arid
synthesilmg in order to gain intellecwal
autonomy.

3. I believe that my instructors know the
gods, objectives, course procedures, and
expectations that we suitable for me. My
success as a student depends on the
degree to which I achieve the objectives
established by my instructors.

4. I am in college primarily to achieve my
vocational goals. My education should
provide me with knowledge and skills
that enable me to earn a living and
contribute to society.

5. My education should involve me in a
series of personally enriching
experiences. I desire an education that
allows me to discover myself as a unique
individual and thus acquire personal
freedom.

6. In my education I want to understand the
great products and discoveries of the
human mind. Thus, I want to learn about
the majce ideas and concepts that
important thinkers have ilhiminated,
increasing both the breadth and depth of
my knowledge.

7. For me, the development of values during
college is as important as leaning subject
knowledge. My educadoa should help
me clarify my beliefs and values and thus
develop commitment and dedication to
guide my life.

0000

0®00

0(1)00

C:)000

0000

0000

000G

We are interested in learning about the goals that students
hope to achieve when they tike courses in certain fields.
Please think about courses you have taken in your major.
In these courses, how imponint did you feel it was to
make proven towwd each of the goals listed below.
Don't be concerned if some of the items seem not to fit
your mejor very well. If an item does not apply in your
major field, choose "Not important." Mark the circles for
the proper responses.

Write the name of the major field you are keeping in
mind while answering the questions below:

Euential
Important

Somewhat important
Not knportmt

1. To build a record of achievement of
which I can be proud.

2. Tr discover new ways of seeing and
doing things.

3. To cajoy learning for learning's sake.

4. To weigh alternatives when making
decisions.

5. To see how different facts and ideas fit
together-

6. To improve my study skills.

7. To learn to get along with different kinds
of PeoPle.

8. To recognize broad principles when
observing specific events.

9. To try to fmd die basic strucure in this
field of knowledge.

10. To improve my reasoning abilityto
recopize assumptions, make logical
inferences, and reach correct conclusions.

11. To understand how scholars gain new
knowledge or understanding.

12. To prepare for a life of service to others.

13. To develop friendships and loyalties of
liming value.

14. To become aware of different
philosophies, cultures, and ways of life.

15. To learn appropriate social skills for
&ham situations.

16. To develop the ability to woit well with
others in a group.

17. To be able to discuss current political and
social issues.

18. To develop a broader vision of the world.

Student Goole Exploration Version OW
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&swig
Important

Somewhat important
Not important

0000
0000
0000

19. To learn to organize my thoughts.

20. To develop personal independence.

21. to learn skills that enrich my daily life.

22. To listen effectively to what others are
saYing.

23. To develop the capacity to change as
times change.

24. To develop respect far and sensitivity to
the views of others.

25. To impmve my writing abilities--to
develop clear, correct, and effective
conummication.

26. To become better informed as a citizen.

27. To develop a philosophy of life.

28. To understand events that people have
tried to explain.

29. To learn how things change over time.

30. To develop the ability to see
relationships, similarities, and differences
among ideas.

31. To draw my own conclusions.

32. To appreciate individuality and
independence of thought and action.

33. To fmd problems and solutiora in
!iterative and film that apply to my own
life.

34. To understand how humans have learned
to cope with nature.

35. To become more broadminded.

36. To weigh and question the opinions of
experts Lid authorities.

37. To understand the world around me.

38. To be able to make ethical and moral
choices.

39. To predict specific events from broad
principles.

elki. To understand the way researchers
investigate questions.

41. To increase my self-confidence or sense of
self-worth.

42. To use my imaginadon.

43. To develop a capacity for self-evaluation.

44. To help others who need my skills or
services.

45. To understand current issues in this field.

46. To understand specific facts in this field.

0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
000®
0000

0 0 0

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0®00
0000
000G
00CDG
0000
0000
0000
0000

Essential
Importmt

Somewhat important
Not impended

47. To learn things that will stimulate me to
larn more on my own.

48. To lawn how to work for important
MOM

49. To make effective decisions.

50. To be able to debate both sides of an
issue effectively.

51. To gain informadon that will be useful
after college in my family life.

52. To interpret evidence.

53. To understand the complexity of the
world.

54. To achieve social status or prestige.

55. To be abk to paform credibly in my
chosen occupadon.

56. To learn to accept challenges.

57. To meet requhements necessary to enter
professional or graduate school.

58. To gain information directly useful in
my current or fume career.

To learn to solve problems.

To gain a global or international
perspective.

61. To use the skills and abilities 1 have
more effectively.

62. To improve my reading skills.

63. To improve my skills in communicating
by electronic means such as computem.

64. To become a knowledgeable consumer.

65. To develop my creative talents.

66. To enjoy works of art.

67. To (evelop closer relationships with
others.

68. To help secure world peace.

69. To understand the causes of war and
peace.

70. To try to answer unsolved questions.

71. To understand scientific principles and
concepts.

72. To learn how people have solved social
problans.

73. To have fun.

74. To achieve job securir...

75. To develop kis= time interests.

76. To help improve gender and racial
equality.

59.
60.

2
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Emandal
Important

Not important
Sorneerhat important

77. To enjoy film.

78. To learn to interpret numerical dna.

79. To create a composition, artistic work,
or invention thst no one has ever
created befog.

80. To contribum to the improvement of
Munn welfare.

81. To establish important contacts far the
future.

82. To promote international Noway.

83. To increase my power to persunde
others.

84. To improve my speaking abilities.

85. To learn how to use library facilities
and other informational sources.

To improve my ability to handle stress.86.

87. To evenmally become an expert in my
chosen field.

88. To investigate the unknown.

89. To establish standards of behavior.

90. To become aware of the consequences
of new applications in science and
technology.

91. To understand my own abilities and

92. To develop keener awareness of my
environment

93. To succeed in business.

94. To develop my leadership abilities.

95. To acquire puler decision-making
respon:ibility in my job.

96. To understand how culture has
developed

97. To learn more about science.

98. To learn how people govern
themselves.

'To become a happy person.

To develop a personal philosophy
related to my work.

101. To understand how science has affxted
human life.

102. To be abk to write an excellent
technical report

103 To identify an appropriate career.

104. To improl c my mathematical skills.

105. To learn how to acquire power.

99.

100.

0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

106. To evlore the world of ideas.

107. To overcome hesitancy about
expressing my viers in public.

108. To =demand my own interests.

109. To impsove my self-confidence in
mathematics.

110. To enjoy music.

111.-130.

10000
0000
000G
0000
0000

Please respond to any goal statements provided by your
college or inmucior here. If no items are supplied, proceed
to the next section.

Essential
hnponmn

Somewhat important
Not imponant

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

116.

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

..1.wwwwrn.

.1...=mw11.
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Types of Activities Pursued in Courses in
Your Major

Answer the following questions indicating how often you
have carried out each activity in courses in your major field.
If the item is not applicable choose 'Never."

Very often
Sometimes

Rarely
Never

1. I read a book related to this field that was 711
not an assigned reading. 0000

2. I took detailed notes in class or on reading
assignments.

3. I enjoyed doing my coursework.

4. I thought about applications of the material
to other situations.

5. I discussed the subject matter of this field
with other students for an hour or longer.

6. I spent a concentrated period of time-
three hours or longer without
interruption-studying in this field.

7. Hooked far some basic organization in
course materials.

8. I memorized facts, vocabulary, and
terminology.

9. I spent some time just browsing in the
Mori or bookstore looking for things
related to this field.

10. I participated in a research project related
to this field.

11. I told friends about the interesting
materials or ideas in the field.

12. I rmderlined major points in the reading.

13. I studied at least four hours or longer on
coutsework during the weekend.

14. I tried to see how different facts and ideas
fit together.

15. I wad newspaper items related to
coursework.

16. I helped another student with coursework.

17. I recommended this field to other students.

18. I made gultlines fiom class notes or
reedit t:

19. I spent five hours or mote looking up
references in the library and taking notes
related to coursework.

20. I tried to relate the material to ideas and
experiences of my own.

21. I am satisfied that study in this field has
helped me achieve some of my impotent
goals.

22. I related what I learned in this field to my
other courses.

0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000

0000
000CD

000C)
0®00
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

000G
000G

0000
0 0 0 0 4
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Student Information I

Please supply the information in die space provided or mark
the circle cceresponding to your chosen response.

I. Your student number:

2. Your age last January 1:

3. Your sea:

0 Male 0 Female

4. Your ethnic beckground (optional):

White, non-Hispanic
0 Black, non-Hispanic
0 Hispanic0 Native American/Alaskan native
CD Asian/Pacifs Islander

5. Your year in college:

0 Freshman 0 Junior
0 Sophomore C) Senior

6. Year you graduated from high school:

7. What is your major in college?

8. How certain are you that this is the major you desire?

0 Extremely certain
0 Quite certain
0 Somewhat certain
0 Not at all certain

9. What is the highest college degree you plan to zcquire?

10. What occupation or profession do you expect to
ptusue?

11. How amain are you that this is the occupation or
profession you desire?

0 Extremely certain
0 Quite certain

Somewhat certain
0 Not at all =nein

12. When you entered college how well prepared did you
feel you west for college study?

0 Extremely well prepared
Quite PrePared0 Somewhat prepared

0 Not at all prepared

13. What is your approximate overall grade point average
in college thus far?

0 D
0 C-
C) C

SE;



Student Information I (continued)

14. With regard to your major, which best indicates your
situation since coming to college? (Mark only one.)

0 I had no planned major when I entered college and
still have none.
Ihave discarded the old planned major but have not
chosen a new major yet.

0 1 had no planned major when I entered college but I
have now chosen one.
I have changed and chosen a new major.

0 I have retained the major I had at emrance.

15. With regard to your career, which best indicates your
situsdon since coming to college? (Mark only one.)

0 I had no planned career when I entered college and
still have none.

0 1 have discarded the old planned career but have not
chosen a new career yet.
I had no plenned career when I entered colleee but
have now chosen one.

0 I have changed and c....-4.sen a new career.
0 1 have retained the career plans I had at entrance.

16. How many courses are
you taking this tam? COMM

17. How many college credits have you completed in
each of the following categories (Do not include the
current academic term.) (If you have not completed
any college comes, please write zero where the
number of credits is requested)

Number of Credits

I. Communication (speech, writing)

2. Literature

3. Fine arts (art, dance, music, theater)

4. Biological or physical science

5. Mathematics, computer science,
statistics, economics

6. Social science (political science,
sociologY. PsYchologY. lathroPology)

7. Religion, philosophy, values, ethics

8. History, Western civilization, classics,
world cultures

9. Foreign language

10. Business

11. Vocanonal or aide canes (such as,
radiation technology, auto repair,

irigaation, secretarial studies, etc.)

12. Undergraduate professional courses
(such as, nursing, engineering, social
work, architecture, etc.)

13. Other types of courses

11,

Student Information I (continued)

Please respond to any questions pmvided by your college or
instructor for this section on this answer sheet. Enter your
response in the since provided below or follow further
instrucdcms provided by them. If no items are supplied,
prcceed to the next sectice.

18. 0®0®0®
19. 0®0000
20. 000000
21. 0®0000
22. 000000
23. 000000
24. 000000
25. 00000®
26. 000000
27. 000000
28. 000000
29. 000000
30. Oci)0000
31. 00000®
32. 000C)0®

Comments

(Use this spice to note your thoughts not covered in these
items or to make other comments you wish to share.)

Remaining Sections

Your college will provide ditections about whether you
should complete the remaining sections of this survey.

s
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Feelings About Studying in Your Major

Continue to keep in mind your major field. As you prqxwe
to study or complete assignments in courses in this field,
which statements best describe your thoughts and feelings?
Mark the circles at the right to show how much each thought
is like your own.

Very much hie me
Quite a bit like me

Somewhtt like me
Not at all hie me

1. In the long run, study in this field will
help me to get sherd in the world.

2. When I complete a learning acdvity I
usually get a sense of satisfaction.

3. In this field, setting long-range goals is
importau.

4. I complete daily leaning tasks
primarily because I enjoy them.

5. I should complete what is expected of a
person of my capability.

6. I would work lord to get good grades
even if I didn't like the coursework.

7. I feel obliged to work hard only if I can
9CC the importance of the task.

8. Hearn best when my instructor makes it
clear what the goals of each assignmait
are.

0000
0000
000G
0 C)00

0 ®00

0000
0 CXD 0

GOO
9. I prefer to set short-range goals so that I

can get a sense of satisfaction and
achievement 0000

10. I believe I should set my own goals
rather than accept someone else's goals
fa me. 000®

11. I would rather tackle easy problems
than difficult ones. 0000

12. Even when study materials are dull and
iminteresting, I believe I should keep
working until I am finished. 000®

13. Hearn best if I see a direct relation
between my assigunents and my long
range goals. O@Ci)0

14. If 1 sense I can't achieve a goal, I'd
rather set one that is easier to reach. 0®00

15. 1 find teaming in this field is very
exciting and challenOng. OG®0

16. I like to plan rny learning activities over
a long time frame so they will fit
together. 0 C)

17. I seldom need to seek advice about what
my goals shouId be. 0000

18. Degieling what topics I study should be
my own choice rather than my
instrocter's choice. 0000

Expectations/Study Skills in the Major

Please respond to the following statements. Keep in mind
your expectations about COM* you take in your major field.
If you feel the item is not applicable to your major, then
choose 'Not at all like me."

Very mud bie me
Quite a bit like me

Somewhat like me
Not at all lace me -

1. When I take tests I think of the
consequences of failing.

2. I have difficulty Mollifying the most
important pants in my reading.

3. I seldom aak my instructor to clarify
concepts that I don't understand well.

4. When I take a test I think about items
on other parts of the test I can't answer.

5. When I study new material, I often skim
it to see how it is organized.

6. When I study for exams I integrate
information from different sources, such
as lectures, reading, anl discussions.

7. When reading I try to reInte the material
to what I already know.

8. I begin with course rAterial but develop
my own ideas zir:gt the topics.

9. I believe I will receive excellent grades.

10. When I study a topic, I try to make
everything fit :Nether.

11. I am confident that I can learn the basic
concepts.

12. I'm certain that my own ability will
result in my being successful.

13. When having difficulty recalling some-
thing, I make an effort to recall some-
thing else that might be related to it.

14. I often imd that I read assignments but
don't know what they we all about.

15. I prefer learning activities that we
challenging or arouse my curiosity,
even if they are difficult.

16. It is sometimes hard for me to go on
with my work if I am not encouraged.

17. Wien coursework is difficult, I either
give up or study only the easy parts.

18. If I want to get a good grade, it depends
on what I do.

6
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S
tudent

Inform
ation

II

Please

supply

the

inform
ation

in the space

provided

or

m
ark

the

circle

corresponding

to your

chosen

response.

I. D
uring

the

academ
ic

term
,how

m
any

hours

per

w
eek

are

you

em
ployed

for

pay?

2. D
uring

the

academ
ic

term
,

cm

the average,

bow

m
any

hours

do you

study

per

w
eek?

hours

hours

3. D
o you

live

w
ithin

w
alking

distance

of the cam
pusduring

academ
ic

term
s?

Y
es

0 N
o

4. A
ll

in all,

how

satisfied

are

you

w
ith

the

academ
ic

aspects

of college?O V
ery

satisfiedC
)

Q
uite

sadsfied

Som
ew

hat

satisfiedC
D N
ot

satisfied

5. A
ll

in all,

bow

satisfied

are

you

w
ith

the

non-academ
ic

aspects

of college?0 V
ery

satisfiedO Q
uite

satisfieclC
D Som
ew

hat

satisfied

N
ot

satisfied

6. A
lt

in all,

how

satisfied

are

you

w
ith

the pm
gress

you

are

m
aking

in your

m
ajor?0 V

ery

satisfied0 Q
uite

satisfiedO
Som

ew
hat

satisfiedC
D N
ot

satisfied

7. H
ow

oftcn,

if ever,

do you

think

about

dropping

out

of

college?

a have

thought

of it

V
ery

seldomO
O

ccasionallyC
D

Frequendy

8. W
hich

of the

follow
ing

w
ould

be m
ost

influential

in

causing

you

to avoid

taking

a course?

(M
ark

only

one.)0 N
ot

useful

in m
y

future

canD
er0 L

ots

of w
ortC

D T
eacher

poorC
D N
o

challenge

- course

too

easy0
M

ight

fail - course

too

hard

9. W
hich

of the

follow
ing

is m
ost

influential

in yaur

choice

of cam
e

(M
ark

only

one.)O M
y

parents

value

the career

highly.T
he

career

w
ill

allow

m
e

leisure

tim
e.

T
he

career

pays

w
ell.C

) T
he

career

is challaiging.0 I am sure

I can

succeed

in the career.
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Student Goals Exploration

Faculty Perspective

Goals in Taking a College Course

The Student Goals Exploration helps college instructors better understand goals of students in their courses. This faculty survey
is a companion to that inn ument and helps faculty identify the goals they have for their students.

When completing this survey on student goals, focus on a particular course you teach. Fill in the information requested below to
describe the courx on which you are focusing.

Department

Desired Goals for This Cours6

This section of the SGE explores the goals faculty hope their
students will have when taking a particultir course. On the
scales provided a the right indicate how important each goal
should be for students in the course. As you answer these
questions, please remember to keep in mind the course you
specified.

Essential
bnpartent

Somewhat important
Not imponant

1. To build a record of achievement of
which I can be proud.

2. To discover new ways of seeing and
doing things.

3. To enjoy learning far learning's sake.

4. To weigh alternik'ves when making
decisions.

5. To see how different facts and ideas fit
together.

6. To improve my study sldlls.

7. To learn to get along with different
kinds of people.

8. To recognize broad principles what
observing specific events.

9. To try to find die basic stnicture in this
field of knowledge.

10. To improve my reasoning ability-to
recognize assumptions, make logical
inferences, and reach correct
conclusions.

11. To understand how scholars gain new
knowledge or undastanding.

12. To prepare for a life of service to others.

13. To develop friendships and loyklties of
lasting value.

1

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000

Course tide:

Essential
Immure

Somewhat imponant
Not important

14. To become aware of different philosophies,
cultures, and ways of life.

15. To learn appropriate social skills for
different situations.

16. To develop the ability to work well with
others in a group.

17. To be able to discuss current political and
social issues.

18. To develop a broader vision of the world.

19. To learn to organize my thoughts.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

211.

29.

30.

31.

To develop personal independaice.

To learn skills that enrich my daily life.

To listen effectively to what others are
=Yin&

To develop the capacity to change as
times change.

To develop respect for and sensitivity to
the views of others.

To improve my writing abilities-to
drelop clear, correct, and effective
communication.

To become better informed as a citizen.

To develop a philosophy of life.

To understand events that people have
tried to explain.

To learn how things change over time.

To develop the ability to see
relationships, similarities, and differences
among ideas.

To draw my own conclusions.

MudentGaisEgiondiel.FacatyP

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

COO@
0000
0 ® 0 0

0000
0000

0000
0000



Essential
Impotent

i
Somewhat important

Not mponent

32. To appreciate individuality and
independence of thought and action.

33. To find problems and solutions in
literatum and film that apply to my
own life.

34. To miderstand how humans have
lamed to cope with name.

35. To become more broadminded.

36. To weigh and question the opinion of
experts and authores.

37. To understand the world arotmd me.

38. To be able to make ethical and moral
choices.

39. To predict specific events from broad
principles.

40. To understand the way tesearchers
invaligate gnostical'.

41. To increase my self-confidence or sense
of self-worth.

42. To use my imagination.

43. To develop a capacity for self-
evaluation.

44. To help others who need my skills or
services.

45. To understand current issues in this
fiekL

46. To understand specific facts in this
field.

47. To learn things that will stimulate me to
learn mum on my own.

48. To learn how to work for important
MUMS.

49. To make effective decisions.

50. To be able to debate both sides of an
issue effectively.

51. To gain infonnation that will be useful
after college in my family life.

52. To interpret evidence.

53. To understand the complexity of tk.
world.

54. To achieve social status or prestige.

55. To be able to perfonn credibly in my
chosen occupation.

56. To learn to accept challenges.

57. To meet requirements necessary to enter
professional or graduate school.

0000

000C)

0000
000C)

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
e000

58. To gain information directly useful in
my current or future meet.

59. To leam to solve piabkins.

60. To pin a global or internadonal
peoPective

61. To use the skills and abilities I have
more effectively.

62. To improve my reading skills.

63. To improve my skills in communicating
by elecuonic mean such as computers.

64. To become a knowledgeable consumer.

65. To develop my creative talents.

66. To enjoy worts of art.

67. To develop cbser relationships with
others.

68. To help sec= world peace.

69. To understand the causes of war and
peace.

70. To try to answer unsolved questions.

71. To understand scientific principles and
concepta

72. To learn how people have solved social
problems.

73. To have fun.

74. To achieve job security.

75. To develop leisure time interests.

76. To help improve gender and racial
equality.

77. To enjoy film.

78. To learn io interpret numerical data.

79. To create a composition, artistic watt,
or invention that no one has ever
created before.

80. To contribute to the improvement of
human welfare.

81. To establish important contacts for the
future.

82. To promote international harmony.

83. To increase my power to persuade
others.

84. To improve my speaking abilities.

85. To learn how to use library facilities
and other informational sources.

86. To improve my ability to k indle stress.

87. To eventually become an expert in my
chosen field.

2
sluclow Gods Explorsion FaatAy Porapeallve

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0 0 0 0

0000
0000
00T0
000C)
0000
0000
0000
0000



Essential
Important

Somewhat anyone/a
Not inponius

88. To investigate the unknown.

89. To establish standards of behavior.

90. To become aware of the consequaices of
new applications in science and
technology.

91. To understand my own abilities and
limitation.

92. To develop keener awareness of my
environment.

93. To succeed in business.

94. To develop my leadership abilities.

95. To acquire greater decision-making
responsibility in lay job.

96. To understand how culture has developed.

97. To lean more about science.

98. To learn how people govern themselves.

99. To become a happy person.

100. To develop a perusal philosophy related
to my work.

101. To understand how sciena ',as affected
human life.

102. To be able to write an excellent technical
report

103. To identify an approprizie career.

104. To improve my mathematical skills.

105. To learn how to acquir.: power.

106. To explore the world of ideas.

107. To overcome hesitancy about expressing
my views in public.

108. To understand my own intarsts.

109. To improve my self-confidence in
matlematics.

110. To enjoy music.

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
000G
0000
CD000

0000
0000

(You may add other important goal statements in the
spaces provided on page 4 of this survey.)

Notes/Comments:

(If you have notes or conunents, please use the space below.
Then proceed to the final page of this survey.)



111.-130.

Please add other imponant goal statements for your cot hem

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

116.

117.

118.

119.

120.

_21.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

Essayist
Imparts*

SONnewhst inportant
Not irnponant

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Course Information

The following information may be useful if your college or
university is conducting any studies of student goats broader
than a single course. Complete any parts of the course
description below that are appropriate for use on your
campua

1. Level of come?

0 Inuoductory
Intermediate

0 Advanced
0 Salim seminar or capstone

2. Type of course?

0 Lecture
Seminar

0 Combination

3. Approximate number of students ir woe:

4. Approximate number of students in the section you
teach:

Most common
Common

Utast common

5. Reasons students take this course:

a. Required far major
b. Requited for general education or core
c. Elective

[The SGE was developed by the Research Pmgram on
Curriculum: Influences and Impacts at the National
Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary Teach-
ing and Learning, 2400 School of Education Building,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, hachigan 48109-
1259. The Center is funded by the University of
Nfichigan and the U. S. Departnent of Education's
Office of Educational Research and Improvement un-
der OERI grant number 0008690010.

0 1990 by the Regents of the 1),Iiversity of Michigan for tae
National Center for Research to Improve Postsecondary

Teething srid Uniting
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Student Goals Exploration User's Manual - CR Guide

[Student Goals Exploration Version CR-1 CODEBOOK 10/2/90 I

Label Permitted Cohimn
Var. No. Item No. Name Value Labels Values Number Form

GOALS N ATTENDING COLLEGE

v 1 1 cl.acl better job 1-4 L1.1 F1.0
1=nodmp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v2 2 cl.ac2 general educatior 1-4 L1.2 F1.0
1=notimp 2.asomimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v3 3 cl.ac3 expert 1-4 L1.3 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=miss

v4 4 cl.ac4 study skills 1-4 L1.4 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=miss

v5 5 cLac5 prep life 1-4 L1.5 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=rniss

v6 6 cLac6 get away 1-4 L1.6 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4ssntl 9=miss

v7 7 cl.ac7 cultured 1-4 L1.7 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp4ssnt1 9=rniss

8 8 cl.ac8 some to do 1-4 L1.8 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=rniss

v9 9 cl.ac9 money 1-4 L1.9 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=miss

v10 10 cLac10 success career 1-4 L1.10 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=miss

v11 11 cl .acl 1 knowledge 1-4 L1.11 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4ssntl 9=miss

v12 12 cLac12 interesting things 1-4 L1.12 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=rniss

v13 13 cl.ac13 grad/prof school 14 L1.13 F1.0
1=nofimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=miss

v14 14 cl.ac14 family expects 1-4 L1.14 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssnti 9=rniss

v15 15 cl.ac15 be with friends 1-4 L1.15 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v16 16 cl.ac16 citizen 1-4 L1.16 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=rniss

v17 17 cl.ac17 creative 1-4 L1.17 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp Issnti 9=miss

v18 18 cLac18 serve society 1-4 L1.18 FLO
1=notinip 2=somimp 3=imp 4-ssnti 9=miss

v19 19 c1.ac19 social position 1-4 L1.19 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essntl 9=miss

v20 20 cl.ac20 1-4 L1.20 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
5

1



SCE Codebook

Var. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name Value Labels

Permitted Column
Values Number Form

v21 21 cl.ac21 1-4 L1.2I F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v22 22 cl.ac22 1-4 L1.22 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=miss

v23 23 cl.ac2,3 1-4 L1.23 FLO
1=nobmp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=miss

v24 24 cl.ac24 1-4 LI.24 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=rniss

v25 25 cl ac25 1-4 L1.25 F1.0

GOALS IN ATTENDING COLLEGE (continued)

v26 1

v27 2

v28 3

v29 4

v30

v31 6

v32 7

c1.col

cl.co2

cl.co3

cl.co4

cl.co5

cl.co6

cl.co7

1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

world better 1-4 L1.26
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9=miss

think effectively 1-4 L1.27
1=not

achieve objectives
1.not

vocational goals
1=not

personally enrich
1=not

great ideas

clarify values

GOALS IN TAKING THIS COURSE

v33 cl.field

1=not

1=not

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat

F1,0

F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.28 FLO
3=quite 4=very 9=rniss

LL29 FLO
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.30 FLO
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.31 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.32 F1.0
3=quiW 4=very 9=miss

course considered 0001-9999 L1.33-36
use HEGIS codes or attached list

v34 cl.numb course number

v35 cl.reasl required

v36 cl.reas2 fit

v37 cl.reas3 best

v38

v39 2

F4.0

001-998 L1.37-39 F3.0
999=miss
0-1 L1.40 FLO
0=no check I =check
0-1 L1.41 FLO
0=no check 1 =check
0-1 L1.42 F1.0
0=no check 1 =check

cl.gcl record of achieve 1-4 L1.43
1=notimp 2=SomImp 3=imp 4=Essntl 9=miss

cl.gc2 new ways of seeing 1-4 L1.44
1=notimp 2=SomImp 3=imp 4=Essntl 9=miss

SGE Version CR4 Codebook
6
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SGE Codebook

Vu. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name

Permitted Cohulm
Value Labels Values Number Form

v40 3 cl.gc3 learnings sake 14 L1.45
lunotimp 2=SomImp 3=imp 4=Essntl 9=miss

FLO

v41 4 cl .gc4 weigh alternatives 14 L1.46 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v42 5 cl.gc5 ideas fit together 1-4 L1.47 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v43 6 cl .gc6 imp study skills 14 L1.48
lnotimp 2=sornimp lzimp 4=essntl 9=miss

F1.0

v44 7 cl.gc7 cliff kinds people 1-4 L1.49 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3zimp 4=essntl 9=miss

v45 8 cl .gc8 broad principles 1-4 L1.50
bknotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

F1.0

v46 9 cl .gc9 structure knowledge 1-4 L1.51 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v47 10 cl .gc10 reasoning ability 14 L1.52 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v48 11 cLgcl 1 scholar gain knowl 1-4 L1.53 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v49 12 cl.gc12 life of service 1-4 L1.54 FLO
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=4;ssntl 9=rniss

v50 13 cl.gc13 friendships 1-4 L1.55 FLO
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v51 14 cl .gc14 philosophies/cultures 14 L1.56 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 3=essntl %%miss

v52 15 cl .gc15 social skills 14 L1.57 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essnd 9=miss

v53 16 cl.gc16 work in group 1-4 L1.58 FLO
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v54 17 cl.gc17 discuss issues 1-4 L1.59 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sGrnimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v55 18 cl.gc18 broader vision 1-4 L1.60 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v56 19 cl.gc19 organize thoughts 1-4 L1.61 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 4=essnd 9=miss

v57 20 cLgc20 personal independ 1-4 L1.62 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v58 21 cl.gc21 learn daily skills 1-4 L1.63 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rniss

v59 22 cl.gc22 listen effectively 1-4 L1.64 FLO
1=notimp 2=sornirnp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v60 23 cl.gc23 adapt with changes 1-4 L1.65 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irrip 4=essnd 9=miss

v61 24 cl.gc24 respect sensitivity 1-4 L1.66 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essnd 9=miss

v62 23 cl gc25 improve writing 14 L1.67 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
7
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SGE Codebook

Var. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name

Permitted Cohmm
Value Labels Values Number Form

v63 26 cl gc26 informed citizen 1-4 L1.68 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v64 27 cl.gc27 philosophy of life 1-4 L1.69
lanotirnp 2=somimp 3aimp 4=essntl %miss

F1.0

v65 28 cl.gc28 understand events 14 L1.70 F1.0
1anotimp 2=somimp laimp 4=essntl 9=rnissv66 29 cl.gc29 how things change 14 L1.71 F1.0
1anotimp 2=somimp 3krimp 4=essntl %missv67 30 cl.gc30 see relationships 1-4 L1.72
lanotimp 2=somimp 3xgirnp 4=essntl 9=miss

F1.0

v68 31 cl.gc31 draw conclusions 14 L1.73 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v69 32 cl.gc32 apprec indiv action 14 L1.74 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=missv70 33 cl.gc33 apply FNA to life 14 L1.75 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %missv71 34 cl.gc34 human cope w/nature 14 L1.76 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=missv72 35 cl.gc35 become broadminded 14 L1.77 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=missv73 36 cl.gc36 question experts 1-4 L1.78 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=missv74 37 cl.gc37 understand world 1-4 L1.79 F1.0
Isnotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essrttl 9=rniss

v75 38 cl.gc38 ethical and moral 1-4 L1.80 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=missv76 39 cl.gc39 predict events 14 L2.1 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essnd %miss

v77 40 cl.gc40 research investigate 1-4 L2.2 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=missv78 41 cl.gc41 self confidence 1-4 L2.3 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rnissv79 42 cl.gc42 imagination 1-4 L2.4 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=irnp 4=essnd 9=missv80 43 cl.gc43 self evaluation 1-4 L2.5 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rnissv81 44 cl.gc44 help others 1-4 L2.6 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essntl 9=missv82 45 cl.gc45 current issues 14 L2.7 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rnissv83 46 cl.gc46 specific facts 1-4 L2.8 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rnissv84 47 cl.gc47 stimulate learning 14 L.2.9 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rnissv85 48 cl.gc48 work for causes 1-4 1210 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
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SGE Codebook

Var. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name

Permitted Column
Value Labels Values Number Form

v86 49 cl.gc49 effective decisions 1-4 L2.11 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v87 50 cl.gc50 debate issues 1-4 1212 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3simp 4=essnti 9=rniss

v88 51 cl .gc51 gain information 1-4 L2.13
larnotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4isessntl 9=rniss

FLO

v89 52 cl.gc52 interpret evidence 14 1214 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 9=miss

v90 53 cl.gc53 complexity of world 1-4 1, 2.15 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v91 54 cl.gc54 social status 1-4 L2.16 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3sirnp 4=essnti 9=miss

v92 55 cl .gc55 perform credibly 1-4 L2.17 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v93 56 cl.gc56 accept challenges 1-4 L2.1b F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v94 57 cl .gc57 prof or grad school 1-4 1219 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v95 58 cl.gc58 gain career info 1-4 L2.20 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=rniss

v96 59 cl .gc59 solve problems 1-4 1221 FI.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v97 60 cl.gc60 global perspective 1-4 1222 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=cssnt1 %miss

v98 61 cl.gc61 skills/abilities 1-4 1223 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v99 62 cl.gc62 reading skills 1-4 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v100 63 cl.gc63 electronic skills 1-4 L2.25 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v101 64 cl .gc64 consumer 1-4 L2.26 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=rniss

v102 65 cl.gc65 creative talents 1-4 L2.27 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v103 66 cl.gc66 works of art 1-4 L2.28 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v104 67 cl.gc67 closer relationships 1-4 1229 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rniss

v105 68 cl.gc68 secure world peace 1-4 1230 FLO
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=rniss

v106 69 cl.gc69 causes of war/peace 1-4 L2.31 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v107 70 cl .gc70 unsolved questions 1-4 1232 FLO
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=miss

v108 71 cl .gc71 scientific principles 1-4 L233 FLO
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
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Var. No. Item No.

v109 72

Label
Name

cl.gc72

Permitted Co lunut
Value Labels Values Number

social problems 1-4
lisnotimp Issomimp 3=imp 4essntl %miss

Form

Fl

v110 73 cl.gc73 have fun 1-4 1235 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v111 74 cl.gc74 job security 1-4 L2.36 F1.0
1=notirrip 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=mit-v112 75 1.gc75 leisure interests 1-4 1237
lunotimp 2=somimp 1=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

F1.0

v113 76 cl.gc76 gender/race equity 1-4 L2.38 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd %missv114 77 cl.gc77 enjoy film 1-4 L2.39 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp Uessntl %missv115 78 cl.gc78 numerical data 1-4 L2.40
l=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

F1.0

v116 79 cl.gc79 artisEc work 1-4 L2.41 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %missv117 80 cl.gc80 human welfare 1-4 L2.42
l=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

F1.0

v118 81 cl.gc81 contacts for future 1-4 L2 t3 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essn 9=missv119 82 cl.go32 F1.0internat'l harmony 1-4 L 44
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essi 9=missv120 83 cl.gc83 persuade others 1-4 L2.45 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %missv121 84 cl.gcS4 speaking abilities 1-4 1246 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %missv122 85 cl.gc85 library facilities 1-4 1247 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnt1 9=missv123 86 cl.gc86 handle stress 1-4 L2.48 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essntl %missv124 87 cl.gc87 expert in field 1-4 L2.49 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rnissv125 88 cl.go88 investigate unknown 1-4 L2.50 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %missv126 89 cl.gc89 standards behavior 1-4 1251 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=missv127 90 cl.gc90 conseq technology 14 L2.52 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %missv128 91 cl.gc91 ability limitations 1-4 1253 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %missv129 92 cl.gc92 aware environment 1-4 L2.54 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=missv130 93 cl.gc93 succeed in business 1-4 L2.55 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4=essnt1 9=missv131 94 cl.gc94 leadership ability 1-4 1_256 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name

Permitted Column
Value Labels Values Number Farm

v132 95 cl.gc95 decision responsibility 1-4 LZ57 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4messntl %miss

v133 96 cl.gc96 culture developed 14 1258 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4-essntl 9=miss

v134 97 cl.gc97 learn about science 1-4 1.259
lunotimp 2Bsomimp 3=irnp 4=essntl 9=miss

F1.0

v135 98 cl.gc98 people govern 1-4 1260
lisnotimp 2=somunp 3=imp 42.essn tl %miss

F1.0

v136 99 cl.gc99 happy person 1-4 1261
lagnotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ftessntl %miss

F1.0

v137 100 cl.gc100 work philosophy 1-4 1262 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 32iimp 4agessntl 9=miss

v138 101 cl.gc101 science affects life 1-4 L2.63 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v139 102 cl.gc102 technical report 1-4 1264 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 4=essntl 9=miss

v140 103 cl.gc103 approp career 1-4 1265 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v141 104 cl.gc104 math skills 1-4 1266 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v142 105 cl .gc105 acquire power 1-4 LZ67 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v143 106 c1.gc106 explore ideas 1-4 1268 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v144 107 c1.gc107 overcome hesitancy 1-4 1269 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v145 108 cl.gc108 understand interests 1-4 1270 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.--essntl 9=miss

v146 109 cl.gc109 improve conf in math 1-4 1271 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v147 110 cl.gc110 enjoy music 1-4 1272 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v148 111 cl.gclll 1-4 L273 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=sornimp 4=essntl 9=miss

v149 112 cl.gc112 1-4 L2.74 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=sornirnp 3-=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v150 113 cl.gc113 1-4 1275 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v151 114 cl.gc114 1-4 1276 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.--essnt1 9=miss

v152 115 cl.gc115 1-4 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rniss

v153 116 cl.gc116 1-4 L2.78 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=miss

v154 117 cl.gc117 1-4 1279 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp

SGE Version CR-1 Codebook
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name

Permitted Column
Value Labels Values Number Form

v155 118 cl.gc118 1-4 12.80 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4...essntl %miss

v156 119 cl.gc119 1-4 L3.1 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4..essntl %miss

v157 120 cl.gc120 1-4 L3.2 F1.0
1-notimp 2insomimp 3=imp 4.essnd %miss

v158 121 cl.gc121 1-4 L3.3 F1.0
1 ..notimp 2-somimp 4ftessntl %miss

v159 122 cl.gc122 1-4 L3.4 FLO
1 = notimp 2=somimp 3.imp 4rnessntl %miss

v160 123 cl.gc123 1-4 L3.5 Fl
1-notimp 2.sorn3mp 3=imp Uessnd %miss

v161 124 cl.gc124 1-4 L3.6 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v162 125 cl.gc125 1-4 L3.7 F1.0
1 .notim p 2=sornimp 3=innp 4-essntl %miss

v163 126 cl.gc126 1-4 13.8 F1.0
I =no timp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9z t iss

v164 127 cl.gc127 1-4 1.3.9 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=rniss

v165 128 cl.gc128 1-4 13.10 F1.0
I =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v166 129 c1.gc129 1-4 L3.11 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd %miss

v167 130 cl.gc130 1-4 L3.12 F1.0
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnti %miss

STUDENT INFORMATION 1

v168 1 cl.nurn student number 1-99999 L3.13-17 F5.0

v169 2 cl.age age last January 17-98 L3.18-19 F2.0
99=miss

v170 3 cl.sex gender 1-2 12.20 F1.0
1=Ma1e 2=Female 9-missv171 4 cLethn ethnic background 1-5 13.21 FLO
1 :=Whi te 2=Black 3=Hispan
4=NatAm 5...Asian 9-missv172 5 cl.year year in college 1-4 L3.22 F1.0
1 =fresh 2=soph 3=ir 4=sr 9-miss

v173 6 c1.grad HS grad year 10-98 L3.23-24 F2.0
99=missv174 7 cl.major major 0001-9999 L3.25-28 F4.0

useHECIS or IPEDS major codes or refer to attached list
v175 8 cl.cert certain of major 1-4 L3.29 F1 0

1=extrem 2.quite 3=somwht 4=not 9.miss

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
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Label
Var. No. Item No. Name

v176 9 c1.high

v177 10

v178 11

v179 12

v180 13

v181 14
v182 15
v183 16
v184 17
v185 18
v186 19
v187 20
v188 21
v189 22
v190 23
v191 24
v192 25
v193 26
v194 27
v195 28

cl.occ

c1.occt

clprep

cl.crse

cl.stul
c1.stu2
c1.stu3
cl.stu4
cl.stu5
cl.stu6
cl.stu7
cl.stu8
cl.stu9
cl.stul0
cl.stull
cistul2
cl.stul3
cl.stul4
astul5

Value Labels
Permitted
Values

Column
Number Form

highest degree 00-98 L3.30-31 F2.0
01 zi oc. ct. 02=AA 03=BA/BS 04=MA/MS
05J13/1-LB 06.MD/DDS 07. PhD etc
98.dknow 99.miss

expected occupation 00-98 1_3.32-33 F2.0
see attached list of occupations

99=miss

certain of occuptn 1-4
1=extrem 2.quite

prep foe college 14
inextrem 2mquite

courses this term 1-8
9=rniss
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6

FEELLNGS ABOUT STUDYING IN THIS COURSE

v196 1

v197 2

v198 3

v199 4

v200 5

v201 6

v202 7

cl.fasl study to get ahead
1=not

cl.fas2 sense satisfaction
1=not

cl.fas3 long range goals
l=not

Cl.fas4 daily learning tasks
l=nui

Cl.fas5 complete expected
1=not

cl .fas6 work to get grades
1=not

cl.fas7 work if import.

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
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1=not

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

,

L3.34
3=smwhat 4=not

L3.35
3*smwhat 4=not

L3.36

L3.37
L3.38
L3.39
L3.40
L3.41
1.3.42
L3.43
1.3.44
13.45
L3.46
13.47
L3.48
L3.49
L3.50
L3.51

FLO
9=miss

F1.0
9=miss

F1.0

F1.0
F1.0
FLO
F1.0
F1.0
FLO
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0

L3.52 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=rniss

13.53 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L3.54 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

12.55 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

13.56 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L3.57 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L3.58 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name

v203 8 cl.fas8

v204 9 cl.fas9

v205 10 cl.fas10

v206 11 cl .fas11

v207 12 cl.fas12

v208 13 c1.fas13

v209 14 cl.fas14

v210 15 cl.fas15

v211 16 cl.fas16

v212 17 cl.fas17

v213 18 cl.fas18

Value Labels

clear assign

short range goals

set own goals

prefer easy probs

Permitted
Values

1 =no t

1=not

11.not

1.not
work even if dull

1-not
relate assgn goal

set easier goals

learn is exciting

plan activities

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2mismwhat
1-4

2smwhat
1-4

2-smwhat
1-4

2sismwhat
1-4

1-not 2xsmwhat
1-4

1=not 2=smwhat
1-4

1=not 2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
14

1=not
seldom seek advice

1=not
topics own choice

EXPECTATIONS/STUDY SKILLS IN THIS COURSE

Cohium
Number Form

L3.59 F1.0
3=quite 4=very .o.=

L3.60 Fl
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

13.61 F1.0
3=quite 4-very 9=miss

13.62 F1.0
3-quite 4=very 9=miss

L3.63 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L3.64 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

13.65 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L3.66 F1.0
3=quite 4-very 9=miss

L3.67 F1.0

3=quite 4.1:very 9=miss

L3.68 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

1.3.69 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9=miss

v214 1 cl.essl consequences fail 1-4 L3.70 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9-miss

v215 2 cl.ess2 important points 1-4 L3.71 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3-quite 4=very 9=miss

v216 3 cl .ess3 clarify concepts 1 4 L3.72 F1.0
1 =not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9=miss

v217 4 cl .ess4 items cant answer 1-4 L3.73 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9-miss

v218 5 cl.ess5 skim material 1-4 L3.74 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4-very 9=miss

v219 6 Cl.ess6 study/integ exams 1-4 13.75 F1.0

v220 7 cl.ess7

1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9=miss

relate readings 1-4 13.76 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9=miss

v221 8 cl.ess8 course material 1-4 13.77 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9-miss

v222 9 cl.ess9 expect good grades 1-4 13.78 F1.0

v223 10 cl.ess10
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4-very 9=miss

fit together 1-4 13.79 F1.0

v224 11 cl.essll
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very 9=miss

basic concepts 1-4 13.80 F1.0
1=not

SGE Version CR-1 Codebook
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-1

Label
Name

v225 12 .ess12

v226 13 cl.ess13

v227 14 cl .ess14

v228 15 cl.ess15

v229 16 cl .ess16

v230 17 cl.ess17

v231 18 cl.ess18

STUDENT INFORMATION II

v232 1

v233 2

v234 3

v235 4

v236 5

v237 6

v238 7

v239 8

c1.empl

cl .study

c 1 live

cl .sacad

cl .sanon

c 1 .samaj

cl .drop

cl.infcar

Value Labels

expect success

recall and relate

Permitted
Values

1=not

1=not
dont get readings

'isnot
prefer challenge

1=not
need encouragement

1=not
give up easily

1=not
good grade I dt,

1=not

hours employed

hours studying

walking distance

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=srnwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2.smwhat

satisfied academics
1=very

satisfied nonacad
1=very

satisfied major

Column
Number

L4.1
3=quite 4=very

L4.2
3=quite 4=very

L4.3
3=quite 4=very

L4.4
3=quite 4=very

L4.5
3=quite 4=very

L4.6
3=4luite 4=very

L4.7
3=quite 4=very

00-98 L4.8-9
99=miss
00-98 L4.10-11
99=miss
1-2 L4.12 FLO
1=yes 2=no 9=miss
1-4 L4.13 F1.0
2=quite 3=smwht 4=not 9.miss
1-4 L4.14 F1.0
2=quite 3=smwht 4=not 9=rniss
1-4 L4.15 FLO

1=very 2=quite 3.smwht 4=not 9=rniss
think of drop out 1-4 L4.16 F1.0

1=never 2=seldom 301ecass 4=freq 9=miss
influence career 1-5 L4.17 F1.0

1=parent 2=leisur 3=pay 4=chaIng 5=succd 9=miss

Form

9=rniss

9=miss

9=miss

9=miss

9.miss

9=miss

9=miss

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

FLO

F1.0

F2.0

F2.0

SCE Version CR-1 Codebook
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Label
Var. No. Item No. Name

GOALS IN ATTENDING COLLEGE

Value Labels
Permitted Column
Values Number Form

v 1 1 clad better job 1-4 L1.1 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v2 2 clac2 general education 1-4 L1.2 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=miss

v3 3 c2.ac3 expert 14 L1.3 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=dmp 4=essnd 9=miss

v4 4 cZac4 study skills 1-4 L1.4 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v5 5 c2.ac5 prep life 1-4 L1.5 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3atimp 4=essntl 9=miss

v6 6 c2.ac6 get away 1-4 L1.6 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=miss

v7 7 c2.ac7 cultured 1-4 L1.7 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=miss

V 8 8 c2.ac8 some to do 1-4 L1.8 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v9 9 cZac9 money 1-4 L1.9 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4,5sntl 9=rniss

v10 10 c2.ac10 success career 1-4 L1.10 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=miss

v11 11 c2.acll knowledge 1-4 L1.11 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4ssntl 9=miss

v12 12 c2.ac12 interesting things 1-4 L1.12 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4-ssntl 9=miss

v13 13 cZac13 grad/prof school 1-4 L1.13 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v14 14 c2.ac14 family expects 1-4 L1.14 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v15 15 c2.ac15 be with friends 1-4 L1.15 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 41.,ssntl 9=miss

v16 16 c2.ac16 citizen 1-4 L1.16 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v17 17 c2.ac17 creative 1-4 L1.17 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=miss

v18 18 cIac18 serve society 1-4 L1.18 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4-ssntl 9=miss

v19 19 c2.ac19 social position 1-4 L1.19 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4-*ssntl 9=miss

v20 20 c2.ac20 1-4 L1.20 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=miss
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-2

Label
Name Value Labels

Permitted Co Lunn
Values Number Form

v21 21 c2.ac21 1-4 L1.21 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.ssntl 9=miss

v22 22 c2.ac22 1-4 L1.22 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4ssntI 9=miss

v23 23 c2.ac.23 1-4 L1.23 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 4=essntl 9=miss

v24 24 c2.ac24 1-4 L1.24 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v25 25 c2.ac25 1-4 L1.25 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornirnp 3.imp 4=essntl 9=miss

GOALS IN ATTENDING COLLEGE (continued)

v26 1

v27 2

v28 3

v29 4

v30 5

v31

v32

6

7

c.2.col world better

c2.co2 think effectively

c2.co3

c2.co4 vocational goals

1=not

1=not
achieve objectives

1.not

c2.co5

c2.co6

c2.co7

1=not
personally enrich

l=not
great ideas

clarify values

GOALS IN TAKING THIS COURSE

1=not

1=not

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat

L1.26
3=quite 4=very

L1.27
3=quite 4=very

L1.28
3=quite 4=very

L1.29
3=quite 4=very

L1.30
3=quite 4=very

L1.31
3=quite 4=very

L1.32
3=quite 4=very

9=miss

9=miss

9-miss

9=miss

9=miss

9=miss

9=miss

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

v33 c2.field course considered 0001-9999 L1.33-36 F4.0
use HEGIS codes or see attached list

v34

v35

v36

v37

v38 1

v39 2

c2.numb

c2.reas1

c2.reas2

c2.reas3

c2..gcl

c2.gc2

course number

required

fit

best

001-998 L1.37-39 F3.0
999=miss
0-1 L1.40 F1.0
0=no check 1=check
0-1 L1.41 F1.0
0=no check 1=check
0-1 L1.42 FLO
0=no check 1=check

record of achieve 1-4 L1.43
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.-essnd 9=miss

new ways ot seeing 1-4 L1.44
1=notimp 2=sornimp 4=essntl 9=miss
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Name
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Value Labels Values Number Form

v40 3 c2.gc3 learnings sake 1-4 L1.45 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v41 4 c2.gc4 weigh alternatives 1-4 L1.46 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3atimp 4=essntl %amiss

v42 5 clgc5 ideas fit together 1-4 L1.47 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=ewntl 9=rniss

v43 6 cZgo6 imp study skills 1-4 L1.48
lasnotimp 2=somimp 32tirrtp 4=essntl 9=miss

F1.0

v44 7 c2.gc7 diff kinds people 1-4 L1.49 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v45 8 c2.gc8 broad principles 1-4 L1.50 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3:lamp 4=essntl %miss

v46 9 c2.gc9 structure knowledge 1-4 L1.51 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essntl 9=miss

v47 10 c2.gc10 reasoning ability 1-4 L1.52 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v48 11 c2.gcl 1 scholar gain knowl 1-4 L1.53 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v49 12 c2.gc12 life of service 1-4 L1.54 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v50 13 c2.gc13 friendships 1-4 L1.55 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v51 14 c2.gc14 philosophies/cultures 1-4 L1.56 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v52 15 c2.gc15 social skills 1-4 L1.57 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v53 16 c2.gc16 work in group 1-4 L1.58 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=irnp 4=essntl 9=miss

v54 17 cZgc17 discuss issues 1-4 L1.59 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 4=essntl 9=miss

v55 18 c2.gc18 broader vision 1-4 L1.60 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v56 19 c2.gc19 organize thoughts 1-4 L1.61 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v57 20 c2.gc20 personal independ 1-4 L1.62 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v58 21 c2.gc21 learn daily skills 1-4 L1.63 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=essntl 9=miss

v59 22 c2.gc22 listen effectively 1-4 L1.64 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v60 23 c2.gc23 adapt with changes 1-4 L1.65 1.1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v61 24 cZgc24 respect sensitivity 14 L1.66 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v62 25 c2.gc25 improve writing 1-4 L1.67 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp
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Label
Var. No. Item No. Name

v63 26 c2.gc26

v64 27 c2gc27

v65 28 c2.gc28

v66 29 cZgc29

v67 30 c2.gc30

v68 31 c2.gc31

v69 32 c2.gc32

v70 33 c2.gc33

v71 34 c2.gc34

v72 35 c2gc35

v73 36 c2.gc36

v74 37 c2gc37

v75 38 c2.gc38

v76 39 c2.gc39

v77 40 c2.gc40

v78 41 c2.gc41

v79 42 c2.gc42

v80 43 c2.gc43

v 81 44 cZgc44

v82 45 c2.gc45

v83 46 c2.gc46

v84 47 c2.gc47

v85 48 c2.gc48

Value Labels
Permitted
Values

informed citizen 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

philosophy of life 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

understand events 1-4
lionotimp 2itsomimp 3=imp

how things change 1-4
Issnotimp 2=somimp 3=irnp

see relationships 1-4
1=notirnp 2=somirrip 3=imp

draw conclusions 1-4
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp

apprec indiv action 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

apply FNA to life 14
1=notimp 2=somimp 3.=imp

human cope w/nature 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

become broadminded 14
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp

question experts 1-4
1=notimp 2sornimp 3=irnp

understand world 1-4
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp

ethical and moral 1-4
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp

predict events 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

research investigate 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

self confidence 14
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

imagination 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

self evaluation 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

hep others 1-4
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp

current issues 1-4
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp

specific facts 1-4
lagnotimp 2=somimp 3=imp

stimulate learning 1-4
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp

work for causes 1-4
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp
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Cohinm
Number Form

L1.68 F1.0
4=essntl 93orniss

L1.69 F1.0
4-ssntl 9=miss

L1.70 F1.0
4=essnt1 9=miss

L1.71 F1.0
4-ssntl 9=miss

L1.72 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L1.73 F1.0
4=essnd 9=miss

L1.74 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L1.75 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L1.76 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L1.77 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L1.78 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L1.79 F1,0
4=essntl 9=miss

L1.80 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

1,21 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

122 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

123 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L2.4 F1.0
4=esantl 9=miss

1.25 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

126 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

127 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L2.8 F1.0
4:!ssntl 9=mi 5.5

129 F1.0
4=essntl 9=miss

L2.10 F1.0
4=essntl 9=rniss

1

1

1

1
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Label
Name

Permitted Co lunut
Value Labels Values Nuntber Form

v86 49 c2.gc49 effective decisions 1-4 L2.11 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v87 50 c2.gc50 debate issues 1-4 1212 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4-ssntl 9=miss

v88 51 cZgc51 gain information 1-4 1.2.13 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v89 52 clgc52 interpret evidence 14 LZ 14 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v90 53 c2.gc53 complexity of world 1-4 L2_15 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v91 54 c2.gc54 social status 1-4 L2.16 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd %miss

v92 55 c2.gc55 perform credibly 1-4 L2.17 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v93 56 c2.gc56 accept challenges 14 LZ 18 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v94 57 clgc57 prof or grad school 1-4 1.2.19 F1.0
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v95 58 agc58 gain career info 1-4 L2.20 F1.0
I =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v96 59 c2.gc59 solve problems 1-4 L2.21 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v97 60 c2.gc60 global perspective 1-4 1222 F1.0
I =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rniss

v98 61 c2.gc61 skills/abilities 1-4 12.23 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v99 62 c2.gc62 reading skills 1-4 1.2.24 FLO
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v100 63 c2.gc63 electronic skills 1-4 1225 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v101 64 c2.gc64 consumer 1-4 1226 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v102 65 c2.gc65 creative talents 1-4 L2.27 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v103 66 cZgc66 works of art 1-4 1228 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=irnp 4=essnd 9=rniss

v104 67 c2.gc67 closer relationships 1-4 LZ 29 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v105 68 cZgc68 secure world peace 1-4 LI 30 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v106 69 c2.gc69 causes of war/peace 1-4 1.2.31 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v107 70 cZgc70 unsolved questions 1-4 1232 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v108 71 c2.gc71 scientific principles 1-4 1233 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp
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v109 72 c2.gc72 social problems 1-4 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=mnt1 9=miss

v110 73 c2..gc73 have fun 1-4 L235 F1.0
1 =notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v111 74 c2gc74 job security 1-4 L236 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4...essntl 9=mi.s

v112 75 c2.gc75 leisure interests 1-4 1237 FLO
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v113 76 c2.gc76 gender/race equity 1-4 1238 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3.timp 4=essnt1 9=rniss

v114 77 c2.gc77 enjoy film 1-4 1.239 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v115 78 c2.gc78 numerical data 14 12.40 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v116 79 c2.gc79 artistic work 1-4 1241 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4:5sntl 9=miss

v117 80 c2.gc80 human welfare 14 12.42 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v118 81 c2.gc81 contacts for future 1-4 12.43 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v119 82 c2.gc82 internatl harmony 1-4 1.2.44 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v120 83 c2.gc83 persuade others 1-4 1245 FLO
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4.--essntl 9=rniss

v121 84 c2.gc84 speaking abilities 1-4 1246 FLO
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v122 85 c2.gc85 library facilities 1-4 1247 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v123 86 c2.gc86 handle stress 1-4 1248 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v124 87 c2.gc87 expert in field 1-4 L2.49 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v125 88 c2.gc88 investigate unknown 1-4 L2.50 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=mntl %miss

v126 89 c2.gc89 standards behavior 1-4 1251 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v127 90 c2.gc90 conseq technology 1-4 1252 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl

v128 91 c2.gc91 ability limitations 1-4 L2.53 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v129 92 c2.gc92 aware environment 1-4 L2.54 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v130 93 c2.gc93 succeed in business 1-4 L255 FLO
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4=essnti 9=rniss

v131 94 c2.04 leadership ability 1-4 1.2.56 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornirnp 3=imp
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v132 95 c2.gc95 decision responsibility 1-4 L2.57 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4.essntl 9-miss

v133 96 c2..gc96 Culture developed 1-4 1258 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3-imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v134 97 c2..gc97 learn about science 1-4 L259 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 381imp 4.essntl 9=miss

v135 98 c2.gc98 people govern 1-4 1260 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v136 99 clgc99 happy person 1-4 1261
ismotimp 2=somimp Isimp 4=essntl 9=miss

F1.0

v137 100 c2.gc100 work philosophy 1-4 L2,62
lignotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

Fl .0

v138 101 c2.gc101 science affects life 1-4 1263
lignotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

F1.0

v139 102 c2.gc102 technical report 1-4 1264 FI.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v140 103 c2.gc103 approp career 1-4 L265 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=essnd %miss

v141 104 c2.gc104 math skills 1-4 1266 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v142 105 c2.gc105 acquire power 1-4 L2.67 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v143 106 c2.gc106 explore ideas 1-4 1268 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornirnp 3=irnp 4=essntl %miss

v144 107 c2.gc107 overcome hesitancy 1-4 L2.69 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v145 108 c2.gc108 understand interests 1-4 L270 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v146 109 c2.gc109 improve conf in math 1-4 L2.71 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v147 110 c2.gc110 enjoy music 1-4 1272 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v148 111 c2.gc111 14 L273 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v149 112 c2.gc112 1-4 1274 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v150 113 agc113 14 1275 F1.0
1=notirrip 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v151 114 c2.gc114 1-4 1276 F1.0
1=notimp 2.somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v152 115 c2.gc115 14 F1.0
1 =notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=etssntl %miss

v153 116 c2.gc116 14 1278 F1.0
1 =no tim p 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v154 117 c2.gc117 14 1_279 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3= imp 4=essntl %miss
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v155 118 c2.gc118 1-4 L2.80
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9wrniss

v156 119 c2.gc119 1-4 L3.1
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=miss

v157 120 c2.gc123 1-4 1.3.2
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3simp 4.essntl 9=mi ss

v158 121 c2.gc121 1-4 L3.3
1=notimp 2=somimp 3ftimp 4=essntl 9=miss

v159 122 c2.gc122 1-4 1.3.4
1 =notimp 2=sornirnp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

v160 123 c2.gc123 1-4 1.3.5
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4=essntl %amiss

v161 124 c2.gc124 1-4 L3.6
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=e5sntl 9=miss

v162 125 c2.gc125 1-4 1.3.7
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=es.sntl %miss

v163 126 c2.gc126 1-4 1,3.8
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essnd 9=rniss

v164 127 c2.gc127 1-4 L3.9
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v165 128 c2.gc128 1-4 13.10
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=rniss

v166 129 c2.gc129 1-4 1.3.11
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl %miss

v167 130 c2.gc130 L3.12

STUDENT INFORMATION I

v168 1 c2.num

v169 2 c2.age

v170 3 c2.sex

v171 4 c2.grad

v172 5 c2.major
use HEGIS Or

v 173 6 c2.cert

v174 7 c2.high

1=notimp

student number

age last January

gender

HS grad year

major
IPEDS major codes

certain of major

highest degree

2=somimp 3=imp 4=essntl 9=miss

1-99999 L3.13-17

17-98 L3.18-19
99=miss
1-2 13.20

1=Male 2=Female
10-98

99=miss
0001-9999

or refer to attached

Form

F1.0

FLO

FLO

F1.0

FI.0

FLO

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

FL 0

FLO

F1.0

F1.0

F5.0

F2.0

F1.0
9=miss
13.21-22 F2.0

L3.23-26 F4.0
list

1-4 L3.27 F1.0
-ixtTem 2=quite 3=somwht 4=not 9=miss

00-10 L3.28-29 F2.0
01=voc.ct. 02=AA 03=BA/BS 04=MA/MS
05= JD/LLB 06=MD/DDS 07=PhD etc
98=dknow 99=miss
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Label
Name

v175 8 c2..occ

v176 9 c2.occt

v177 10 c2.prep

v178 11 acme

v179 12 c2.mjpin

v180 13 c2.crpin

v181 14 c2.stul
v182 15 c2.stu2
v183 16 c2.stu3
v184 17 c2.stu4
v185 18 c2.stu5
v186 19 c2.stu6
v187 20 c2.stu7
v188 21 c2.stu8
v189 22 c2.stu9
v190 23 c2.stul0
v191 24 c2.stull
v192 25 c2.stul2
v193 26 c2.stul3
v194 27 c2.stul4
v195 28 c2.stul5

Value Labels
Permitted
Values

expected occupation 00-98
see attached list of occupations

99.missing

Cahmm
Number Form

13.30-31 F2.0

certain of occuptn 1-4 13.32 F1.0
laextrem 2quite 3=smwhat 4=not 9-rniss

prep for college 14 L3.33 F1.0
b=extrern 2...quite 3.smwhat 4=not 9-miss

courses this term 1-8 13.34 F1.0
9.Emiss
1-5 L3.35

3anwplan 48.newmaj Sisame 9=miss
1-5 13.36

3=nwplan 4=newmai 5=same 9=miss

major plan
1unone 2=disc

career plan
1=none 2.disc

EXPECTATIONS/SRM SKILLS IN MIS COURSE

v196 1 c2.essl

v197 2 c2.ess2

v198 3 c2.ess3

v199 4 c2.ess4

v200 5 c2.ess5

v201 6 c2.ess6

consequences fail

important points

clarify concepts

1=not

1=not

1.,not
items cant answer

1=not
skim material

1=not
study/integ exams

1=not
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1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6
1-6

14
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat
14

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
14

2=smwhat

2=smwhat

L.3.37
13.38
1.3.39
1.3.40
13.41
13.42
13.43
13.44
1.3.45
13.46
13.47
L3.48
13.49
L3.50
L3.51

13.52
3=quite 4i=very

13.53
4=very

13.54
3-,quite 4=very

13.55
3=quite 4-very

13.56
3---quite 4-very

L3.57
3=quite 4=very

9=miss

9=miss

9=miss

9=miss

9=miss

9=rniss

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0
FLO
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0
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Label
Name

v202 7 c2.ess7

v203 8 c2.ess8

v204 9 c2.ess9

v205 10 c2.ess10

v206 11 c2.essl1

v207 12 c2.ess12

v208 13 c2.ess13

v209 14 c2.ess14

v210 15 c2.ess15

v211 16 c2.ess16

v212 17 c2.ess17

v213 18 c2.ess18

Value Labels
Permitted
Values

Column
Number Form

relate readings 1-4 1.3.58
1=not 2ssmwhat 3.quite 4.very 9=miss

course material 1-4 1.3.59
1=not

expect good grades
lsnot

fit together

basic concepts

expect success

Isnot

1-not

1-not
recall and relate

dont get readings

prefer challenge
1=not

need encouragement
1=not

give up easily
1..not

good grade I do
1=not

1=not

TYPES OF ACTIVITIES PURSUED IN THIS COURSE

v214 1 c2.tapl

v215 2 c2. tap2

v216 3 c2.tap3

v217 4 c2.tap4

v218 5 c2.tap5

v219 6 c2.tap6

v220 7 c2.tap7

v221 8 c2.tap8

v222 9 c2.tap9

v223 10 c2. tapl 0

read book

Isnot

2a.smwhat
1-4

2zsmwhat
1-4

2msmwhat
1-4

2..smwhat
1-4

2..smwhat
1-4

2..smwhat
1-4

2.smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2.smwhat

F1.0

F1.0
3.quite 4-very 9-miss

L3.60 F1.0
3.quite 4=very 9=miss

1.3.61 F1.0
3.quite 4=very shrmiss

L3.62 F1.0
3.quite 4-very 9.miss

L3.63 F1.0
3squite 4-very 9-miss

L3.64 FI .0
3.quite 4-very 9.miss

13.65 F1.0
3=quite 4.very 9-miss

L3.66 F1.0
3=quite 4.very 9=miss

L3.67 FLO
3=quite 4-very 9=miss

L3.68 F1.0
3.quite 4.very 9-rniss

L3.69 F1.0
3.quite 4-very 9=miss

1-4 L3.70 F1.0
1=never 2=rare

detailed notes 1-4
1=never 2=rare

enjoy coursework 1-4
1=never 2=rare

apply materials 1-4
1=never 2-rare

discuss subject 1-4
1=never 2.rare

time studying 1-4
1...never 2.rare

organize materials 1-4
1=never 2=rare

memorize facts 1-4
1=never 2=rare

browse library 1-4
1=never 2=rare

research project 1-4
1=never 2-rare
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3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
L3.71 FLO

3=smtime 4..often
L3.72 F1.0

3,..smtime 4..often 9=miss
L3.73 F1.0

3ssmtime 4.often 9.miss
1.3.74 F1.0

3=smtime 4..often 9=miss
L3.75 F1.0

3-smtime 4.often 9=miss
13.76 F1.0

3=smtime 4...often 9-miss
L3.77 F1.0

3.smtime 4.often 9=miss
13.78 F1.0

3-=smtime 4..often 9=miss
L3.79 F1.0

3=smtime 4=often

1
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-2

Label
Name

v224 11 c2. tapl 1

v225 12 c2.tap12

v2.26 13 c2.tap13

v227 14 c2.tap14

v228 15 c2.tap15

v229 16 cltap16

v230 17 c2.tap17

v231 18 c2.tap18

v232 19 c2.tap19

v233 20 c2.tap20

v234 21 c2.tap21

v235 22 c2.tap22

STUDENT INFORMATION II

v 236 1 c2.empl

v237 2 c2.study

v238 3 c2.live

v239 4 c2.sacad

v240 5 c2.sanon

v241 6 c2.drop

Valu? Labels
Permitted
Values

told friends. 1-4
1=never 2=rare

underline points 1-4
1=never 2.rare

study four hours 1-4
1-never 2..rare

facts fit together 1-4
'lawyer 2-rare

read newspaper 1-4
1-never 2..rare

help student 1-4
1-never 2..rare

recommend field 1-4
1=never 2=rare

outline notes 1-4
1-never 2-rare

five hours library 1-4
=never 2-rare

relate experience 1-4
1.never 2-rare

achieve goals 1-4
1=never 2srare

relate other courses 14
1=never 2.rare

hours employed

hours studying

walking distance

satisfied academics

Cohrnn
Number

L3.80
3=smtime 4-often

L4.1
3.smtime 4moften

L4.2
3=smtime 4moften

L4.3
1=smtime 4moften

L4.4
3smtime 4moften

L45
3=smfirne 4noften

L4.6
3=smtime 4...often

L4.7
3.=smtime 4=often

L4.8
3=smtime 4=often

L4.9
3.smtime 4=often

L4.10
3.Esmtime 4..often

L4.11
3=srntime 4=often

00-98 L4.12-13
99=rniss

00-98 L4.14-15
99..rniss

1-2 L4.16
1=yes 2=no 9=miss
1-4 IA.17

Form

F1.0
9-miss

F1.0
%miss

F1.0
%miss

F1.0
%miss

F1.0
92TITIls9

F1.0
%miss

F1.0
9=miss

F1.0
9=miss

F1.0
%miss

F1.0
%miss

F1.0
%miss

F1.0
9=miss

F2.0

F2.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

1=very 2=quite 3=smwht 4-not 9=miss
satisfied nonacad 1-4 L4.18

1=very 2=quite 3=smwht 4mnot 9=miss
think of drop out 1-4 L4.19

1=never 2=seldom 3=occass 4=freq %miss
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'Student Goals Exploration

Var. No. Item No..

Version CR-M

?3

CODIEBOOK 10/2/90 1

Label
Name

GOALS IN ATTENDING COLLEGE

v 1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

1

2

3

4

5

6

an.col

an.co2

cm.co3

cm.co4

cm.co5

cm.co6

Value Labels

world better

Permitted
Values

1:snot
think effectively

1.not
achieve objectives

1=not
vocational goals

l=not
personally enrich

great ideas

v7 7 cm.co7 clarify values

GOALS N TAKING MAJOR COURSES

1=not

14
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2.smwhat

2=smwhat
14

2=smwhat
1-4

Cohunn
Number Form

L1.1 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.2 F1.0
3=quite 4=very

L1.3 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.4 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.5 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L1.6 F1.0
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4=very

L1.7
1=not 2=smwhat 3=quite 4.very

9=miss
F1.0

9=rniss

v8 an.field
use HEGIS

major field 0001-9999 L1.8-11
or IPEDS major codes or refer to attached list

v9 1 cm.gcl record of achieve 14 L1.12
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esst1 9=miss

v10 2 cm.gc2 new ways of seeing 14 L1.13
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v11 3 cm.gc3 learnings sake 1-4 L1.14
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v12 4 cm.gc4 weigh alternatives 1-4 L1.15
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v13 5 an.gc5 ideas fit together 1-4 L1.16
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v14 6 cm.gc6 imp study skills 1-4 L1.17
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rniss

v15 7 cm.gc7 diff kinds people 1-4 L1.18
1=notimp 2omimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v16 8 crn.gc8 broad principles 1-4 L1.19
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v17 9 cm.gc9 structure knowledge 14 L1.20
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.-essti 9=miss

v18 10 cm.gc10 reasoning ability 14 L1.21
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v19 11 cm. gcl 1 scholar gain know! 1-4 L1.22
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss
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v20 12 cm.gc12 life of service 14 L1.23 F1.0
12molimp 2=somimp 3-imp 4stesstl 9...miss

v21 13 friendships 1-4 L1.24 F1.0crn.gc13
1=notimp 2insomirnp 3-imp 42.esstl 9=miss

v22 14 crn.gc14 philosophies/cultures 1-4 L1.25 F1.0
1-notimp 22csomimp 3-imp 4/sesstl 9.rniss

v23 15 cm.gc15 social skills 14 L1.26
lnotimp 2stsomimp 3mimp 4esstl 9-iniss

F1.0

v24 16 cm.gc16 work in group 14 L1.27
limotimp 2=somimp 3suimp 4=esstl 9-miss

F1.0

v25 17 discuss issues 1-4 L1.28
lonnotimp 2=somimp 3mimp 4messtl 9-miss

F1.0an.gc17

v26 18 cm.gc18 broader vision 1-4 Ll.N F1.0
1-notimp 22tsornimp 3=imp 4messtl 9=miss

v27 19 an.gc19 organize thoughts 1-4 L1.30 F1.0
1mnotimp 2=somimp 3m:imp 42.e:stl 9-miss

v28 20 cm.gc20 personal independ 1-4 L1.31
banotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl ,.)=miss

F1.0

v29 21 cm.gc21 learn daily skills 14 L1.32 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v30 22 cm.gc22 listen effectively 1-4 L1.33
licnotimp 2=somimp 3-imp 4-esstl 9-miss

F1.0

v31 23 an.gc23 adapt with changes 14 L1.34
lannotimp 2..somimp 32.imp 4.esstl 9-rniss

F1.0

v32 24 cm.gc24 resp ct sensitivity 1-4 L1.35
lmnotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.esstl 9=miss

F1.0

v33 25 cm.gc25 improve writing 1-4 L1.36 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3zimp 4messtl 9=miss

v34 26 informed citizen 1-4 L1.37 F1.0an.gc26
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v35 27 cm.gc27 philosophy of life 1-4 L1.38 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essil 9=miss

v36 28 cm.gc28 understand events 1-4 L1.39
lwmotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esst1 9=miss

F1.0

N, 37 29 cm.gc29 how things change 1-4 L1.40
lmnotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

F1.0

v38 30 cm.gc30 see relationships 1-4 L1.41 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v39 31 cm.gc31 draw conclusions 1-4 L1.42 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4stesstl 9-miss

v40 32 an.gc32 apprec indiv action 1-4 L1.43 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v41 33 cm.gc33 apply FNA to life 1-4 L1.44 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essil 9=miss

v42 34 an.gc34 human cope w/nature 1-4 L1.45 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

SCE Version CR-M Codebook
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Name

Permitted Cohuim
Value Labels Values Number Form

v43 35 cm.gc35 become broadminded 1-4 L1.46 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3-imp 4=esstl %amiss

v44 36 an.gc36 question experts 14 L1.47 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v45 37 crn.gc37 understand world 1-4 L1.48 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v46 38 cm.gc38 ethical and moral 1-4 L1.49 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v47 39 cm.gc39 predict events 1-4 L1.50 F1.0
1=notimp 2omirnp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v48 40 cm.gc40 research investigate 1-4 L1.51
linnotimp 21=somimp 3=imp 4=esst1 9=miss

F1.0

v49 41 an.gc41 self confidence 1-4 L1.52 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v50 42 cm.gc42 imagination 1-4 L1.53 F1.0
1-notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=esst1 9=miss

v51 43 cm.gc43 self evaluation 1-4 L1.54 F1.0
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v52 44 crn.gc44 help others 1-4 L1.55 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v53 45 cm.gc45 current issues 1-4 L1.56
lignotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rniss

F1.0

v54 46 artgc46 specific facts 1-4 L1.57 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=irnp 4=esstl 9=miss

v55 47 cm.gc47 stimulate learning 1-4 L1.58 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3-imp 4=esstl 9=rniss

v56 48 work for causes 1-4 L1.59 F1.0crn.gc48
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v57 49 cm.gc49 effective decisions 1-4 L1.60 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v58 50 cm.gc50 debate issues 14 L1.61 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v59 51 cm.gc51 gain information 14 L1.62 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=esstl 9=miss

v60 52 cm.gc52 interpret evidence 1-4 L1.63 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v61 53 cmgc53 compledty of world 1-4 L1.64 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4.-resstl 9=miss

v62 54 cm.gc54 social status 1-4 L1.65 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essti 9=miss

v63 55 an.gc55 perform credibly 14 L1.66 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v64 56 cm.gc56 accept challenges 1-4 L1.67 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v65 57 an.gc57 prof or grad school 1-4 L1.68 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp
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v66 58 an.gc58 gain career info 14 L1.69
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rruss

v67 59 cm.gc59 solve problems 1-4 L1.70
1=notiznp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esst1 9=miss

v68 60 cm.gc60 global perspective 1-4 L1.7I
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v69 61 cm.gc61 skills/abilities 1-4 L1.72
12gnotimp 2=somimp 3=rimp 4=esstl %amiss

v 70 62 cm.gc62 reading skills 14 L1.73
lunotimp 2omimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v 71 63 cm.gc63 electronic skills 1-4 L1.74
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v 72 64 cm.gc64 consumer 1-4 L1.75 F1 .0
lamotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v73 65 an.gc65 creative talents 1-4 L1.76
1=notimp 2omimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v74 66 cm.gc66 works of art 1-4 L1.77
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v75 67 cm.gc67 closer relationships 1-4 L1.78
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v 76 68 an.gc68 secure world peace 1-4 L1.79
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v 77 69 causes of war/peace 1-4 L1.80crn.gc69
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=essti %miss

v 78 70 c.m.gc70 unsolved questions 14 12.1
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v 79 71 scientific principles 1-4 12.2an.gc71
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v 80 72 cm.gc72 social problems 1-4 L2,3
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v 81 73 cm.gc73 have fun 1-4 L2..4
1=no6mp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v 82 74 crn.gc74 job security 1-4 125
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v83 75 cm.gc75 leisure interests 1-4 L2.6
1=notimp 2=somirnp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=missv84 76 cm.gc76 gender/race equity 1-4 LI7
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esst1 9=miss

v85 77 an.gc77 enjoy film 1-4 L2.8
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v86 78 cm.gc78 numerical data 1-4 LZ9
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

-v87 79 an.gc79 artistic work 1-4 L2.10
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rnissv88 80 cm.gc80 human welfare 1-4 L2.11
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp
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v89 81 an.gc81 contacts for future 1-4 L2.12 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v90 82 cm.gc82 internatl harmony 1-4 L2.13 F1.0
1=notimp 2msornimp 3-imp 4=esstl %miss

v91 83 cm.gc83 persuade others 1-4 1214 F1.0
1=notirnp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v92 84 an.gc84 speaking abilities 1-4 F1.0
Innotimp 2=somimp 33=irnp 4=esstl %miss

v93 85 cm.gc85 library facilities 1-4 1.2.16 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v94 86 crn.gc86 handle stress 14 L2.17 F1.0
1=notimp 2omimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v95 87 cm.gc87 expert in field 1-4 L2A8 F1.0
lignotimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esst: 9-miss

v96 88 cm.gc88 investigate unknown 1-4 L2.19 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v97 89 cm.gc89 standards behavior 1-4 1,2.20 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v98 90 cm.gc90 conseq technology 1-4 1.2.21 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imr 4=esstl 9=miss

v99 91 cm.gc91 ability limitations 1-4 12.22 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v100 92 an.gc92 aware environment 1-4 L2,23 F1.0
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v101 93 cm.gc93 succeed in business 1-4 L2.24 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=es.stl %miss

v102 94 cm.gc94 leadership ability 1-4 L2.25 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v103 95 cm.gc95 decision ability 1-4 L2.26 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v104 96 cm.gc96 culture developed 1-4 L2.27 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v105 97 cm.gc97 learn about science 1-4 1228 F1.0
1 =notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v106 98 cm.gc98 people govern 1-4 12,29 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rniss

v107 99 an.gc99 happy person 1-4 L2.30 F1.0
1=notimp 2mrsomimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v108 100 cm. gcl 00 work philosophy 1-4 L2.31 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v109 101 an.gc101 science affects life 1-4 L2.32 F1.0
1 =nob mp 2=sornirnp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v110 102 cm.gc102 technical report 1-4 L2.33 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v111 103 cm.gc103 approp career 1-4 L2.34 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp
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v112 104 cm.gc104 math skills 1-4 L235 F1.0
1=notimp 2omimp 3=imp 4-sesstl 9=miss

v113 105 an.gc105 acquire power 1-4 1236
lignotirnp 2=somimp 3=imp Algoma 9=miss

F1.0

v114 106 cm.gc106 explore ideas 14 L2.37 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3isimp 4=esstl 9smiss

v115 107 an.gc107 overcome hesitancy 1-4 L2.38 F1.0
1=notimp 2ftsomimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v116 108 amgc108 understand interests 1-4 1.2.39
linotunp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9-miss

F1.0

v117 109 cm.gc109 improve conf in math 1-4 L.2 40 F1.0
1=notimp 2sisomimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9smiss

v118 110 cm.gc110 enjoy music 1-4 1241 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v119 111 cm.gc111 1-4 L2.42 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v120 112 an.gc112 1-4 1243 FLO
1=notimp 2omimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v121 113 amgc113 1-4 1244 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=irnp 4=esstl %miss

v122 114 cm.gc114 1-4 1245 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v123 115 cm.gc115 1-4 L2.46 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v124 116 an.gc116 1-4 1247 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v125 117 cm.gc117 1-4 L2.48 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rniss

v126 118 cm.gc118 1-4 12.49 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v127 119 cm.gc119 1-4 12.50 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v128 120 cm.gc123 14 1.2.51 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=miss

v129 121 an.gc121 1-4 1252 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rniss

v130 122 cm.gc122 1-4 L2.53 FLO
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v131 123 cm.gc123 1-4 1254 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v132 124 cm.gc124 1-4 L2.55 F1,0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v133 125 an.gc125 1-4 12.56 F1.0
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl 9=rnissvi34 126 cm.gc126 1-4 1257 F1.0
1=no6mp 2=sornimp
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v135 127 cm.gc127 1-4 L2.58
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4=esstl %miss

v136 128 czn.gc128 1-4 1259
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp disesstl 9=miss

v137 129 an.gc129 1-4 1260
1=notimp 2=somimp 3=imp 4-esstl %miss

v138 130 cm.gc130 1-4 1261
1=notimp 2=sornimp 3=imp 4esstl 9=miss

TYPES OF ACTIVMES PURSUED IN MAJOR

v139 1 cm.tapl

v140 2 cm.tap2

v141 3 an.tap3

v142 4 cm.tap4

v143 5 cm.tap5

v144 6 cm.tap6

v145 7 cm.tap7

v146 8 Lm.tap8

v147 9 cm.tap9

v148 10 cm. tap 1 0

v149 11 cm. tap 1 1

v150 12 cm.tap12

v151 13 cm. tap13

v152 14 cm.tap14

v153 15 crn.tap15

v154 16 cm. tap16

v155 17 cm. tap17

v156 18 cm.tap18

read book

detailed notes

1-4 1262

Form

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

FLO
1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often %miss

1-4 1263 FLO
1=never 2=rare

enjoy coursework 1-4
1=never 2=rare

1-4
1=never 2=rare

1-4
1=never 2=rare

1-4

apply materials

discuss subject

time studying

3=smtime 4=often 9=rniss
L2.64 F1.0

3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
L265 F1.0

3=smtime 4=often 9=misa
L2,66 FLO

Issmtirne 4-often 9=rniss
1267 FLO

1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
organize materials 1-4 L2.68 F1.0

1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
memorize facts 1-4 L2.69 F1.0

1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
1-4 1270 FLO

1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
14 1271 FLO

browse library

research project

told friends

underline points

study four hours

facts fit together

read newspaper

help student

recommend field

outline notes

SGE

1=never 2=rare
1-4

1=never 2=rare
1-4

1.never 2=rare
1-4

1=never 2=rare
1-4

1=never 2=rare
1-4

1=never 2=rare
1-4

1=never 2=rare
1-4

1=never 2=rare
1-4

1-never 2=rare
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l 3

3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
1272 F1.0

3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
L2.73 F1.0

3=smtime 4=often 9=miss
1.274 FLO

3=smtime 4-often 9=miss
1275 F1.0

3=smtime 4-often 9=miss
L2.76 F1.0

3=srntime 4=often 9=miss
1277 F1.0

3=smtirne 4=often 9=miss
1,278 FLO

3=srntime 4=often 9=miss
1279 FLO

3=smtime 4-often 9=miss
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Var. No. Item No.
Label
Name

Permitted Co luum
Value Labels Values Number Form

v157 19 cm.tap19 five hours library 1-4 F1.0
1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often 9=miss

v158 20 cm.tap20 relate experience 1-4 L3.1 F1.0
1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4-often 9=miss

v159 21 cm.tap21 achieve goals 1-4 13.2 F1.0
1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often 9=miss

v160 22 cm.tap22 relate other courses 1-4 1_3.3 F1.0

STUDENT INFORMATION I

v161 1

v162 2

v163 3

v164 4

cm.num

cm.age

cm.sex

cm.ethn

v165 5 cm.year

v166 6 cm.grad

v167 7 cm.major

use HEGIS or

v168 8 cm.cert

v169 9 cm.high

v170 10

v171

v172.

v173

v174 14

CM.00C

cm.occt

CM.prep

an.cogpa

cm.mjpin

student number

age last January

gender

1=never 2=rare 3=smtime 4=often 9=miss

1-99999 L3.4-8

17-98 L3.9-10
99-miss
1-2 L3.11

1=Male 2=Female 9=miss
ethnic background 1-5 L3.12 F1.0

1=White 2=Black 3=Hispan
4=NatAm 5-Asian 9=miss

year in college 1-4 L3.13 F1.0
1=fresh 2=soph 3=ir 4=sr 9=miss

HS grad year 10-98 L3.14-15 F2.0
99.miss

0001-9999 L3.16-19 F4.0

F5.0

F2.0

F1.0

major

IPEDS ma;or codes or refer to attached list

major certain 1-4 L3.20 F1.0
1=fresh 2=soph 3=ir 4=sr 9=miss

highest degree 00-98 L3.21-22 F10
oi=voc. ci 02=AA 03=BA/BS 04=MA/MS
05= JD/LLB 06=MD/DDS 07= PhD etc
98=dknow 99=miss

expected occupation 00-98 13.23-24 F2.0
see attached list of occupations

99=miss

certain of occuptn 1-4 L3.25 F1.0
1=extrem 2=quite 3=smwhat 4=not 9=rniss

prep for college 1-4 1.3.26 F1.0
1=extrem 2=quite 3=smwhat 4=not 9=rniss

college school gpa 1-7 1_3.27 F1.0
1=D 2=C- 3=C 4=C+/B-
5=B 6=B=/A- 7=A 9=miss

major plan 1-5 1.3.28 F1.0
1=none 2=disc 3=nwplan 4=newmaj 5=same 9=rniss

SCE Version CR-M Codebook
4 0
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-M

Label
Name

v175 15 cm.crpin

v176 16 cm.crse

v177 17.1 cm.comm
v178 17.2 cm.lit
v179 17.3 cm.arts
v180 17.4 cm.sd
v181 17.5 cm.math
v182 17.6 cm.soc
v183 17.7 cm.hum
v184 17.8 cm.hist
v185 17.9 cm.frgn
v186 17.10 cm.busin
v187 11.11
v188 17.12 cm.prof
v189 17.13 cm.other

v190 18 cm.stul
v191 19 cm.stu2
v192 20 cm.stu3
v193 21 cm.stu4
v194 22 cm.stu5
v195 cm.stu6
v196 24 cm.stu7
v197 25 cm.stu8
v198 26 cm.stu9
v199 27 cm.stu10
v200 28 cm.stul 1
v201 29 cm.stu12
v202 30 cm.stu13
v203 31 cm.stu14
v204 32 cm.stu15

Value Labels

career plan
lianone 2=disc

courses this term

comm credits
lit credits
arts credits
bio and sci credits
mathetc credits
socialsci credits
humanit credits
history credits
foreign lang credits
business credits
voc/ trade credits
prof aedits
other credits

FEELINGS ABOUT STUDYING IN MAJOR

v205 1 cm.fas1

v206 2 cm.fas2

v207 3 cm.fas3

v208 4 cm.fas4

study to get aheae
1=not

sense satisfaction
l=not

Permitted
Values

1-5

Column
Number

13.29
3=nwplan 4=newmaj 5igsame 9=miss

1-8 13.30
9agmiss

0-99 13.31-32
0-99 13.33-34
0-99 13.35-36
0-99 13.37-38
0-99 13.39-40
0-99 L3.41-42
0-99 13.43-44
0-99 L3.45-46
0-99 13.4748
0-99 L3.49-50
0-99 L3.51-52
0-99 13.53-54
0-99 13.55-56

1-6 L3.57
1-6 13.58
1-6 13.59
1-6 L3.60
1-6 13.61
1-6 L3.62
1-6 L3.63
1-6 L3.64
1-6 L3.65
1-6 L3.66
1-6 L3.67
1-6 13.68
1-6 L3.69
1-6 L3.70
1-6 L3.71

1-4 13.72

long range goals
1=not

daily learning tasks
1=not

SCE Version CR-M Codebook
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1 :3

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat

Form

FLO

F1.0

F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0
F2.0

F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0
F1.0

F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

13.73 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=rniss

L3.74 FLO
3=quite 4=very 9=rni.ss

L3.75 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-M

Label
Name

v209 5 cm.fas5

v210 6 cm.fas6

v211 7 cm.fas7

v212 8 cm.fas8

v213 9 cm.fas9

v214 10 cm.fas10

v215 11 cm. fasll

v216 12 cm.fas12

v217 13 cm.fas13

v218 14 cm.fas14

v219 15 cm.fas15

v220 16 cm . fas16

v221 17 cm. fas17

v222 18 cm. fas18

Value Labels
Permitted
Values

complete expected
lknot

work to get grades
1=not

work if import.

clear assign.

short range goals

set own goals

prefer easy probs

work even if dull

relate assgrt goal

set easier goals

learn is exciting

plan activities

13inot

1=not

1=not

l-not

1=not

1=not

l=not

l=not

1=not

1.not
seldom seek advice

l=not
topics own choice

1=not

EXPECTATIONS/STUDY SKILLS IN MAJOR

v223 1 cm.essl

v224 2 cm.ess2

v225 3 cm.ess3

v226 4 cm.ess4

v227 5 cm.ess5

v228 6 cm.ess6

v229 cm.ess7

v230 8 cm.ess8

consequences fail
1=not

important points

clarify concepts
l=not

items cant answer
IT-not

skim material
1=not

study/integ exams
1=not

relate readings

course material
=not

1=not

SCE Version CR-M Cociebook
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1-4
2-smwhat

1-4
2-smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2-smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=srnwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat
14

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat

Cohmtn
Number Form

13.76 F1.0
3=quite 4mvery 9=missIan F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

13.78 F1.0
3=quite 4isvery 9=miss

13.79 F1.0
3mquite 4uvery 9=miss

L3.80 F1.0
3=quite 4uvery 92=miss

L4.1 F1.0
3=quite 4agvery 9=miss

L4.2 F1.0
3=quite 4:very 9.miss

L4.3 F1.0
3=quite 4.very 9=miss

L4.4 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.5 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.6 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.7 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.8 F1.0
3=quite 4.very 9-miss

L4.9 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=rniss

L4.10 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.11 F1.0
3=quite 4.very 9-miss

L4.12 FLO
3..quite 4-very 9=miss

L4.13 F1.0
3=quite 4-very 9=miss

L4.14 F1.0
3=quae 4=very 9=miss

L4.15 FLO
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.16 FLO
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.17 FLO
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

1

1
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Var. No. Item No.

CR-M

Label
Name

v231 9 cm.ess9

v232 10 cm .ess10

v233 11 cm.essll

v234 12 an.ess12

v235 13 cm.ess13

v236 14 cm.ess14

v237 15 an.ess15

v238 16 cm.ess16

v239 17 cm.ess17

v240 18 cm.ess18

STUDENT INFORMATION II

v242 1 cm.empl

v243 2 cm.study

v244 3 cm.live

v245 4 cm.sacad

v246 5 cm.snoacd

v248 6 cm.samaj

v249 7 cm.drop

v250 8 cm.incrs

v251 9 cm.incar

Value Labels
Permitted
Values

expect good grades
1=not

fit together

basic concepts

expect success

recall and relate

1=not

1=not

1=not

1=not
dont get readings

1=not
prefer challenge

1=not
need encouragement

1=not
give up easily

good grade I do
1=not

1=not

hours employed

hours studying

walking distance

satisfied academics

satisfied nonacad

satisfied major

1=very

1=very

1-4
2=smwhat

1-4
2=smwhat
14

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat
1-4

2=smwhat

Column
Number Form

L4.18 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=rniss

L4.19 F1.0
3=quitP 4-very 9=miss

L4.20 F1.0
3=quite 4-very 9=miss

L4.21 F1.0
3=quite 42overy 9=miss

L4.22 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=rniss

L4.23 F1.0
3=quite 4-very 9=miss

L4.24 F1.0
3=quite 4-very 9=miss

L4.25 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.26 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

L4.27 F1.0
3=quite 4=very 9=miss

00-98
99=miss
00-98
99=miss
1-2
1=yes 2=no
1-4

L4.28-29 F2.0

L4.30-31 F2.0

L4.32
9=miss

L4.33
2=quite 3=smwht 4=not 9=miss
1-4 L4.34
2=quite 3=smwht 4=not 9...miss
1-4 L4.35

1=very 2=quite 3=smwht 4=not 9=miss
think of drop out 14 L4.36 F1.0

1=never 2=seldom 3.occass 4=freq 9=miss
infl avoid course 1-5 L4.37 F1.0

1=notuse 2=work 3=prteac 4=easy 5=fail %miss
influence career 1-5 L4.38 F1.0

1.parent 2=leisur 3=pay 4=chaIng 5=succd 9=rniss

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

F1.0

SCE Version CR-M Codebook
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1. Course and Major Codes Brief Version (Adapted From HEGIS Categories)

Note:

Course and Major Codes - Brief Version
(Adapted From HEGIS categories)

This simplified list should provide sufficient codes for most
undergraduate fields. In case greater detail is needed, the
entire HEGIS classification is given in Appendix I-B-4. To
coordinate with other college data bases, the IPEDS classification
may also be used (not provided in this manual).

Agriculture, Natural Resources, Forestry 0100

Architecture, Environmental Design 0200

Biological Sciences 0400

Business
Business and commerce, general 0501
Accounting 0502
Banking and Finance 0504
Business management or administration 0506
Marketing, Purchasing 0509
Real Estate 0511
Irternational Business 0513
Labor and industrial relations 0S:.6

Other business 0593

Communications

Communications, general 0601
Journalism 0602
Media (radio/7V) 0603
Advertising 0604
Other communications 0699

Computer science, Information Sciences 0700

Education

Preschool or elementary education 0801
Secondary teaching other than math, science,

or a special subject listed below 08C3
Special education 0808
Student personnel/counseling/guidance 0826
Art education 0831
Music education 0832
Mathematics or science education 0834
Physical education 0835
Health education 0837
Business education 0838
Vocational/industrial/technical education 0839
Other education 0899
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Engineering

Arts

Languages

Engineering, general
Aerospace or aeronautical engineering
Bioengineering, Biomedical engineering
Chemical engineering
Civil engineering
Electrical, Electronic engineering
Mechanical engineering
Geological engineering
Industrial engineering
Other engineering

0901

0902
0905
0906
0908
0909
0910
0911
0913
0999

Studio art 1002
Art histor or appreciation 1003
music performance 1004
Music h3stnIT or appreciation 1006
Dramatic arts 1007
Dance 1008
Film, Photography 1010
Other fine or applied arts 1099

Romance languages
Germanic, Slavic languages
Asian languages
Classical languages
Other languages

1102
1103
1107
1110
1199

Health professions
Nursing 1203
Occupational therapy 1208
Pharmacy 1211
Physical therapy 1212
Dental hygiene or dental technology 1213
Speech pathology, Audiology 1220
Medical technology 1223
Other health profession 1299

Home Economics, Consumer Economics or Family Studie3 1300

English or Literature

English, general 1501
Literature 1502
Comparative literature 1503
Classical literature 1504
Linguistics, Speech 1505
Composition or creative writing 1507
Other literature 1599

Philosophy 1509

Religious Studies (except Theology) 1510
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Library Science 1600

mathematics or Statistics 1700

Military Science 1800

Physical Sciences
Physics 1902
Chemistry 1905
Astronomy, Astrophysics 1911
Atmospheric and meteorological sciences 1913
Geology, Earth sciences 1914
Other physical science 1999

Psychology 2000

Public Administration

Public administration, general 2102
Parks and recreation 2103
Social work 2104
Law Enforcement and Corrections 2105
Other public affairs and services 2159

Social Sciences and History
Anthropology 2202
Economics 2204
History 2205
Geography 2206
Political Science or Government 2207
Sociology 2208
International Relations 2210
Afro-American nr other Minority Studies 2211
Urban Studies 2214
Other Social Sciences 2299
Area Studies (such as Asian studies, African
studies, American studies) 0300

Theology 2300

Interdisciplinary Majors 4900

Undecided 9999
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2. Department Codes (Adapted From HEGIS Categories)

Department Codes
(Adapted From REGIS categories)

Not: If more appropriate, use codes from Appendix B-1 (for Courses and
Majors)

CODE DEPARTMENT

0100 Agriculture, Natural Resources
0200 Architecture, Environmental Design
0400 Biological Sciences
0500 Business and Management
0600 Communications and Journalism
0700 Computer Science, Information Sciences
0800 Education
0900 Engineering
1000 Fine and Applied Arts
1100 Foreign Languages
1201 Health Professions
1203 Nursing
1300 Home Economics
1501 English or Literature
1504 Classics
1505 Linguistics, Speech
1509 Philosophy, Religious Studies (except Theology)
1600 Library Science
1701 Mathematics
1800 Military Sciences
1902 Physics
1905 Chemistry
1911 Astronomy, Astrophysics
1914 Geology, Earth Sciences
2000 Psychology
2100 Public Affairs and Services
2202 Anthropology
2204 Economics
2205 History
2206 Geography
2207 Political Science
2208 Sociology
2210 International Relations
0300 Area Studies
2300 Theology

5999 Other

1 4
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3. Codes for Expected Occupafion

Codes for Expected Occupation

Hot: Additional codes within each decade may be added if needed.

Artistic Occupations
Architect 01

Artist 02

Entertainer 03
Actor 04

Interior Decorator 05

Musician 06

Other artistic 09

Business Occupations
Accountant 10

Business Executive 11

Business Owner or Proprietor 12

Business sales, marketing or buyer 13

Industrial, labor relations, personnel 14

Executive Secretary or other clerical 15

Other business 19

Engineering, and Related Occupations
Engineer 20

Tradesman, skilled 21

Other engineering-related 25

Mathematical Occupations
Computer programmer
Statistician
Actuary

Other mathematical occ.pations

26

27

28

29

Scientific Occupations
Laboratory technologist or technician 30

Scientific researcher 31

Conservationist 32

Other scientific, non-engineering 39

Health Occupations
Dentist 40

Dietician 41

Medical Technologist 42

Nurse 43
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Optometrist
Pharmacist
Physician
Therapist (physical, occupational, or speech)
Veterinarian
Other health-related

Teaching Occupations

Preschool or elementary teacher
Secondary Teacher
School Counselor
Librarian
School Administzator
Colle.e Teacher

Other education-related

4 4

45
46
47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

59

Literary and Communication Occupations
Writer 60
Interpreter 61
Journalist 62
Media worker 63

Other communication-related 69

Social/Political or Public Affairs Occupations
Foreign Service 70
Lawyer or Judge 71
Law Enforcement Officer 72

Other social/political or public affairs 75

Social/Behavioral or Human Services Occupations
Clinical psychologist 76
Social Worker 7
Clergy 78

Other human services 79

Other occupations
Farmer/ Rancher 81
military Service 82
Homemaker 83

Other 89

Undecided
98

Missing
99

1 4
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4. HEGIS Classification



1

0100 AGRICULTURE Ord
NATURAL RESOURCES

Swerves field designations whisk charac-
terise studente, /amity, facslauss, de-
gree program, research projects, etc.
hieing te do with sae pre/when of
food and inenegemee of natural
fiber, plant, forest end wildlif
resoureee.

0101 Agriculture, general
0102 Agronomy (field crops, and crop

management)
0103 Soils science (management and

conservation)
0104 Animal science (husbandry)
0105 Dairy science (husbandry)
0106 Poultry science
0107 Fish, game, and wildlife

management
0108 Horticulture (fruit and vegetable

production)
0109 Ornamenta.1 horticulture

(floriculture, nursery science)
0110 Agricultural and farrn

management
0111 Agricultural economics
0112 Agricultural business
0113 Food science and technology
0114 Forestry
0115 Natural resources management
0116 Agriculture and forestry

technologies (baccalaureate and
higher programs)

0117 Range management
0199 Other, specify

0200 ARCHITECTURE and
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Subject field derignations whish charac-
terise students, larulty, faciiiti., de-
mo program:, research projetts, eu.
hawing to do with training for es pro-
lesote in designing buddsngs, eons-
rnenitier, park,0 and other mamma, le
napasla of the playsiOlOtiaa fnulton
MAU.

0201 Environmental design, general
0202 Architecture
0203 Interior desire
0204 Landscape architecture
0205 Urban arthitecture
0206 City, community, and rrvonal

planning
0299 Other, specify

HEGIS CODE LIST

0300 AjtgA STUDIES

Subject field dengenusons which charms.
terms Oedema', faculty. !militia:, de-
gree programer, research projects. etc.
having to do with programs alanisted
to study cultures iota:101cm to ;pa-
cific geographia rayon,.

0301 Asian studies, general
0302 East Asian studies
0303 South Asiart ( India, etc.) studies
0304 Southeast Asian studies
0303 Afncan studies
0306 Islamic studies
0307 Russian and Slavic studies
0308 Latin American studies
0309 Middle Eastern studies
0310 European studies, general
0311 Eastern European studies
0312 West European studies
0313 American studies
0314 Pacific area studies
0399 Other, specify

0400 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Subsect field designation, udisch charge-
serize student:, faculty, facilities, de-
gree prograrru, research projects, ett.
hg l. ins to do with the science of hfe
or ill-Ing matter in all ILI forms end
phenomen especially with regard so
the origin, grosith, reprodurtion, and
structure of life forms.

0401 Biology, general
0402 Botany, general
0403 Bactisriology
0404 Plant pathology
0405 Plant pharmacology
0406 Plant physiology
0407 Zoology, general
0408 Pathology, human and animal
0409 Pharmacology, human and

animal
0410 Physiology, human and animal
0411 Microbiology
0412 Anatomy
0413 Histology
0414 Biochemuuv
0415 Biophysics
0416 Molecular biology
0417 Cell biology (cytology, cell

physiology)
0418 Manne biology
04!9 Biometrics and biostataucs
04 '0 Ecology
04.21 E ntomology
'.)42 Geneuca

Rachobiology

BEST Min' AVAILABLE

1 ci

04.:4 Nutntion, scientific (excludes
nutrition in horne econorrucs and
dietetics)

0445 Neuroscience.
0426 Toxicology
0417 Embryology
0499 Other, specify

MOO BUSINESS end
MANAGEMENT

Subject field desegnationr which chards-
tense saw/anti, faculty. iseilitier, de-
tree progranu, research projects, etc.
related to the organuation, operetion,
adminutration, end control of private
and public organisation,.

0501 Business and commerce, general
0502 Accounting
0503 Buainess statistics
0504 Banking and finance
0505 Investmenu and securities
0506 Business managerne,gt and

administration
0507 Operations research
0508 Hotel and restaurant

management
0509 Marketing and purchasing
0510 Transportation and public

utilities
05)! Real estate
0512 I nsurance
0513 Jncerngsional business
0514 Sec re tari al studies ( baccalaureate

and higher programs)
0515 Personnel management
0516 Labor and industrial relations
0517 Businesi economics
0599 Other, specify

0600 COMMUNICATIONS
Subject Phi designations which choreic-

terize students, faculty, facilities. de-
gree programs, research projesti, att.
related to collection, preparation, end
pre:solution of Ideas and information
intended for popular consumption
through mat, media.

0601 Communications, germal
0602 Journalism '.pesnted media)
0603 Radio/television
0604 Advertising

C-:rnrnurucation media Ualt of
..ideotape, films, etc., oriented
specifically toward radio/
television)

.:699 Other, specify



0700 COMPUTER And
INFORMATION SCIENCES

Sub feet field designittioim *huh chaise.
tome modms, facutty, futilities, de.
gra programs. court@ work, research

#.rojests, etc. having to do with the
design, developmeni, and pplicanors
of campus*, capabilities to data stor-
age and manspilarien arid related
computational procedures.

0701 Computer and informauurs
sciences. general

0702 information *ciente, and systems
0703 Data processing
0704 Computer programming
0705 Systems analysts
0799 Other, specify

01100 EDUCATION

Subject field designations which cheirc-
tests. itudents, faculty, facilities, de-
/PH prOgrarili, ?March projectt. etc
related to admanistrstains and control
of educational org.nizations and mitt-
tutions nd subjects related to instruc,

snd tertitcet both within and
uch formal organaations

t ctSt., general
_ry education, general

oeundary education, general
004 Junior high school education
0805 Higher education, general
0806 Junior and community college

education
0807 Adult and continuing education
0808 Special education, general
0809 Administration of special

education
0810 Education of the mentally

retarded
0811 Education of the gifted
0812 Education o( the deal
0813 Education of the culturally

disadvantaged
0814 Education of the visually

handicapped
0813 Speech comedian
0816 Education of the emotionally

disturbed
0817 Remedial education
0818 Special learning disabilities
0819 Education of the physically

handicapped
0820 Education of the multiple

handicapped
0821 Social foundations (history and

philosophy of education)
082.2 Educational psychology (include

learning theory)
0823 Pre-elementary education

(kindergarten)
0824 Educational statistic/ and

rematch

1.1823 Educational testing, evalua(ion
and measurement

08.6 Student personnel (counseling
and guidance)

Ott 7 Educational adrnmutration
(18.:(1 Educauonal supervisson
0829 Curriculum and instruction
0830 Reading education (methodology

and thearyi
0831 Art educauon (methodology arid

theory)
0832 Music education (methodology

and heory)
)833 Mathematics education

methodology and theory)
)834 Science education k methodology

and theory)
Physical education

.)836 Driver and safety education
0837 Health education (include

family life education)
08.18 Business, commerce, and

clistributt.e education
39 Industrial arts, vocational, and

.echnical education
199 Other, specify

0900 ENGINEERING

Subject held designations u...hich chafer-
:(rue itudents, fecsar feciiitior, de-

gree Programs. research projects, etc

hal. ig to do :s.ith the practical appli-
cation 01 basic scientific hnowledge to
the design, production, and operation

lyitrwit infended to tacilitate man
control and 11.11 of hu
onrnent.

natural 1111t..-

.190$ Engineenng, general
0902 Aerospace, aeronautical and

astremauucal engineering
0903 A(ricultural engineering
0904 Architectural engineenng
0905 Bioengineenng and biomedical

engineering
0906 Chemical engineering , include

petroleum refining)
0907 Petroleum engineering (exclude

petroleum refining)
0908 Civil, construction, and

transportation engineermg
0909 Electrical, electronics, and

communicationa engineering
0910 Mechanical engineering
1911 Geological engineering
'112 Geophysical engineering
')9 3 I ndustrial and management

engineering
)914 Metallurgical enrineering
915 Nfacenals engineering
916 Ceramic engineering
9! 7 Textile engineering
9 8 Mining and mineral ens-meering
919 Engineering physics

_9 _0 N uc lear enrineen ng

Engineering mechanics
44:2 Environmental and sanitary

engineering
:1921 Naa1 architecture and mann*

engineering
,,924 Ocean engineering
09 :5 Eno neunng technologies

haccalaureate and higher
programs)

9999 Other, specify

woo mg and ArPugo ARTS

Sublett field dengeettens which Overigc .
fettle us/tants, fatuity, facilities, de-
gree program. research projects, etc .
hating to do with the creation and
appreciation af the divot,. model of
communicating ideas and emotions by
meant of stylised, vistial, and non-
uval mid ryneaels.

001 Fine arts. general
1002 Art (painting, drawing,

sculpture)
1003 Art history and appreciation
:004 Music (performing, composition,

theory)
1005 Music (liberal arts program
1:06 Music history and apprec,ation

(musicology)
!007 Dramatic arts
!008 Dance
H:109 Applied design (ceramics,

weaving, textile design, fashion
design, jewelry, metalsniithing,
interior decoration, commercial

1010 Cinematography
i011 Photography
1 099 Other, tnectfY

1100 Foitglam LANGUAGES

Subject field derignattons which chafes,.
:true students, faculty, facilities, do-
re. programs, research projects, ere.
related to mutter,' ol language other
than Enitith or related to the tsvd,
of foreign culture through esploro.
lion of the literature of that culture
as espresud is she vernacular lan.
gutsy.

:101 Foreign languages, general
includes concentration on more

than one foreign language
,:ithojsir)ma jor ernphaais on one

0 2 French
1103 German
1.04 Italian
1105 Spanish
1106 Ruesian
1107 Chinese



1

1108 Japanese
1109 Latin
1110 Creek, claseical
1111 Hebrew
1112 Arabic
1113 Indian (Asiauc)
1114 Scandinavian languages
1113 Slavic languages ( other than

Russian)
1116 African languages (non-Sernstic)
1199 Other, specify

1200 HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Subject field Intimations which charac-
terise students, faculty, Outfitter, de-
gree programs, research projects, etc.
having to de with the maintenance
and re:sore:ion e; priysiedi and men-
tal health.

1201 Health prolessioru, general
1:02 Hospital and health care

administration
1203 Nursing (baccalaureate and

higher programs)
L04 Dentistry, D DS. or D M D.

degree
i205 Dental specialties (work beyond

first-professional degree, D D S.
or D.M.D.)

1 -_'06 Medicine, M D. degree
1L'07 Medical specialties (work

Levond first-profeasionai degree,
M.D.)

1208 Occupational therapy
1:09 Optometry
1210 Osteopathic medicine, D O.

degree
121 t Pharmacy
1212 Physical therapy
1213 Dental hygiene ( baccalaureate

and higher programs)
1214 Public health
1215 Medical record librarianahip
1:16 Podiatry (Pod.D. or D. P.) or

pediatric medicine (D.P.M.)
1217 Biomedical commurUcation
1218 Veterinary medicine (D.V.M.

degree)
121 9 Veterinary medicine specialties

work beyond Ans-profeasional
degree, D.V.M.)

1220 Speech pathology and audiology
(221 Chiropractic
1222 Clinical social work ( medical

and psychiatric and specialized
rehabilitatinn services)

1223 Medical laboratory technologies
tbaccalaunate and higher
programs)

12:4 Dental technologies
(baccalaureate and higher
programs)

l 5 Radiologic technologies
baccalaureate and higher

programs)
1:99 Other, specify

1300 HOME ECONOMICS

Subject field designations which charac-
terise students, faculty, loyalties, de-
gree programs, reserreb projects, etc.
otaiing to do with the theory one
practice of family and home care on.)
eluding th science of foods, home
decoration and managerrlent, and
child care.

1301 Home economics, general
301 Home decoration and hornet

equipment
i303 Clothing and textiles
1304 Consumer economics and home

management
1305 Farruly relations and child

de%eloprnent
1306 Foods and nutrition include

dietetics I
)307 Inslitutional management and

cafeteria management
1399 Other, specify

1400 LAW

Suo)sct eesd designations which charac.
stire itadents, 'acuity. !I:clime!, 2s-
ire* prograrni, research proyferl, ere.
hal.Ing to do with initriirliOn tn the
legal customr, piastres, and rules of
society and stases for the purpose It
pursuing career in juruprudence

1401 Law, general
1499 Other, specify

Sublect

Iwo urrvis
field designations which charac-

terise students, faculty, facilities, de-
use programs, research projectl, etc
haLing to do with Engiuh language
and ilterature and Lailsg !pions re-
-:red to ancient and modern cisiturer

01 English, general
:R).! LIerature, English
..)03 Comparative hterature

): 4 CIaasics
I 535 Leguistics include phonetics,

semantics, and philolocy)
1.L.)6 Speech, debate, and (orenitc

science trhetonc and public
addrear)

' .07 Creative writing
1508 Teaching of English ae a (oreign

Ianguage

4 :

1 .)09 Philosophy
..)10 Religious studies t exclude

theological professions)
1599 Other, specify

1100 LIBRARY SCIENCE

Subtect field derignaiions which charac-
terise students, faculty, Outfitter, de-
gree programs, research projects. Ste
frioung so 4. with in/1,1411On in the
profesiional skills required to Or Ian..
Lis collections of books and related
materials end th training necessary
for providing seri:ices related to them.

1601 Library science. general
1699 Other, specify

1700 MATKMATICS

Subject field designations which charac-
terise student!, faculty, facilities, de-
grey programs. research pro;ecrs, tic
hoing to do with th science or' num-
berr and space configuration, and
their operations. eseaturervitnt, rile-
tionihips, and abstreetioru.

'11 Mathematics, general
, 02 Statistics, mathematical and

theoretical
1'03 Applied mathematics
'799 Other. specify

I$O° MILITARY SCIENCES

Subject field designations which charac-
terize student:, faculty, facilities, de-
gree program:. research projects, fir,
na,ing to do salth techniques end
,414/1 unique to the pursuit of a pro-
,essional care', a: a military otficsr

1901 Military science (Army)
902 Naval science Navy, Mannes)

1803 Aerospace science Asr Force)
999 Other, ipecify

1900 PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Sublect field designation, which charac-
te.ire isudentr, 'acuiry, factistur, 'li-
eu programs. research project:, fie
heiing to do ;kith th basic nature of
-nattr, energy, and turoctated phe-
10.4sna.

I301 Phylical sciences. general
190: Physics, general (esclude

biophysics)
1903 Molecular physics
1904 Nuclear physics

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



1905 Chemists-to', general exclude
biochemistry)

!906 Inorganic chemutrY
1901 Organic chemistry
19n/I Physical chemistry
909 Analytical chemistry

1910 Pharmaceutical chennivtrf
1911 Astronomy
1912 Astrophysics
1913 Atmoophenc sciences and

meteorology
1914 Geology
1915 Geochemistry
1916 Geophyou and seismology
1917 Earth sciences, general
1913 Paleontology
1919 Ocnnogrzphy
1920 Metallurgy
1999 Other, specify

2000 PSYCHOLOGY

Sisbyvet field drugneticuu Lishich enclitic.
sings alatnli, faculty, fdtililiss, ds
use programs, rintanch p.oircti et(
having to do with LIonal
mental protstifs.

2001 Psychology, general
2002 Experimental psychology

(animal and human)
2003 Chnical psychology
2004 Psychology for counseling
:005 Social psychoLgy
2006 Psychometric.s
2007 Statistics ri psychology
:NB Industrial psychology
2009 Developmental psychology
2010 Physiological psychology
.:099 Other, specify

2100 PUBLIC AFTAIRS
and SERVICES

c.b.1(1 derigrostiorts udsicrs (Aorgc.
IIL* itsiderw, I.CUUy. fILLJIIIII, d

re, porerses, rsrearchi 'toyed-is, etc
rusted to det,slopong ands imetoiing
i.:Dmpetenrier In the nmemegsrment ars/
.penation ot goenintistral genriei

_I )1 romunity services. generil
Pbiic adrcurustrauon
Parks and recreauon
anagernent

4 S (,661 ..ork and heiping servtces
they than clinical social work

1....aw enforcement and corrections
'accalaureate and higher

rr,grams)
h I nternational public ter . ice

irer !hart diplomatic service.
.1'19 Other, specify

2200 SOCIAL SCIE1'4CES

E,dn.err atilnarni 4,1: ill (1,,aae
,16.11-1fr c1C4,11, a. let, ac .

ic re pCrae.ni trtatcS ttt
to do .Alin ail aspect; in

rail prnell at tit ittil iduct,
.1! t d( it.',11 and hir

9 Criminoiog-y
International relations
asfro-Arnerican (black culture)
It udies

2 kmencan Indian cultural siudies
MexiCan-ArneriCan cultura)
studies

1114 Urban studies
..' 5 Demography
.99 Other. specify

2.300 TH EOLOGY

SIAble(1 )5eld Sengestricies which chaste.
ttss modems:, faculty, facilities. den
gnu programs, 'mirth proyetts. etc.
sieted to preparaton and train:Re
,,;r r OCII1001.

_301 Theological professions, general
.103 Rehoous music

Biblical languages
.r 4 Religious education
399 Other, specify

4900 INTERDISCIPLINARY
STUDIES

5iod'ec4 ield dmgmations which chew.
tr,se Itudemts, faulty, facthttes, de-

Pu

So( 111 ic ences, ge"Le.,11
pk, icy

tirrhacgy

It programs, research PIOlfeil. rte.
al:Ise more sham onus ?major du-

;tine 4,itAout primary concentration
-I ony one wee.

E.ccnorni..,s 4`4 '1 General liberal aru and sciences
. '5 H.story Biological and physical sciences

'6 Geography 4903 Humanities and social sciencte
.'07 Political science and goernrrent 004 Engineering and other disciplines
.:..08 Sociology 4'499 Other, specsfy
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Appendix 2A. Typical Group Profiles Constructed
From the Academic Orientation Scales
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Biology

4,0*

3.5

MUM 2.0

1.5

3.0

1.0

0.54

0.0 I
3 Rt.P V I So 3c C a E R M LrDv BB

Clonoral Amiemis Orlentalfono

Volios C Dots N4114

Business

4.0

0.5

0 0 1 I 1 4 1 4 1

aa SF r iPWScsc 1

LI
I 1

144 M
4 1

LrDvBS

4.0

3, 5

3.0

2.5

kloin 2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

Cirowral Academic OnsreatIono

Version C D. Ne113

English

0.0
CR SJ 94) R W So Se Ca 5141 1A Lr Dv BS

General Madan* Ortordarfon

Vorown D Dow N-100 for Craw 121 f of Lit

4" COmpost1lon

Lltoratirro

I 5

CA Dewlap creativity
SU increase sell-understancing
Sp Improve speaking skills
R know.. ressonim skills
LP Develop a Me phdosophy
w Understand world around me
So Work tor social causes
Sc Develop sclentifIc skills
Ca Prepare br cover
Ex Gain expertise
HR Develop human relations

knprove numerical ability
IN Understand cultural diversity
Lr Vali* learning br its own sake
BS knprovs basic skills
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4.0

3.

3.0

2.5

law 2.0
1.4

1 C

0.5

0.0

Fin Arts

.bml.

\V V
0

31 SJ So R UN 1V So St Ca Ex 41 M L t Dv a

4.0

3. 5

3.0

2.5

11.4an 2 .0

1 5

1 0

0.5

0.0
CFI 3.1 Sp R LP 'A So

Gortorai Ambler& Ortodox ions

V min C Dues N.107

History

SC CO al 1-11 M L Dv

Claneml Academic Orientations

Virsiars C Wt. NaIa2

Mathematics

BS

. 0

CR 9J 9) R LP W So Sc Co Ex WI 114 U Dv BS
Gooprai Acalsenic Orientations

Venice C Costa M10 6

_KEY TOMREVIAT)ONS

CR Develop aeativIty
SU Increase sell-understancing
Sp improve speaking skills
R !wove reasonkv skils
LP Develop a lib phioeophy
W Understand workl around ma
So Work tor mid came
St Develop acianMc skills
Cs Naps. br censer
Ex Gain expertise
HR Develop human relations
LI Improve numerical
Dv Understand cultural diversity
Lr Value teaming tor its own saha
BS Improve basic 'kik

1
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3.3
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2.5
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MRMIN.M1000.11.1.WMPO=MINIMP
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CAW* F LP WilefloCaEx141111 Li Ge Ma

GenerW Acedernio Ortantatiere
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3

2 0

2 3

Made 2 0
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1 0

0

0 0

Vui C Dom 141134

Romance langusges

01 SU Se 0 LP IP I. $e Ca b OP Id la Or OS
Otroval esedeenlo Oesoloesses

4.0

3

3 c

2.

Mein 2.0

1 . 5

c

0.5

0.c
CR 3J 90

Vemem C D. PI I 24

Sociology

R LP VI 90 9C Ca E.
General Academic Orientation.

Vereido C Date Ne154

r Dv OS

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

CR DOW** aeativity
SU Incresse aell-understanding
Sp Improve speaking skill.
R Improve reasonirp skills
LP Develop a Me phiosophy
W Understend world around m
So Work kw soca Caliele
SO Develop scientik
Ca Pmpere be career
Ex Gan 0-wtbe
HR Develcp 'lumen relations
M Improve numerical ability
Dv Utbderlierld cultural divenity
U Value learning for its own sake
BS Improve bask ebb

I 5 i
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Appendix 2B. Profile Demonstration of Discriminant Validity
for Subject-Specific Scales
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Mean Score

Mean Score

Biology Scale

Erg His Soc Psy Bio Mat Ar ts Lan

introductory Course

Version C Dag.i N=1182

Business Scale

N

Erg His Soc Psy Bio Mat Arts Lim Bus
Invoductory Course

Version C Data N=1182

Caution: These scats are only to
demonstrate that student studying ihe
target subject score high on the scale
relative to others. The only valid score is
the one lor the titled subject.
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I

Mean Score

Mean Score

ErigHsh Scale

Erg His Soc Psy Bio Mat Arts
Introducbry Course

VInion C Data N=1182

Fine Arts Scale

Lan Bun

EnQ His Soc Psy 134o Mat A r ts Urt
Introductory Course

Version C Data N=1182

Caution: These scabs we oily to
demonstrate that students studying the
target subject acme high on the ace*
relative to others. The only valid score is
the one tor the titled si.dayect.

1I.

Bus
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Mean Score 2

Mean Score

History Scale

Erg His Soc Pay Elio Mat Arts Lan Bus
Introductory Course

Version C Den Nst1182

Mathematics Scale

z

Erg His Soc Psy Euo Mat Arts Lan Bus
introductory Cour,*

Version C Dats Nik1182

Caution: These wise we only to
demonstrate that students studying the
target sublect score high on the scale
*alive to others. The only mid score is
the one lor the titled subeect.
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M. Score

Psychology Scala

0
Ena His Soc Psy Bia Mat A. Is Lon Bus

introductory Course

Version C Data 1182

Romance Language Scale

Mean Scorn 2

1

0 I 0

Eng His Soc
I

Pay
I

Blo
4

Mat
i

A rts
1

Lai
1

Bus
Introductory Course

Version C Data N=1182

Caution: These scales are only to
dernonsarats that students *tidying too
target subject wore high an the scale
relatin to others. The orgy veld wore is
the one tot the titled subject.
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4

3

Mean Score 2

Moan Scan

1

Sociology Scale

04_

Erg His Sac Psy 134o Mat A rts Lan Bus
introductory Course

0

Version C Data N=1182

Strongly Endorsed Scale

Eng His Soc Psy Bio Mat Arts Lan Sue
Introductory Course

Version C Data N-1182

Caution: Theme scales are only to
demonstrate that students studying the
target subject score high on the scale
retaireeilo others. The onbr valid score is
the one kx the titled subject.
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Appendix 3. Reserve Items Pool

DISCARDED rrEzd POOL

The items below were included in an early version of the SGE but were not retained for one or
more reasons indicated in the code below. This pool of items may be drawn upon by users who
wish to supplement the current items. Remember that students were responding with respect to
their goals for a specific course and that a limited number of introductory courses were
included.

Code for reason item was discarded:

c common item--answered similarly by most students (see also "n" since some were
not important goals)

d duplicated (or nearly so) an item that was used
n not important goal to students in pilot courses (may be important to faculty

members, however)
rw reworded same item in another way and included in SGE

s space too limited to includewould have been a useful item

s, d 1-4 To read artistic critiques intelligently
c 1-9 To immerse myself in the world of ideas

rw 1-10 To work for a specific cause, such as world peace
s. n 1-12 To become accepted in a group
s, n 1-19 To make a contribution to scientific knowledge

1-20 To become an informed voter
s. n 1-28 To improve my social and economic status
s, n 1-29 To learn how to relax and enjoy life

1-30 To meet an appropriate life companion
d 1-32 To increase my organizational skills

rw 1-33 To question the opinion of authorities
nv, s 1-35 To discover new ways of doing things
d. s 1-38 To be informed about current social issues

1-39 To gain background and specialization for further study In a professional
scholarly field

c, n 1-41 To prepare for religious work
1-43 To learn to take some initiative

d 1-47 To learn things that will be useful in solving problems in this field
s. n 1-49 To improve my community
c. n 1-50 To improve my athletic ability

1-57 To understand the way this field is stnictured
1-59 To pass a certification or licensing exam

n. s 1-63 To learn to maintain my physical and mental health
1-64 To gain a reputation as a knowledgeable person in my field

s. d 1-67 To learn how knowledge is acquired
rw 1-69 To develop ethical and moral values
a 1-70 To make scientific Judgments as an informed citizen

1-74 To become famous
s, n 1-77 To develop the ability to work well in group endeavors
d, rw 1-78 To understand the way scholars in this field investigate questions
rw 1-79 To get a promotion in my job
rw 1-80 To learn how to be a group leader

1 (;';
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rw 1-82 To learn to read critically
TW 1-86 To choose between alternative actions

1-88 To understand the career options open to me
d. s 1-89 To learn to organize and use time effectively
d. s 1-90 To appreciate literature
n. s 1-91 To develop supervisory skills
s, n 1-97 To learn to accept criticism gracefully

1-100 To demonstrate to my family that I can succeed
1-101 To develop a commitment to careful and accurate work

rw 1-102 To meet people

2-3 To try to see how everything fits together logically
rw 2-5 To develop sensitivity to the feelings of others
1-W 2-9 To develop intellectually
rw 2-11 To learn to fee relaxed in groups or at ease in social settings
TW 2-12 To learn to get along with others
rw 2-15 To understand the relation of literature and film to life
rw 2-16 To become more mature
s. d 2-17 To understand how human lmowledge has developed

rw 2-21 To develop tolerance and understanding of other people and their views
c, n 2-24 To choose a life style
c, n 2-30 To prepare for family life
rw 2-31 To develop appreciation of varied moral and .thical standards
a. d 2-33 To gain exposure to new ideas

n. s 2-35 To help me invent new things
rw 2-40 To make sound career decisions
c, n 2-41 To increase religious devotion and commitment
rw 2-43 To develop independence or self-directedness
rw 2-44 To improve my self-image
fW 2-47 To learn to solve practical problems in my career

s 2-49 To help my nation
2-50 To develop the ability to work with my hands

s 2-56 To learn how to solve specific kinds of mathematics problems
TW 2-57 To understand broad trends in this field
n. s 2-65 To establish my personal identity
n. s 2-66 To develop commitment to a set of beliefs
rw 2-70 To make judgments about envu-nnmental issues as an

2-72 To enjoy music
n. s 2-74 To obtain recognition from others
rw 2-77 To improve my interpersonal skills
s. d 2-78 To learn the methods of analysis of this field
rw 2-81 To gain skills and techniques directly applicable to a job

2-84 To improve my telephone communication skills
s, n 2-87 To achieve recognition in my community
n. a 2-88 To keep all career options open

2-89 To learn to organize and use time effectively

rw 2-94 To understand how humans have learned to cope with nature
rw 2-96 To learn to solve complex problems
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